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Abstract

Tunnels excavated in massive unfractured Lac du Bonnet granite at the 420 Level of the

Underground Research Laboratory showed typical signs of instability, i.e., spalling, slabbing'

notch development. Two.dimensional elastic stress analyses of the failed tunnels indicated

that failure was occurring at stress levels of about 100 MPa. A laboratory testing program

was carried out using conventional unconfined-compression tests and triaxial-compression

tests. In addition, uniaxial and biaxial tests of physical models containing circular holes

were also conducted. All the laboratory tests indicated that the laboratory strength of Lac

du Bonnet granite was twice the calculated stress level at which failure occurred. This

result led to a study of massive rock strength using laboratory data and freld observations.

In classical geotechnics, the shear strength of a rock is regarded as made up of two

components, intrinsic strength or cohesion, and frictional strength. Laboratory tests were

carried out which showed that initiall¡ when rock deformations are essentially elastic, there

is a maximum cohesive strength which is about 0.7-0.8 of the standard laboratory unconfined

compressive strength. As the loads increase above this maximum cohesive strength, friction

is increasingly mobilized and the associated nonelastic displacements damage the cohesion.

Consequently at displacements near the peak strength, i.e., when friction is fully mobilized,

approximately 70% of the initial cohesion has been lost. The laboratory tests showed that

most of the cohesion loss results from very small displacements. The loss in cohesion was

modelled using the Griffith locus based on a sliding crack model.

Microseismic monitoring of a circular test tunnel excavated on the 420 Level of the

Underground Research Laboratory revealed that considerable damage, i.e', crackin8, 'tras

tlt



occurring near the face of the advancing tunnel. Three dimensional numerical stress analyses

rvere carried out to investigate the loading path near the face of the test tunnel. The analyses

showed that the loading path exceeded the crack initiation stress measured in the laboratory

tests but that the loading path did not exceed the initial cohesion values measured in the

laboratory tests. Thus the loading path stress magnitudes were not sufficient to mobilize

friction.

The effect of stress rotation, near the advancing tunnel face, was also investigated since it

has been demonstrated, for tensile loading, that cracks can be made to grow at a constant

Ioad by rotating the direction of the applied load. Three-dimensional numerical stress

analyses showed that the principal sttess directions near the face of the tunnel rotate as

the tunnel advances. It is proposed that the rotation of the stresses near the face amplifles

the damag e i,n si.tu and that this damage is equivalent to the damage in the laboratory

tests in which the cohesion r¡/as reduced after only small displacements by 70%. Thus,

when the maximum principal stress magnitude is above the crack initiation stress, the

maximum cohesion in s,itu, that can be relied on, is only 50To ot more of that measured in

the laboratory.

Two-dimensional modelling of the failure process was carried out using a phenomeno-

logical approach and a discrete fracture approach. The phenomenological approach uses

a degraded strength to simulate the damage that has occurred near the advancing tunnel

face. This approach, although practical, has several limitations, the most signifrcant of

which is the assumption that the entire rock mass strength around the tunnel has been

degraded. The discrete fracture approach was carried out using a preliminary version of the

frnite element code InSight2D designed to model fracture growth in compression. A major

advantage of the discrete fracture method is that it does not require the rock mass strength

to be degraded. This approach holds much promise and captures one of the key physical

processes, i.e. slabbing, observed around failing underground openings in brittle rocks.

The major contributions to our understanding of strength and failure that have resulted

lv



from the investigations and analyses carried out during the course of this thesis are noted

below:

o Samples obtained from a pre-stressed medium were damaged by the sampling process

when the far field stress exceeded about 0.1o".

The effects of scale, loading-rate and moisture on intact rock strength is minimal and

do not explain the observed strength reduction investigated in this thesis.

Maximum friction and maximum cohesion are not mobilized at the same displace-

ments. By the time friction is fully mobilized a significant portion of the maximum

cohesion in the sample has been lost. The Griffith locus \Mas successfully used to

model the mobilization of friction and the loss of cohesion.

Cracking around underground openings initiates at about the same stress level as

crack initiation in the laboratory tests. The zone of crack initiation, with / : g,

appears to define the limit of progressive failure around the openings at the 420 Level

of the Underground Research Laboratory.

The loading path of rock near the tunnel face suggests that stress rotation in the

areas of maximum tangential stress concentration is a signifrcant contributor to the

localized degradation of the rock mass cohesive strength. Failure initiates in these

locally damaged areas when the maximum tangential stress reaches about 100 MPa.

Failure around the underground openings at the 420 Level of the Underground Re-

search Laboratory initiates at a point, called the process zone, and is progressive.

Failure occurs as a slabbing mechanism and stops when the geometry of the notch

becomes convex and the process zone becomes contained.

Modelling of the extent of failure cannot be captured by plane.strain modelling unless

some effort is made to account for the initiation of failure at a point near the tunnel

face before plane strain conditions are reached.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In their efforts to ext¡act resources from the earth and to find solutions for the disposal

of waste, engineers are forced to create openings at ever increasing depths in the earth's

crust. In Canada, mineral extraction is taking place at depths of 2000 m with plans to

extend the mining operations to depths of 3000 m. In South Africa, the deepest working

Ievels are 3800 m below surface and shaft systems to mine at depth in excess of 4000 m are

being developed. In the nuclear industry in France, Sweden, Canada, Germany, the United

Kingdom and the United States, plans are being made for the disposal of spent fuel from

nuclear power plants at depths between 300 to 1000 m. In the petroleum industr¡ boreholes

at depths greater than 1000 m are drilled on a routine basis. The design of these openings

requires an estimate of the in si.tu stress and the strength of the rock mass. Both of these

topics have been the focus of much research for the past 40 years. Yet, in his general report

on Underground Openings in Overstressed Rock to the 6th Congress of the International

Society of Rock Mechanics held in Montreal in 1987 H. Wagner [151] from South Africa

stated:

"It is fair to say that more research has been devoted to the clarification of the

strength properties than any other aspect of the rock behaviour. Nevertheless,

it is still doubtful whether reliable predictions can be made with regard to the

failure of rock surrounding underground excavations."
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Rock Mass

Figure 1.1: Illustration of the difñculty in determining the rock mass strength around an

underground opening. The intact strength can be determined in the laboratory but the
rock mass strength must be determined by other means.

Wagner [151] also commented that one of the reasons for this difficulty is that strength

is usually obtained from small samples of intact pieces of rock tested under artificial loading

conditions. This strength must then be extrapolated to account for the presence of joints,

fractures and other planes of weakness in the rock mass (Figure 1.1).

The most significant attempt at quantifying the rock mass strength in recent years is the

empirical failure criterion developed by Hoek and Brown [75]. This failure criterion starts

with the intact rock strength and reduces that strength depending on the rock mass quality

as determined from the rock mass classification systems of Bieniawski [9] and Barton [4].

It is not surprising that the main focus of research on rock mass strength has been on

the reduction of the intact strength due to the presence of fractures as most civil and mining
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engineering projects take place at shallow depth in moderate to highly fractured rock masses

with low in situ stresses (Figure 1.2). In these situations, the rock mass strength is largely

attributed to frictional resistance along fractures. However, at depth, large volumes of

massive rock are sometimes encountered and frequently in these situations the in siúz stress

is high, relative to the intact strength. Under these conditions the strength of the rock mass

can be attributed bo the intact strength (Figure 1.2). For excavations in massive rock it is

generally assumed that the strength of an intact sample would be similar to that of the rock

mass. For example in the Hoek-Brown guide to their failure criterion, the parameters for

the failure envelope for massive rock are the same for laboratory and the i,n seúu conditions.

This implicit assumption that the laboratory strength and in si.tu strength would be similar

if the rock mâss was unfractured has not been questioned. Excavations in massive granite

in south-eastern Manitoba, for evaluating nuclear waste disposal concepts have provided an

excellent opportunity to test this assumption.

1.1 Problem Statement and Research Activities

The nuclear industry is faced with assessing the concept of deep geological disposal of nuclear

waste. One of the preferred characteristics for a suitable disposal site is low permeability.

Hence, unlike the mining industry, which usually creates excavations in highly fractured

rock masses with major faults and geologic boundaries, the nuclear industry is looking for

uniform, stable conditions in rock masses with minimum faulting and fracturing. Thus, the

shafts and tunnels for a waste repository may be excavated in nearly intact rock. AECL

Research, which is charged with the responsibility for assessing the geologic disposal concept

in plutonic rocks in Canada, has constructed the Underground Research Laboratory (URL)

near Lac du Bonnet in south-eastern lvlanitoba. Portions of this facility are constructed in

massive unfractured granite.

The tunnels excavated at the URL at a depth of. 420 m in massive unfractured granite,

displayed extensive spalling and slabbing during construction. Preliminary stress analyses
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Figure 1.2: Various classes of failures as a function of. in siúz stress and fracturing (after

Hoek, pers. comm.).
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of these tunnels indicated that the spalling and slabbing occurred where the maximum

tangential stress on the boundary of the tunnels exceeded approximately 80-100 It'IPa. Thus

the i,n szúz strength around the perimeter of the tunnels is about 100 lvlPa or approximately

ll2 the unconfrned compressive strength of intact rock samples tested in the laboratory'

Similar findings have been reported elsewhere [725, 128,117, 69]. However, in those cases

explanations related to scale effects, heterogeneous materials and incipient fractures' were

offered as reasons for the observed strength reduction. At the URL, however, the rock mass

is relatively homogeneous and isotropic, elastic and fracture free. Thus the usual reasons put

forth for the observed strength reduction, including scale effects, can not be supported at

the URL. The inability of the classic stress-strength approach to predict tunnel performance

at the 420 Level of the URL prompted the research described in this thesis.

1.1.1 Finding A Solution

When comparing measured laboratory strength to calculated stresses around tunnels, two

important steps have to be carried out: 1) establish the far-field i'n si'tu stresses required

to calculate the stresses around the tunnel, and 2) establish how the laboratory strength

can be translated to a field strength. One additional step which is considered in this thesis

is to establish if the loading path around the tunnel is similar to the loading path in the

laboratory tests which were used to establish the in situ strength. In addition to these steps,

one must also consider the assumptions employed in the numerical analyses. The rock mass

at the URL is relatively homogeneous, isotropic, and fracture free, consequently, the anal-

yses which appear most appropriate are ones which represent a continuous, homogeneous,

isotropic, linear, elastic (CHILE) material. Thus, as a starting point, the calculated stresses

around the URL tunneìs are based on linear elastic analysis.

The first step in determining the stresses at the boundary of the tunnels at the URL

was to establish the far field in siúu stresses. It is well known that the measurement of. i'n

seúz stress is fraught with difficulties. Accordingly, it becomes essential to establish the zn
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siúrl stress magnitudes and direction with some reasonable degree of confidence. Although

overcoring and hydraulic fracturing are traditional methods for determining the in situ

stress state at a point, the convergence method provides the stress state at the tunnel scale.

lvlartin et al [109] demonstrated that this type of stress measurement wa,s considerably more

reliable than the information obtained from overcore measurements at the URL.

The second step in the process was to establish the laboratory strength for the rock mass

in which the tunnels will be excavated. In massive granite, this first appears as a routine

task. Testing of Lac du Bonnet granite has been on-going since about 1980 by the University

of Manitoba and AECL. Samples have been collected from two sources, Cold Spring Quarry

and the URL. Preliminary compilation of the tests results from these two sources indicated

that the strength of the granite varied spatially and also decreased considerably with depth

at the URL. This latter finding wa.s rather surprising because 'in s'itu, the quality of the rock

mass improves with depth, i.e., the rock mass changes from a jointed rock mass near surface

to a massive rock mass at depth. Thus in order to establish the likely in si.tu strength at

the 420 Level of the URL, the possibility of sample disturbance needed to be explored.

Another important issue is translating the laboratory strength to the field strength.

In the initial stress-strength analysis the laboratory unconfined compressive strength was

compared to the calculated maximum tangential stress on the perimeter of the tunnel.

However, it is well known that the short-term unconfined compressive strength is somewhat

higher than the long-term strength of intact rock. The long-term strength of Lac du Bonnet

granite has been determined by Schmidtke and Lajtai [140] to be about 130 NIPa. However,

this still does not explain failure occurring at stresses around 100 NIPa. Interestingly, the

130 lvlPa long-term strength is projected from tests conducted over one month's duration

and represents the predicted strength for times greater than 1000 years. The long-term

strength from the one month tests was 155 lvlPa. Because failure was occurring as soon

as the excavations rvere created it does not appear that the long-term strength piays a

significant role in the observed strength reduction around the tunnels. In addition to the
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Iong-term strength, there is also the issue of scale (volume) effects, Ioading-rate effects,

moisture effects and loading path effects. All of these effects are explored in this thesis.

As part of the study of the strength of Lac du Bonnet granite, physical model studies

were also carried out. The initial stress-strength analysis compared the laboratory uniaxial

compressive strength to the tangential stress around a tunnel. However, the stress at the

boundary of a tunnel is not truly uniaxial because of the tunnel curvature and the load

parallel to the axis of the tunnel. Thus in order to a.ssess the strength around a tunnel

granite blocks containing a circular opening were loaded in uniaxial or biaxial compression

and cracking carefully monitored.

The next step in this research was to consider the role the loading path around the tunnel

might play in determining the strength of the rock. Talebi and Young [149] established,

by microseismic monitoring, that cracking, i.e., damage, was occurring ahead of the shaft

excavated from the 240 Level to the 420 Level at the URL, although failure around the

shaft was not observed in the areas where cracking had occurred. Observations of the

failure process on the 420Leve| indicated that it was progressive, i.e., initiating at a point

and progressing into a typical well-bore breakout geometry. Thus, in order to understand

the role of progressive failure a series of damage-controlled laboratory tests were conducted

which enabled the cohesion and frictional strength components to be isolated and tracked

as crack damage accumulated in the test specimen. This unique testing method indicated

that as crack damage accumulates, at stress levels below the peak strength, cohesion is

lost at a very rapid rate. Thus in a damaged sample, the cohesion can be as low as

about half the cohesion measured in an undamaged sample. The strength at the boundary

of an underground opening is essentially due to rock cohesion, thus these laboratory tests

demonstrated that if damage is occurring around an advancing tunnel face the rock strength

will be reduced to less than half the unconfined compressive strength'

The final stage of this research was to examine in detail how the loading path around an

advancing tunnel face, causes damage and to attempt to model the process. Two and three
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dimensional numerical analyses were carried out. Finally numerical analyses were used to

simulate the failure process around a tunnel at the 420 level of the URL. Two approaches

to modelling the failure process were used, a phenomenological approach and a discrete

fracture approach. Both methods, demonstrate that progressive failure around the tunnel

can be modelled reasonably well once the mechanism of failure is thoroughly understood.

In summary, the primary objective of this thesis is to determine why the strength of

massive granite from back analysis of tunnels excavated at the 420 Level of the Underground

Research Laboratory was about 100 MPa when the the reported laboratory unconfined com-

pressive strength of the granite was around 200 MPa. This objective is met by investigating

the effects of scale, loading rate, moisture, damage and loading path on the rock strength.

L.2 Organization Of Thesis

This thesis examines the strength of openings in massive Lac du Bonnet granite at the

Underground Research Laboratory at depths between 240 and 420 m. Chapter 2 provides

the geotechnical setting for the URL. The i,n situ stress state at the 420 Level of the URL

is established and the effects of this stress state on the properties of samples tested in the

laboratory is described.

Extensive testing of Lac du Bonnet granite has been carried out over the past ten

years. Chapter 3 provides a summary of those test results. It is commonly implied that

scale (volume) effects is the major reason for the reduction in strength from the laboratory

measured value to the i,n siúz strength. Scale effects, loading rate effects, moisture, and

Iong-term strength are all investigated and reviewed in arriving at an estimate of the likely

in si.tu strength.

Interpretation of laboratory test results requires an understanding of the failure pro-

cess. Chapter 4 provides a review of laboratory testing in compression and establishes the

key fracture parameters in compression testing. Chapter 4 then examines the progressive

failure of brittle rock. The classical strength envelope for a brittle rock assumes that full
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cohesion and full friction are mobilized simultaneously. Results from damage-controlled lab-

oratory tests are used to investigate this assumption. A model, based on energy concepts,

is developed for progressive failure and compared to the laboratory results.

In Chapter 5 it is demonstrated that the back calculated strength around the excavations

at the 420 Level of the Underground Research Laboratory is about half the laboratory

unconfined compressive strength. Microseismic monitoring of a test tunnel shows that

damage is occurring to the rock immediately around the face of the advancing tunnel.

Mechanisms which could cause this damage are investigated, using numerical simulations,

and compared to the laboratory test results.

Chapter 6 describes two approaches, the phenomenological approach and the discrete

fracture approach, to modelling progressive failure around the openings at the URL. The

phenomenological approach requires no understanding of the failure process whereas the

discrete fracture method requires a thorough understanding of the failure process.

A discussion and summary of the thesis is provided in Chapter 7.



Chapter 2

Geotechnical Settittg

The Underground Research Laboratory (URL) was constructed in southeastern Manitoba

for the purposes of conducting large scale in siúz experiments related to the disposal of

nuclear fuel waste from nuclear po'ü/er plants (Figure 2.1). The access shaft for the URL

began with the shaft collar construction in 1982 and was excavated in two stages. Stage

1 (upper shaft) r¡/as excavated from the surface to a depth of 255 m between 1983 March

and 1985 April. This stage was excavated as a nominal 2.8 m by 4.9 m rectangular shaft

by the traditional drill and blast benching method. Stage 2 (lower shaft) was excavated

from the 255-m depth to the 443-m depth between 1987 July and 1988 August. This stage

was excavated as a 4.6-m-diameter circular shaft using a full-face drill and blast technique.

Between 1985 and 1987, the 240 Level access tunnels were developed and the ventilation raise

was excavated between the 240 Level and the surface. The final activity of the construction

phase, development of the access tunnels on the 420 Level and the ventilation shaft from the

420 Leve| to the 240 Level, was completed in 1990. The URL at the end of the construction

phase is shown in Figure 2.2. TheURL's operating phase, which began in 1989, will continue

until 2000 and will include a series of nine major experiments designed to address some of

the technical issues associated with the disposal of nuclear fuel waste [146].

10
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Figure 2.1: Location map of the Lac du Bonnet batholith and the Underground Research

Laboratory.

11
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Figure 2.2: Isometric of the Underground Research Laboratory. The 420 Level is excavated
in massive, unfractured granite
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2.L Geology

2.LJ Regional Setting

Brown et al. [17] and Everitt et al. [46]. have described the geological setting of the URL.

In summary, the URL is located within the Lac du Bonnet granite batholith (LDBB),

which is considered to be representative of many granitic intrusions of the Precambrian

Canadian Shield. The batholith trends east-northeast and its elongated body is about 75

by 25 km at surface (Figure 2.1) and extends to a depth of about 10 km. The batholith,

dated as Late Kenoran age (2680t81 Ma), lies in the Winnipeg River plutonic complex

of the English River gneiss belt of the western Superior Province. The batholith is a

relatively undifferentiated pink and grey massive porphyritic granite-granodiorite. The

massive, medium- to coarse.grained porphyritic granite is relatively uniform in texture and

composition over the batholith, although locally it displays subhorizontal gneissic banding.

Low-dipping thrust faults and associated systems of predominantly north-northeast

striking subvertical joints occur throughout the LDBB. The style of fracturing within the

central portion of the LDBB near the URL is dominated by large, low-dipping thrust faults

and splays. The blocks between the thrust faults are crosscut by one or more sets of sub-

vertical joints, the pattern and frequency of which varies from one block (fracture domain)

to the next. The factors influencing the pattern of intra-block jointing include the overall

distance from the surface, the proximity to the bounding faults, and the local rock type.

The subvertical joints become less frequent, Iess continuous, and simpler in pattern with

increasing depth.

2.L.2 Local Setting

The local geological setting was first determined by site investigations carried out from the

surface. The location of the URL shaft was selected to provide a range of lithological and

structural domains. Excavation of the URL shaft intersected two major thrust faults that

dip about 25 to 30'southeast. These faults are referred to as FractureZone 3 and Fracture

13
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Zone 2 and the splays as Fracture Zones 2.5 and i.9 (Figure 2.3). The fracture zones are

composed of chloritic slip surfaces, which grade into cataclastic zones where displacements

in the order of metres to tens of metres have occurred. Where the URL shaft intersects

Fracture Zone 2 there is an estimated 7.3 m of reverse displacement [46]. The cataclastic

zones range in thickness from 20 mm to L m and contain breccia and clay-gouge. These

fracture zones are considered to be the main pathways for groundwater flow in the Lac du

Bonnet batholith [37].

Between the surface and Fracture Zone 2.5, the rock is pink granite and contains a

prominent subvertical joint set striking about 020o near surface, to 040o at the 240 Level.

A less prominent subvertical joint set strikes between 150 and 180'. The pink colour is

due to alteration by groundwater flow. The general rock type below Fracture Zone 2.5 is

a massive unjointed grey granite. Excavation of the shaft from the 240 Level to the 420

Level and the excavation of the several hundreds of metres of tunnel on the 420 Level were

completed in this granite. In the immediate area of Fracture Zones 2 and 1.9, the grey

granite shows pink alteration.

2.2 In Si,tu Stress

In si,tu stress is one of the key parameters needed for the design of an underground opening.

Yet it is one of the most difficult and most costly parâmeters to obtain. Stress is defined

at a point and hence if one needs to know the stress in a large volume of rock then a large

number of measurements are required. In reality, only a few süress measurements are made

at any one site, e.g., only about 133 triaxial stress measurements have been made for all of

the Canadian Shield [70]. An exception to this paucity of data is the Underground Research

Laborator¡ where about 350 triaxial stress measurements have been made in a volume of

rock about 100 m x 100 m x 500 m deep. In addition to the triaxial measurements,

2D overcoring, hydraulic fracturing, convergence measurements, microseismic monitoring,

well-bore breakouts and excavation back-analysis have also been used to help determine the

14
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Vent Raise URL Shaft
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Figure 2.3: Geological section through the URL showing the major fracture zones and the
extent of subvertical fracturing. The number in the small circle refers to the fracture zone

designation. Below Fracture Zone 2 the rock is massive unfractured gneissic grey granite
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stress state. Within the Canadian Shield and the Underground Research Laboratory o1

tends to be horizontal and ø3 tends to be vertical. Hence, these data can be conveniently

divided into horizontal stress and vertical stress measurements. These will be discussed in

turn following a brief review of the limitations of stress measurement techniques.

2.2.L Limitations of Stress Determination Techniques

Before discussing the horizontal and vertical stresses at the URL, it is important to be

aware of the limitations of techniques for determining in situ stress. The two traditional

techniques are the overcoring method and the hydraulic fracturing method. With the over-

coring method, the overcored samples must behave elastically in order to interpret the stress

magnitudes and orientations from the measured strains. At the URL, Martin and Chris-

tiansson [107] demonstrated that on the 240 Level the rock exhibited non-linear behaviour.

They demonstrated that the i,n situ stress from the overcore samples with this non-linear

behaviour could be approximated using a transverse isotropic model. However, below the

240 Level the non-linear behaviour was so severe that the overcoring technique provided no

information on the orientations of the in situ stresses but did provide approximate magni-

tudes [106].

In order to interpret hydraulic fracturing results the hydraulically produced fracture

must be coaxial with the axis of the borehole. Thus a hydraulic fracture test in vertical

borehole producing a coaxial fracture will provide the maximum and minimum horizontal

stress magnitudes and orientations, assuming o3 is vertical. However, at the URL below

Fracture Zone2, hydraulic fracturing in near vertical boreholes produced only subhorizontal

fractures. A solution for the interpretation ofdata from such tests is provided by Ljunggren

and Amadei [103]. However as pointed out by Martin [105] the magnitudes for the maximum

horizontal stress and the ratio of maximum horizontal stress to minimum horizontal stress,

given by this solution, are unrealistically high. Hefny and Lo [67] provided a new method to

interpret horizontal hydrofracs. As with the solution given by Ljunggren and Amadei [103]

16
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it would appear that the new method also gives unrealistically high magnitudes and stress

ratios. Thus at the 420 Level of the URL i.n situ stress cannot be determined by the

traditional methods.

Several methods were developed and tested to determine the in seúu stress state at the

420 Level. Of these methods, the convergence method was simplest to implement and

evaluate.

2.2.2 Convergence Method

The solution for radial displacements (2,") around a circular hole subjected to a biaxial stress

state is given by the well known Kirsch equations [75, 15]. Using these equations the radial

displacements are calculated given the far-field i,n si,tu st¡ess. However, when attempting to

determine the i,n siúu stress from the measured radial displacements the Kirsch equations,

such as those given in [75, 15], are not adequate. Using the theory of elasticity [53] a general

solution was developed for radial displacements which does not require prior knowledge of

the in siúu stress state ( a complete derivation of the relationships between stress and radial

displacements is given in Appendix A).

The total convergence [/ between two diametrically opposite points on the boundary

of a circular opening or 2u, can be expressed as follows, assuming the conditions of plane

strain, as

U: #{(r+(g -4u)cos2g)o*+ (1 - Q-au)cos2l)oo+2(3- 4u)sin2lr,r} (2.i)

rvhere G: the shear modulus, rz: Poisson's ratio,4", ostTzs: biaxial stress state and d:

orientation of the convergence diameter relative to the maximum stress (see Figure 2.4).

Thus [/ varies with position d around the opening. Note that for a given value of d equa-

tion 2.1 is of the general form

t7

U:Ctor*C2oo*Csrro (2.2)
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Figure 2.4: Horizontal section through shaft and location of convergence measurements.

18
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Figure 2.5: An example of measured convergence (Array 12) obtained during shaft con-
struction. The excavation distance on the x-axis in the figure refers to the distance of the
shaft bottom below the plane of measurement.

Hence equation 2.1 can be solved for the stress state provided at least three convergence

diameters are measured.

During the construction of the shaft at the URL from the 240 Level to the 420 Levei

convergence of the shaft walls was recorded using a Kerns Distometer. The convergence

was recorded along four diametrical lines (A- A', B - B', C -C', D - D') as illustrated

in Figure 2.4. An example of a typical convergence plot obtained during construction is

given in Figure 2.5. Using the measured convergence, it is possible to back calculate the i.n

siúz stress state assuming the amount of radial displacements that have occurred before the

instruments were installed is known. lvlartin et al [110] established that approximately 60%

of the total convergence had already occurred prior to installation of the instrumentation

used in the shaft convergence arrays.

In a typical array there were four convergence measurements, yet only three are required

to define the biaxial stress state. Using the additional data, a least squares solution was
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obtained to equation 2.Ito determine the best fit far-field in si,tu stresses. The results from

all the shaft data are given in Table 2.I. Ã typical shaft convergence array, with the best fit

solution compared to the actual measurements, is given in Figure 2.6. The two convergence

arrays in Figure 2.6 illustrate the rotation of the maximum horizontal stress with depth

(see Table 2.I for the locations of the arrays).

Convergence was also measured in a circular horizontal tunnel on the 420 Level using

six diametrical measurements. Figure 2.7 shows a typical result from that tunnel. Note the

dramatic change in stress ratio obtained from the Mine-.by tunnel compared to the results

from the shaft convergence measurements (see Figure 2.6). This reff.ects the difference in

the horizontal stresses measured by the shaft convergence and the horizontal to vertical

stress ratio measured by the Mine-by convergence. A discussion of the results from the

convergence data follows in the next section.

2.2.3 Horizontal Stress

The relationship between the orientation of the maximum horizontal stress (o^or) and depth

indicated two distinct stress domains at the URL [106]: one from the surface to Fracture

Zone 2, where the maximum horizontal stress is oriented parallel to the major subvertical

joint set, striking about 040' (Figure 2.8); and the second extending below Fracture Zone

2, where the maximum horizontal stress has rotated about 90o and is aligned with the

dip direction (æ 130") of Fracture Zone 2 (Figure 2.8). The maximum horizontal stress

direction in the second domain is coincident with the direction of major compression noted

by Herget [68] for this area of the Canadian Shield.

The rotation of the maximum horizontal stress across the domain boundary may be

explained using a simple mechanical model. Fracture Zone 2 tends to follow the weaker

xenolithic layers within the Lac du Bonnet batholith. Considerable reverse slip in the

direction 130" has occurred along Fracture Zone 2 (about 7 m where the shaft intersects the

fracture zone), and this movement may have led to stress relief in the direction of thrusting.

20
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Table 2.1: Summary of horizontal stress magnitudes and orientations determined from
convergence measurements taken during shaft construction.

27

Depth Array
(-) No.

o¡nax omin
(MPa) (MPa)

Azimuth Ratio
o*o, () ?f

Beginning of Fracture Zone 2
267.6 2 40.3 25.2

269.7 3 38.1 22.t
271.9 4 39.9 34.0
273.2 5 43.1 39.4

274.2 6 70.8 51.8

276.2 7 59.I 40.5

283.2 8 56.7 46.4

287.6 I 53.7 48.5

288.8 10 54.7 46.3

Flacture Zone 1.9

r43
r29
050
80

100

061

089

033

056

072
062
067

153

163

742
161

r29
t40
169

131

1.60

1.72

L.17

1.09

L.37

L.46

t.22
1.11

1.18

1.31

1.28

1.29

1.09

1..r2

1.15

1.10

r.42
1.13

1.08

1.18

End of Flacture Zone 2

290.0 11

293.3 t2
303.3 13

334.0 16

346.4 17

364.0 19

374.2 20

393.7 23

400.8 24

410.8 25

429.2 26

59.5 45.3

54.L 42.3

53.6 47.4

43.5 40.0
43.2 38.4
57.0 49.5

61.5 55.9

56.4 39.6

55.9 49.4

55.1 50.9

73.6 62.3
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Figure 2.6: Comparison of the measured convergence from the shaft and the best frt solution
using equation 2.1.
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Mine-by Tunnel
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Figure 2.7: Comparison of the measured convergence from the Mine'by test tunnel on the
420 Level and the best frt solution using equation 2.1.
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Figure 2.8: Plot of the azimuth of maximum horizontal stress versus depth. Note the
rotation of the stress below Fracture Zone 2 (FZz). The isometric figure illustrates the
maximum horizontal stress orientation relative to the strike and dip of Fbacture Zone 2.
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Below Fracture Zone 2 no such stress relief occurred because faulting is absent.

A numerical model was used to simulate the mechanism of stress rotation across the

fracture zone. At the URL, the maximum horizontal stress at depth is in the dip direction

of Fracture Zone 2 (see Figure 2.8) and the ratio between the maximum and minimum

horizontal stresses is about 1.2. These assumptions v/ere employed in a UDEC [80] 2-

dimensional numerical model, as shown in Figure 2.9, where a vertical section of the URL

site was taken in the dip direction of Fracture Zone 2. The model was compressed in the

horizontal direction and Fracture Zones 2,2.5 and 3 allowed to slip. The resulting horizontal

stresses versus depth are shown in Figure 2.9. As is the case at the URL (see Figure 2.8),

the maximum horizontal stress direction rotates from the dip direction of Fracture zone 2

below the fracture zone to the strike direction of Fracture Zone 2 above the fracture zone.

This type of stress release and associated stress rotation is commonly observed in modelling

with constant-displacement boundary conditions, where the block of rock above the fault

has lost its original load because of displacements along the fault. Two other points are also

worth noting from the results of this simple model. First, the magnitudes of the maximum

stress above Fracture Zone2 are considerably less than the stress magnitudes below Fracture

Zone 2. In the UDEC model no allowance is made for vertical fracturing in the proximity

of Fracture Zones 2.5 and 3, which would tend to reduce the horizontal stresses even more

and bring the predicted stresses closer to those measured (Figure 2.9). Second, the stress

magnitudes below Fbacture Zone 2 are fairly constant with depth (the model had a depth

of 1.5 km). This is in keeping with the stress measurements and construction observations

at the URL which suggest that the maximum horizontal stress from Fracture Zone 2 to 572

m is fairly constant at about 55 MPa (Figure 2.9).

2.2.4 Vertical Stress

The vertical stress magnitudes from and around the shaft at the URL were obtained from

triaxial overcore results, from hydraulic fracturing conducted in horizontal boreholes and

25
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Stress (MPa)

10 20 30 40 50 60

26

200
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Figure 2.9: Stress magnitudes from UDEC model, parallel to the dip direction and strike
of Flacture Zone 2, compared with measured values of maximum horizontal stress. Model
parameters were / - 20", Kn: L00 MPa/mm, K":Q.jlKn,u :0.2 and E: 60 GPa.

from subhorizontal hydraulic fractures in near-vertical boreholes. A summary of the ratio of

ø3 to the calculated lithostatic stress using a vertical stress gradient of 0.0265 MPa/m, based

on the density of the rock, is shown in Figure 2.10. Clearly, the measured 03 values in the

proximity of Fracture Zone 2 exceed the calculated lithostatic stress. Since ø3 approaches

the calculated value both above and below Fracture Zone2, it would appear that o3 values

are significantly affected by the presence of Fracture Zone 2. A possible explanation for this

phenomenon relates to the spatial variation in the thickness and normal stiffness of Fracture

Zone2 [108]. A cross section through Fracture Zone2 (Figure 2.11) reveals the variation in

the thickness of the fracture zone as well as the variation in normal stress measured on both

sides of the fracture. Martin et al. [108] found that the thickest parts of the fracture zone

correlated to the areas of high permeability, low normal stiffness and low normal stress,

whereas the portions of the fracture zone 10 m thick or less correlated to areas of low

permeability, high normal stiffness and high normal stress. Areas of high normal stiffness,

çe 300
!
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Figure 2.10: Measured ø3 normalized to the calculated lithostatic stress. Note the increase

in ø3 around F¡acture Zone2 and how 03 approaches the calculated lithostatic stress above

and below the fracture zone.

where the fracture zone is less than 10 m thick would be expected to transmit a high normal

stress than the thicker and less stiff portions of the fracture zone. Figure 2.I1, shows that

the areas around the shaft, i.e., where the fracture zone is thin, is transmitting high normal

stress.

Using the correlation between thickness and stress, an eÌastic solution was explored to

explain the variation in ø3 with depth in Figure 2.10 as follows. Examination of Figure 2.10

reveals a similarity between the distribution of vertical stresses below the fracture zone and

the Boussinesq stress distribution found below a loaded plate or footing on an elastic half

space. The stresses measured above and below Fracture Zone2 ranged from 6 to 43 IVIPa and

otr roo
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Figtrre 2.11: Mea^sured stresses normal to Flacture Zone 2. Note the increase in normal
stress as the fracture zone thins to about 10 m thick.

are shown in Figure 2.12. Using the thickness contours for the fracture zone to estimate a

"footing" size, two trial footings were analyzed (Figure 2.I2). The smallest fboting f'ollowed

the 1O-m-thickness contour and the largest footing followed the 30-m-thickness contour. The

normal stress acting on the f'ooting was chosen as 30 MPa f'or the sm¿lll f'ooting, and 25 MPa

and 20 MPa for the large footing. The stress was reduced fbr the large footing based on the

assumption that the bigger the area, the lower the average stress. These values were also in

keeping with the measured stress values shown in Figures 2.11 and 2.12. Using the solution

developed by Li [10i], the vertical stresses below the fracture zone were calculated to a

depth of about 400 m. The results from this simple analysis are shown in Figure 2.13 and

illustrate that the high normal stress transmitted across the thinner section of the fracture

zone (Figure 2.11) affects the vertical stress for a distance of about 130 m below the fracture

zone. The UDEC modelling described earlier also indicatecl that the vertical stress around

F\'acture Zone 2 was slightly above that clue to the weight of the overbulden. It is therefore
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Figure 2.12: Plan of the 240 Level with the thickness contours of Flacture Zone 2. The
figure shows the small and large footing used in the Boussinesq analysis and the measured
normal stress acting on Ftacture Zone 2.

postulated that the combination of variations in thickness and normal stiffness, and the

reverse displacements are responsible for the vertical stress distribution in Figure 2.10.

2.2.5 In Si.tu Stresses at the 420 Level

The i,n siút¿ stress measurements at the Underground Research Laboratory serve to show

that even in a large, relatively homogeneous pluton such as the Lac du Bonnet batholith,

i,n situ stress magnitude and orientation are highly variable. This is particularly true near

fault zones where our findings show that stress magnitudes can increase and/or decrease

significantly and stress orientations can rotate as much as 90" when these faults are crossed.
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However, away from these faults the i,n siúz stress state is relatively uniform.

The extensive in siúz stress data base at the URL has revealed three distinctive stress

domains (Figure 2.I4). Stress Domain I which extends from the surface to Fracture Zone

2.5 contains the stress magnitudes which are considered normal for the Canadian Shield for

depths up to 200 m [70]. In this domain, the i,n szúu deformation modulus is about 30 GPa

and the maximum horizontal stress (=or) increases with depth to about 20 MPa above

Fracture 2.5.

Stress Domain II serves as the transition from Stress Domain I to Stress Domain iII. In

this domain the rock mass contains very few joints and ø1 is about 25 lVIPa.

Within Stress Domain III, the rock mass contains no joints and the in situ deformation

modulus is about 60 GPa. Stress measurements within this domain have been carried out

to a depth of 550 m and show that there is little variation of the maximum horizontal stress

magnitude with depth (Figure 2.14). Drilling of boreholes to a depth of 1200 m also suggest

that there is no significant increase in horizontal stress with depth because the extent and

amount of core discing and well bore breakouts does not increase below 550 m. Hence the

magnitude of ø1 shown in Figure 2.14 for Stress Domain III is æ55 NIPa and there is no

evidence, at present, to suggest that it increases significantly below 550 m.

In summary, despite the fact that the traditional methods of overcoring and hydraulic

fracturing in vertical boreholes did not provide meaningful information on the stress mag-

nitudes and orientations in Stress Domain III, other non-traditional methods did provide

sufficient information to develop a stress tensor including:

o the meal o7ma" from the shaft convergence measurements was 55 MPa.

o o¡¡^orf oHminN 1.15 from the shaft convergence measurements.

. o Horizo¡ttal / ouertical ) 3 for horizontal excavations on the 420 Level since the measured

radial displacements diverged (This can only occur if the stress ratio ) 3).
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Normal
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Figure 2.14: Geological section through the URL showing three stress domains.

o ouerticat æ 14 MPa at the 420 Level. This was determined from hydraulic fracture

testing in horizontal boreholes. The value of 14 MPa is very close to the value of

11.1 MPa calculated from density of the overburden using a stress gradient of 0.0265

MPa/m.

o The under-excavation method [163] gave ø1 : 55 MPa.

The in situ stresses shown in Table 2.2have been determined for the 420 Level based on

the information above and on construction observations [105] and will be used in Chapters 5

and 6.

2.3 Sample Disturbance in Brittle Rocks

The design of an underground opening requires an estimate of the rock mass strength. The

first step in this process is to collect representative samples of the rock type and conduct

laboratory tests to determine the strength properties. These samples are generally obtained

from the location at which the opening will be constructed. It is generally recognized that

softer rocks, i.e., shales and porous sandstones, are susceptible to sample disturbance when

the samples are obtained at great depths and that this process affects their laboratory
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Table 2.2: Summary of in situ stress magnitudes and orientations at the 420 Level of the
Underground Research Laboratory.

Magnitude TYend Plunge
(MPa) (') (')

33

O1

O2

OB

Stress ratios
ot/oz
ot/ os

55 +3
48 t3
14 +2

1.15

3.9

135

47
73

1.4

8

74

properties. In the previous section it was shown that the i,n situ, stress magnitudes at

the URL vary considerably with clepth and reach about 55 MPa at the 420 Level. Thus

it becomes important to quantify possible sample disturbance effects on the properties of

samples taken from the 420 Leve| of the URL.

The process of drilling a core sample from a stressed medium incluces a stress concentra-

tion at the sampling point. When this stress concentration is sufficient, core discing lI2I,43l,
an extreme form of sample disturbance, is observed. In si,tu, stress magnitucles generally in-

crease with depth, consequently, one would suspect that samples of the same rock obtained

at increasing clepths should contain a higher density of microcracks. Thus the process of

stress-induced microcracking is progressive and a function of the stress environment, i.e.,

the sampling depth (Figure 2.15). Geotechnical properties of laboratory specimens are

affected by crack density. In this section we will examine the eviclence and effects of stress-

induced microcracks, caused by sample disturbance, on the laboratory properties of Lac

du Bonnet granite samples obtained at depths ranging from near surfäce to 1000 m. This

sampling clepth provided samples from the three stress domains established for the URL

(see Figure 2.I4).
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Figure 2.15: Illustration of sample disturbance ancl depth. The stress-strain pìots in the
right part of the figure illustrate the type of response as damage increases.
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Figure 2.16: Core discing. is 45 mm in diameter.

2.3.I Visual Evidence for Sample Disturbance

The most significant form of visual evidence for sample disturbance is core discing (Fig-

ure 2.16). Core discing has been observed at the URL with core samples ranging in diameter

from 18 mm to 1.25 m. The thickness of the discs varies f¡om a few mm to several cm with

stress magnitude, €.8., a borehole drilled from an underground opening on the 420 Level dis-

played the thinnest discs near the opening. As the borehole advanced away from the stress

concentration near the opening the thickness of the disc increased. It should be noted that

core discing is only observed in Stress Domain III and near fracture zones at the URL.

Other visual evidence for sample distu¡bance is the microc¡acks observed in samples.

Natural and stress-induced microcracks are differentiated by their physical characteristics.

Natural microcracks in crystalline rocks have rough or irregular walls and/or small infillings.

Stress-induced microcracks are identified by their smooth, parallel walls, which would mate

perfectly under normal stress (suggesting an extensional origin), sharp terminations and. a

lack of infilling or bridging material 174, 291. Stress-induced microc¡acks in samples from

Stress Domain III are up to 15 ¡rm in width in drill core samples and can be seen with the
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naked eye (see Figure 2.17). lVithin the samples from Stress Domain I the percentage of

microcracks is about 16% of. that found in the Stress Domain III samples and there is no

signifrcant increase in the percentage of microcrack porosity in the Stress Domain I samples

with depth. In Stress Domain III samples however, the percentage of microcrack porosity

increases with depth to about 20% of. the total porosity (0.5%) of the sampìes at depths of

about 400 m [29]. An example of a stress-induced microcrack is provided in Figure 2.18.

An attempt was made using the imaging facilities and software at the University of

lvlanitoba Department of Geological Sciences to quantify crack length and density in various

samples. Techniques using reflected lighting were tried. Unfortunately, the technique did

not produce convincing evidence that the imaging software could separate "real" cracks from

contrasting mineral grains. These techniques, if made successful, could provide a significant

improvement to quantifying crack densities in rock samples.

2.3.2 Properties versus Depth

Samples were collected from various near-vertical boreholes drilled in the Lac du Bonnet

batholith near the Underground Research Laboratory, and were tested to establish the

unconfined compressive strength, tangent Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio and P-wave

velocity (Figure 2.19). All samples were tested at ambient room temperature and humidity

with a standard loading rate of 0.75 MPa/s [83]. It is evident from Figure 2.19 that either the

i.n situ rock is changing with depth or that the microcrack density in the samples is simply

increasing with depth. Based on the P-wave velocities measured in s'itu, and discussed later,

the latter is true.

P-wave velocity is sensitive to crack density and hence a good indicator of sample dis-

turbance. In order to establish if the P-wave velocity trends observed in the laboratory

samples in Figure 2.19 are present 'in s'itu, P-wave velocities from several borehole velocity

surveys carried out at the URL \¡/ere compiled (Figure 2.20). The velocity surveys were
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Figure 2.17: Photograph of core from Stress Domains I (top sample in photo) and III
(bottom sample in photo). Nlost of the cracking in the core from Stress Domain III occurs
along grain boundaries.
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\xsì-\Þ

Figure 2.18: Stress-induced microcrack with characteristic well-matched parallel walls and
sharp tips in a sample of Lac du Bonnet granite from URL (after [29]).

carried out using a variety of techniques: standard borehole logging tool, cross-hole geo-

physics and microseismic survey. The cross hole geophysics survey at a depth of. 420 m v/as

carried out from tunnels and boreholes which gave access to a 40 m x 40 m vertical panel

(Figure 2.21). The results from the survey indicate that there is essentially no difference

in P-wave and S-wave velocities in the vertical and horizontal di¡ections 'in situ, indicating

isotropic conditions. Also note that the P-wave velocities are very similar to those measured

at the 240 Level. Figures 2.20 and 2.2I give no evidence to suggest that the microcrack

density in situ increases with depth and consequently it can be concluded that the core

samples taken at depth are disturbed.

2.3.3 Permeability

Katsube [86] carried out a series of permeability tests on samples taken from several near

vertical boreholes drilled in the Lac du Bonnet granite to depths of about 1000 m. The
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Unconfined Compressive
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Figure 2.19: Laboratory properties versus depth. Note the significant decrease in P-wave
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P-Wave Velocity (km/s)

3456

Figure 2.20: P-wave velocities i.n situ. The sonic log for borehole URL6 show a constant

P-wave velocity with depth except where the fracture zones are encountered.
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K (¡rDarcies)
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Note: 'l ¡rDarcy= 9.87 , 10-le m 
2

Borehole WN-'l ,2,4

Figure 2.22: Permeability versus depth. Note that the permeability starts to increase below
a depth of about 300 m, i.e., the beginning of Stress Domain III (after [86]).

tests were conducted on samples 45 mm in diameter and 20 to 30 mm in length using a

transient method that measured the decay of a small step change of pressure imposed at

one end of the sample. Tests were conducted for confined and unconfined samples where

the confining pressure was set to 22.6 KPa per metre depth. Katsube's results are shown in

Figure 2.22 and show an increase in permeability with depth. The AK in Figure 2.22, which

is the difference between the confined and unconfrned permeability, shows that significant

increases in permeability occur below a depth of about 300 m. This suggests that the

increases in K are found in core samples taken from Stress Domain IIL

2.3.4 Modulus

Young's modulus is very sensitive to crack density. The tangent moduli of samples from

Stress Domain I and Stress Domain III were determined at confining stresses ranging from

0 to 60 MPa (Figure2.23). The modului were measured when the samples were loaded to

about 50% of their ultimate load. Figure 2.23 shows that the samples from Stress Domain I

A.)
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e
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O Stress Domain I (Near Surface)

a Stress Domain lll (420 Level)

I One Standard Dev¡ation

10 20 30 40 50 60 70

Confining Stress (MPa)

Figure 2.23: Tangent Young's modulus versus confining stress. Note that the modulus from
Stress Domain I shows no dependence on confining stress.

showed no dependence on confining stress, whereas the samples from Stress Domain III show

a strong pressure-dependent modulus as described by Santarelli and Brown [139]. However,

the granite from Stress Domain I through III is all part of the same batholith and shows no

significant variation in mineralogy or grain size. In addition the samples were selected from

the main mass of homogenous granite and hence it is concluded that the stress-dependent

modulus for the samples from Stress Domain III is an expression of the increased crack

density in the sample.

The modulus of the samples from Stress Domain III in Figure 2.23 remain somewhat

lower then the results from Stress Domain f, even at confining pressures above 20 MPa.

This would imply that the moduli of the damaged samples cannot be regained by simply

applying confining stress.

2.3.5 Compressive Strength

In order to estimate the rock strength based on laboratory testing, it becomes important

to establish whether or not sample disturbance affects the strength envelope. The sam-

ples were first divided into three groups corresponding to the three i,n si.tu st¡ess domains
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established at the URL: Stress Domain I (0-200 m depth), Stress Domain II (240 Level)

and Stress Domain IiI (420 Level). The o1 stress magnitudes increased from æ10-20 lvlPa

in Stress Domain I to =55 MPa in Stress Domain III, suggesting that the stress-induced

microcracking in the samples should increase with depth. The samples from Stress Domain

I were further subdivided into two groups (pink and grey) to determine if the colour would

indicate different properties. The samples from all domains were also screened for litho-

Iogical uniformity to ensure that only samples of the medium-grained homogenous granite

typical of the main mass of granite at the URL were analyzed.

Triaxial test results for the four sample groups were analyzed using the Hoek-Brown

failure criterion. The Hoek-Brown failure criterion is expressed in terms of o1 and øs by

at: os * (2.3)

where crl : stress at failure, 03 : confrning stress, oc : urliaxial compressive strength of

intact rock and Tnts : empirical constants.

The Hoek-Brown parameters for the four groups are summarized in Table 2.3 and pre-

sented in Figure 2.24. As shown in Figure 2.24, there is essentially no difference between

the two groups from Stress Domain I, indicating that the colour of the samples has no

bearing on the strength. Note in Figure 2.24 that the samples from the 240 Level show a

slight reduction in strength at low confining stresses, but that the entire strength envelope

is reduced for samples from Stress Domain III regardless of the confrning stress. Based

on the relative shapes of these failure envelopes, it appears that the sample disturbance

process is one that reduces the cohesion of the highly disturbed samples to about 70To of.

that of the undisturbed samples, but the frictional component of the failure envelopes is

not affected. This phenomenon was also explored by Rosengren and Jaeger [132] and later

by Gerogiannopolous [S6]. By heating samples of coarse grained marble, the bonds between

the grain boundaries were fractured by the differential thermal expansion of the grains.

The material produced is a very low porosity tightly interlocking assemblage of grains. The
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Figure 2.24: Hoek-Brown failure envelopes

in cohesion for samples from Stress Domain
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o3 (MPa)

for the data provided in Table I. Note the
III.
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Table 2.3: Comparison of Hoek-Brown
taken from different stress domains at

failure criteria for medium grained granite samples
the URL

Stress Domain oc

1

1

1

1

213.2 0.96 147

209.9 0.98 63

193.5 0.97 73

149.6 0.95 113

results obtained by Gerogiannopolous [56] are given in (Figure 2.25). Note the similarity

between Figure 2.25 and Figure 2.24. It would appear that in both cases, granite and mar-

ble, the cracking reduces only the cohesion component of the strength envelope by grain

boundary cracking.

This hypothesis of reduced cohesion is in keeping with the strength predicted from the

sliding crack model of Cook [32]. For example if a crack length of 1 mm is used for the

average grain size and the crack length is increased to 3 mm, approximat e|y a 40Vo reduction

in strength (cohesion) is realized (Figure 2.26).It is also worth noting that a further 3-fold

increase in crack length to 9 mm only results in a decrease in cohesion of about 25%. Thus

initial crack extension is significant, even as little as 1 or 2 mm.
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15 20 25 30
o, (MPa)

Figure 2.25: Hoek-Blown fäilure envelopes for intact marble and perf'ectly interlocked mar-
ble. Note the loss in strength affects the cohesion rather than the fi-iction. (afier [73]).
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Confining Stress (MPa)

Figure 2.26: Predicted fäilure envelopes for Lac du Bonnet granite with different crack
length. Note the increase in crack length only affects the cohesion and not the fi'iction.
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2.3.6 Tensile Strength

The tensile strength of a mate¡ial may be considerabley more sensitive to crack density then

the compressive strength, particularly in direct tension. Direct tension tests were carried

out on sampìes of Lac du Bonnet granite taken from Cold Spring Quarry, the 240 Level of

the URL and the 420 Level of the URL. The direct tensile strength for each of the groups

tested was 4.9t1.5 MPa, 3.5+0.3 MPa and 1.5+0.7 MPa, respectively. The tensile strength

of the samples from the 420 Level was only 30% of. the tensile strength of the samples from

the Cold Spring Quarry and42%o of the tensile strength of the samples from the 240 Level.

Clearly the density of microcracks in the core samples plays a major role in determining

the tensile strength.

2.3.7 Damage Classification

The various stress domains at the URL have provided an opportunity to correlate sample

disturbance, e.g., crack damage, to far field stress conditions. A classification system, based

on this experience, has been developed for the Lac du Bonnet granite which relates crack

damage to the ratio of maximum stress to the undamaged unconfined compressive strength

(D¿) (see Figure 2.27). D¿ varies from 0 to 0.5. A D¿ ranging from 0 to 0.1 indicates the

samples are linear elastic, i.e., undamaged, and a D¿ ranging from 0.4 to 0.5 indicates the

samples will be totally damaged as core discing will be severe. Note that damage starts to

occur when the D¿ > 0.1. A similar classiflcation was first developed in South Africa to

indicate sidewall failure in square tunnels in massive quartzite [75].

2.4 Summary

The data presented in this chapter has demonstrated two important points: 1) the i.n si,tu

stress at the 420 Level of the URL is reasonably uniform and that the stress magnitudes are

well defined, and 2) the laboratory properties ofLac du Bonnet granite are dependent on the

damage (crack volume) contained in the sample prior to testing. The latter is an important
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issue because sample disturbance, in the form of stress-induced microcracking in a brittle

rock, is a significant problem when trying to establish in si,tu rock properties at depth. The

results from the testing program show that the strength, deformability, and P-wave velocity

decrease as the samples are taken from higher and higher in si,tu stresses, i.e., increasing

depth. What is most important is that the cohesion of the damaged samples cannot be

regained by applying a modest confining stress, and if the damage is severe, such as with

the samples from the 420 Level, no reasonable amount of confining stress can compensate

for the cohesion loss. Hence, strength envelopes of damaged samples, i.e., samples from the

420 Level, do not reflect the in siúz strength. Thus in order to estimate the in siúu strength

of the Lac du Bonnet granite at the 420 Level of the URL, samples with a minimum amount

of crack volume should be tested. Base on the data base of testing done to date, this would

suggest that the properties of the samples of Lac du Bonnet granite from the Cold Spring

Quarry best represent the i.n si,tu strength at the 420 level of the URL.

Also the stress-dependent moduli observed in the samples of Lac du Bonnet granite from

stress domain III may be only an expression of sample disturbance rather then an intrinsic

property.
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Chapter 3

Laboratory Properties of Lac du
Bonnet Granite

Laboratory testing of Lac du Bonnet granite has been carried out by the University of

Manitoba, AECL Research and CANMET since 1980. The two primary sources for the

testing samples are the Cold Spring Quarry and the Underground Research Laboratory

(see Figure 2.1). This chapter is a compilation of the results from the various testing

programs carried out by these organizations over the past ten years. Before considering

the laboratory results, it is worth noting that by Deere's classification system for uniaxial

compressive strength and Young's modulus [38], the Lac du Bonnet granite is a standard

granite when compared to other granites from around the world (Figure 3.i).

In addition to the summary of standard laboratory properties, which is given in the first

section of this chapter, considerable testing has also been carried out under the author's

direction, at CANMET's testing facilities in Ottawa and Elliot Lake, to determine the effect

of scale and loading rate on the strength of Lac du Bonnet granite. The results from those

studies are also summarized in this chapter.

Laboratory tests were also carried out at the University of Manitoba, as part of this

thesis, to investigate the strength of Lac du Bonnet granite around small circular openings

relative to the laboratory unconfined compressive strength. The results from this study are

presented in the last section of this chapter.
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3.1 Standard Laboratory Properties

The strength of intact rock is generally measured by standard, short duration compression

and tension tests. However, because of the long times required for nuclear waste storage, the

strength of Lac du Bonnet granite has also been studied using static fatigue testing methods

to determine the long-term strength. The long-term problem also brings up the issue of

slow, time-dependent cracking and consequently, considerable work has also been done to

establish the fracture toughness (K¡") of. Lac du Bonnet granite under various environmental

conditions. This section summarizes the standard properties of Lac du Bonnet granite,

including the static-fatigue strength and fracture toughness.

3.1.1 Compressive Strength

Data on the compressive dry strength of Lac du Bonnet granite are summarized in Fig-

ures 3.2 and 3.3. The average unconfined compressive strength of Lac du Bonnet granite

generally ranges from 200 MPa for samples collected from near surface (0-200 m) at the

Underground Research Laboratory to about 220 MPa for samples from the Cold Spring

Quarry (see Table 3.2). The Hoek-Brown failure criterion is fitted to the data from triaxial

testing in Figure 3.3. The rn value of 28.9 is in keeping with Hoek and Brown's classification

for coarse grained igneous rocks [75].

The compressive strength of Lac du Bonnet granite was also determined in a wet en-

vironment. For these tests the samples were saturated over a seven day period and tested

using normal loading rates. For the both the samples from the Cold Spring Quarry and

from the URL the compressive strength wet was only slightly reduced (x 1%) from the

compressive strength found for the dry samples of Lac du Bonnet granite (see Table 3.2).

3.L.2 Tensile Strength

The tensile strength of Lac du Bonnet granite has been determined using the indirect Braz il-

ian tensile test. The results are summarized in Table 3.2. Lajtai [95] also investigated the
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of the wet and dry Brazilian tensile strength for Lac du Bonnet
granite from Cold Spring Quarry. The curves are best flt to the Weibull equation [95]

influence of moisture on the Brazilian strength of Cold Spring Quarry samples (Figure 3.4).

Here, the results clearly show a reduction in the dry tensile strength of 13.4 MPa to the

wet tensile strength of 10.4 MPa, a reduction of. abotfi 22Vo.

3.1.3 Static Fatigue Strength

Schmidtke and Lajtai [140] carried out a series of static fatigue tests on samples of Lac du

Bonnet granite from Cold Spring Quarry. For this set of tests a suite of samples is subjected

to a constant load and timed to failure. They concluded that the static fatigue limit for

Lac du Bonnet granite decayed as the log of time and that the mean 226 IVIPa short term

unconfined compressive strength would drop to 161 MPa in 1 yr, to 150 lvfPa in 10 yr, to

140 lvlPa in 100 yr and to 130 MPa in 1000 yr (Figure 3.5).

3.L.4 Fbacture Toughness

Three independent methods were used to establish the fracture toughness of Lac du Bonnet

granite taken from the 240Level of the URL: the three.point Chevron beam test; the short
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Figure 3.5: Summary of static fatigue tests on Lac du Bonnet granite (after [140]).

rod test; and the burst test [65]. The burst test is similar to sleeve fracturing [26]. In all cases

the ISRM suggested methods were followed [12a]. The fracture toughness was determined

parallel and perpendicular to the core axis. The results from the various test methods are

summarized in Table 3.1 and indicate the fracture toughness varies from l-.49 to 2.02 with a

mean of 7.72MPaJm. The results suggest the fracture toughness is directionally dependent

but the number of tests is small.

Wilkins [158] carried out a se¡ies of 3-point bending tests on samples of Lac du Bonnet

granite from Cold Spring Quarry in various moisture and temperature environments (Fig-

ure 3.6). The results in Figure 3.6 show that the K ¡. is reduced by about 13% by immersing

in water at temperatures of 20oC. An additionalT0% reduction occurs when the water tem-

perature is elevated to 80oC. Wilkins results for the dry environment at 20o are somewhat

Iower than the fracture toughness of 2.5 MPa/m reported by Svab and Lajtai [148] for

Cold Spring Quarry samples.
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Table 3.1: Summary of f¡acture toughness test results for Lac du Bonnet granite from the
240 Level of the URL (after [65]).

Chevron Beam Short Rod Burst
Method Method Method

Mean (MPa1,6)
Stdev (MPa/m)
n

Perpendicular to Core Axis
Mean (MPa1fr)
Stdev (MPay6)
n

Parallel to Core Axis
Mean (MPa./m)
Stdev (MPa/m)
n

1.82

0.08
5

2.02

0.08
4

1.64

0.08
4

7.64

0.15
.1

r.49
0.15

3
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of the Mode I fracture toughness (K¡") tested in various environ-
ments (after [158]).

3.1.5 Summary of Standard Laboratory Properties

A summary of the standard laboratories properties of Lac du Bonnet granite obtained from

testing samples from the Cold Spring Quarry and samples from near surface (0-200 m)

from the Underground Research Laboratory is given in Table 3.2. It would appear that the

samples from the Cold Spring Quarry are stronger in all respects to the samples taken from

the Underground Research Laboratory. As discussed in Chapter 2 this is likely due to a

higher crack volume in the samples from the URL.

3.2 The Effect of Scale on Strength

One of the most common reasons put forth for the difference between the laboratory strength

of rock and the rock strength found in situ is the effect of specimen scale. This is not

surprising given that the rock mechanics community has spent the last 25 years trying to

understand the role ofjoints/fractures on the reduction of fractured rock mass strength, and
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Table 3.2: Comparison and summary of the laboratory properties fo¡ Lac du Bonnet granite
samples obtained from Cold Spring Quarry and near surface (0-200 m) at the Underground
Research Laboratory. (Note: AII samples were tested at room temperature. Also the
fracture toughness samples from the URL were obtained from the 240 Level.)

Cold Spring URL
Quarry

Ratio
Cold Spring/URL

Tangent Young's modulus at 50% uniaxial compression
Mean (cPa)
Stdev
n
Poisson's ratio
lvlean
Stdev
n
Uniaxial Compressive Strength (dry)
Mean (MPa)
Stdev
n
Uniaúal Compressive Strength (wet)
Mean (MPa)
Stdev
n
Brazilian Tensile Strength (dry)
Mean (MPa)
Stdev
n
Brazilian Tensile Strength (wet)
Mean (NIPa)
Stdev
n

Fracture Toughness K¡ (dry)
lvfean (lVIPa/m)
Stdev
n

7L 69

r.4.7 t5.8
15 81

0.25 0.26
+0.04 +0.04
15 81

1.03

0.96

r.t4

I.I2

200

+22
81

i98
+18
10

228
+15
,òZ

222

tr2
l4

13.5 9.3
*1.2 +1.3
43 39

10.4

*2.1
74

2.57 7.82

+0.15 +0.08
155

r.45

r.47
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has developed a wealth of empirical rules for determining the strength reduction. However,

it is not obvious that the scale effects apply to the strength of massive unfractured rocks.

Brown [18] reviewed published data on rock strength and found that the strength was

influenced by such factors as specimen geometry, end restraint, stress gradients, surface

conditions and the initial degree of microcracking present. He suggested that intact rock

that contained few natural microcracks would not show a size effect under uniform stress

conditions. Fairhurst [49] also reported that bending tests on granite beams ranging from

304 mm long x 25 mm thick to 9,144 mm long x 304 mm thick indicated virtually identical

strengths. Fairhurst [49] also reported that cylinders of limestone and marble ranging from

12 mm to 150 mm in diameter gave size-independent strength in uniaxial compression tests.

3.2.1 lJnconfined Compressive Strength

Testing of scale effects was carried out on granite samples taken from the 240 Level of the

URL [82]. A total of 53 cylindrical samples, with diameters ranging from 33 to 300 mm, were

tested in uniaxial compression. The length to diameter ratio was kept constant at 2.5 for all

samples and the loading rate of 0.75 MPa/s was also constant for each test. The results are

summarized in Figure 3.7 and suggest a modest scale effect for the peak strength. Beyond

ry 140 mm diameter the uniaxial strength is relatively constant and trends towards about

0.8 of the uniaxial strength obtained from 63 mm diameter samples, which is considered

the standard core diameter for the URL.

Hoek and Brown [75] reported an empirical strength/scale relationship for various rock

types (Figure 3.8). Their relationship is given by

(3.1)

where o"56 is the uniaxial compressive strength of a specimen of 50 mm diameter, and d

is the diameter of the specimen in mm. Inspection of the individual data points used to

derive Eq. 3.1 suggests that, for samples greater than 150 mm in diameter the strength

oc / s01 o' ta
__ I _ I
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Figure 3.7: Summary of the unconfined compressive strength as a function of scale. The
samples were taken from the 240 Level of the URL. Note how the peak strength is trending
towards a plateau value in the larger diameter samples and that this plateau value is about
0.8 of the peak strength obtained from the smaller standard core size.

may be asymptotically approaching 0.8 of the failure strength of 50 mm diameter samples

(Figure 3.8).

Fairhurst [a9] has shown, based on elastic energ-y principles, that strength and sample

size can be expressed in the general form LSz : constant, where .L is the length of the

critical fl.aw, e.g., an existing crack, and ,S is the strength of the test specimen. Thus, if

the size of the critical flaw increases with the specimen size, the strength should decrease

as ,L-0'5. Millard et al. [113], Holland [76] and Salamon and Munro [136] demonstrated

that the strength of coal pillars could also be approximated by this relationship. It is well

known that coal contains numerous large flaws in the form of cleat planes or joints. If the

critical flaw is a grain boundary in a brittle rock like granite, then it would be expected

that provided the specimen is large enough to accommodate a representative sampling of

the full range of grain sizes, the strength will be independent of size. The grain size of Lac

du Bonnet granite ranges from 3 to 7 mm with an average of 5 mm. Thus from Figure 3.7
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Figure 3.8: The unconfined compressive strength versus sample diameter (after [75]).
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it would appear that for samples taken from the240 Level of the URL, a specimen diameter

of about 140 mm is required to contain a representative sampling of the grain sizes at that

location. Nonetheless, the effect of scale on the compressive strength of Lac du Bonnet

granite is not very significant.

3.2.2 Brazilian Tensile Strength

It is now well established that the tensile strength of rocks is stress gradient dependent.

Hodgson and Cook [71] showed that under uniform stresses, strength will be independent

of size but that with high stress gradients strength will be a function of sample size. They

concluded that the higher the stress gradient the higher the apparent strength. In laboratory

samples, stress gradients usually vary inversely with sample size, thus the size effect should

be more apparent in small samples than in large samples.

The Brazilian tensile test is usually employed to determine the tensile strength of rock.

However, the stress distribution within the sample is not uniform except over the central

portion. Thus the tensile strength, determined from Brazilian tests, should show a strength

increase at the smaller sizes.

Brazilian tests [159, 120] were carried out on 182 samples of Lac du Bonnet granite,

from Cold Spring Quarr¡ ranging in diameter from 25 to 102 mm. These test data were

analyzed by the author and the results are summarized in Figure 3.9. It would appear that

the above discussion is correct and that once the diameter of the sample is greater then

about 50 mm the tensile strength is constant at about 10 MPa. The same tensile strength

data in Figure 3.9 is replotted versus sample volume in Figure 3.10. Using sampie volume as

a guide it would appear that the sample volume must approach 100 cm3 before the 10 IVIPa

tensile strength is achieved.

The data presented in Figure 3.9 is in good agreement with the findings of Wijk et

al. [156]. Wijk et al. concluded that for Bohus granite, the tensile strength is independent of

sample size over a very large range. Hence it would appear that for samples with a diameter
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the failure stress has been normalized to the unconfined compressive strength (a") at the
fastest loading rate.

of 60 mm or greater, the effect of scale on the Brazilian tensile strength is insignificant.

3.3 Effects of Loading Rate on Compressive Strength

The effect of loading rate on uniaxial compressive strength has been investigated by many

researchers. Sangha and Dhir [138] tested a sandstone over loading rates which varied from

29 to 2.9 x 10-5 MPa/s. Their results are summarized in Figure 3.11 and indicate that

slow loading rates (< lMPa/s) tend to reduce the strength to a level approaching about

0.8 of the maximum strength achieved. Sangha and Dhir also noted that the modes of

rupture changed as the loading rate changed. At fast loading rates the failure occurred by

the development of shear planes. However, as loading rates decreased no consistent failure

pattern was discernible. They attributed this to the influence of stress gradients within

the sample. From these earìy studies the ISRIVI Commission on testing recommended a

standard loading rate between 0.5 and 1 NIPa/s [19].

Loading-rate tests were also conducted on the grey granite from the 240 Level of the

URL [81]. Seven samples were initially tested at the recommended ISRM loading-rate
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Figure 3.12: Summary of the peak strength obtained from a series of loading rate tests on
Lac du Bonnet granite samples obtained from the 240 Level of the URL.

of 0.75 MPa/s. Subsequently, seven samples were tested at each of the loading rates of

0.075 and 0.0075 MPa/s, and six samples were tested at 0.00075 MPa/s. These results are

summarized in Figure 3.12. Three additional samples, 200-mm diameter, were tested at the

loading rate of 0.00075 MPa/s. In Figure 3.12 we again see the peak strength decreasing

towards about 0.8 of the strength obtained from the samples tested at the standard loading

rate.

3.4 Strength Around Circular Openings: Physical Model
Studies

The effect of size and stress gradients on the failure strength around underground openings

has been examined by many researchers, €.g., Carter [23], Ewy and Cook [42], Hamison

and Herrick [63], lvlastin [112], Hoek [72], using various physical models. A summary of

the loading conditions used for some of these tests is provided in Figure 3.13. One of the

commonly reported outcomes of such tests is that the tangential stress at the boundary of

the borehole required to cause sidewall failure is about twice the unconfrned compressive

strength of the material. Carter [23], and Haimson and Herrick [63] conducted an extensive

set of tests on limestone using circular openings which ranged in diameter from 6.4 to 110
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mm. The tests consisted of loading in uniaxial compression and monitoring, using strain

gauges, when sidewall failure occurred. Figure 3.15 is a summary of the results of their

study and indicates that as the borehole size increases the tangential stress approaches the

unconfined compressive strength of the material.

A similar set of tests was carried out at the University of lvlanitoba on samples of Lac

du Bonnet granite from Cold Spring Quarry to investigate the effect of opening size on

the sidewall stress required to initiate failure. Eleven unconfined tests were carried out

with circular openings ranging in diameter from 20 to 103 mm. An example of the test

setup and a typical strain gauge configuration used to monitor the deformations is given

in Figure 3.14. The placement of strain gauges on each sample was modified depending on

sample size. The results from the eleven tests are given in Table 3.3 and are also plotted in

Figure 3.15. The results for the Lac du Bonnet granite generally agree with the results of

Carter [23], and Haimson and Herrick [63], and indicate that with boreholes greater than

about 75 mm the sidewall stress required to initiate spalling is about equal to the unconfined

compressive strength of the granite.

What is most obvious in Figure 3.15 is the increase in the tangential stress required

to cause sidewall failure for boreholes less then about 100 mm in diameter. Because most

Iaboratory studies are carried out with 25-mm diameter boreholes or less (see Figure 3.13)

a scale effect of 2 should be anticipated when comparing the ratio of tangential stress to

sidewall strength (Figure 3.15). However, it would appear that when the borehole is at

least 100-mm in diameter, the strength is close to the unconfined compressive strength

and the apparent scale-effects disappears. This result is also supported by field evidence

at the URL where a 3.5-m-diameter circular tunnel contained a central l00-mm-diameter

borehole. Both the borehole and the tunnel showed sidewall spalling indicating the absence

of scale effects in situ.
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Figure 3.13: Summary of the various boundary conditions used to investigate the failure
process around circular openings.
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the effect of opening size on the sidewall strength around circular openings of Lac du Bonnet
granite from Cold Spring Quarry. This figure illustrates the largest experimental setup.
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Table 3.3: Summary of test results for blocks of Lac du Bonnet granite from Cold Spring

Quarry containing a circular opening and subjected to uniaxial loading.

Block Nominal Block
Dimensions

Label H W D
(mm)

Hole Sidewall Primary Ratio Ratio
Diameter Spalling Crack 3o"f o" 3o"f o¿

Stress (a") Stress (o¿)

(-.r') (MPa) (MPa)

F4-1 152 x 110 x 102

F4-2 152 x 110 x 102

F4-3 152 x 110 x 102

F4-4 152 x 110 x 102
F5-1 198 x 126 x 109

F10-1 378 x255 x 103

F15-1 587 x 382 x 105

F15-2 587 x 382 x 105

F15-3 726x382 x 105

F20-1 739 x 508 x 105

F20-2 739 x 508 x 105

105 42 7.43 7.5

120 48 t.64 7.4

116 47 1.58 7.4

110 40 1.50 8.3

95 33 1.29 8.7
92 36 t.26 7.8

75 27 t.02 8.5

92 24 7.25 11.6
78 L4 1.06 76.4

86 27 1.18 9.5

73 22 0.99 9.7

20

20

25

20

25

52

75

75

75

103

103

Note: The sidewall spalling stress (o") is the applied stress required to initiate spalling. The
actual tangential stress at the sidewall of the opening is 3ø". ø" refers to the unconfi.ned
compressive strength of 220 IvIPa.
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3.5 Long-Term Strength

Static fatigue or long-term strength has been investigated most extensively by the concrete

industry. As early as 1959 Rusch [133] summaúzedextensive studies where concrete samples

from the same batch mix were subjected to sustained loads as well as short term compression

tests. Rusch concluded that the long-term strength ofconcrete was deflned by the stress level

associated with volumetric strain reversall and that this occurred at approximately 0.7 to

0.85 of the short term strength. Since 1959 other techniques have been used to determine the

Iong term strength of concrete including: Log Stress-Log Strain [39], Incremental Poisson's

ratio [40] and Limiting Strain Concept [116]. However, it appears that Rusch's general

conclusion that the long-term strength is defined by volumetric strain reversal is still valid

today.

One of the earliest set of tests to determine the long-term strength of rock was carried

out by Wiid [155]. Wiid, in presenting his results, normalized the stress level at failure to

the unconfined compressive strength of the material. His tests conducted on both wet and

dry samples of dolerite are summarized in Figure 3.1-6. Note that Wiid's tests show two

distinct behaviours: if the sample is dry and the applied axial stress is greater than about

0.8ø", failure occurs 'ñ/ithin several hours. However, if the applied axial stress is less than

the 0.8o", failure did not occur even after 360 hours of constant loading. If the sample is

wet, failure is seen to occur at stress levels below 0.8ø", suggesting that the presence of

water aids the failure process. Note that even for the wet samples the lowest stress which

actually caused failure was about 0.65 of the short-term unconfined compressive strength.

This is similar to the findings of Schmidtke and Lajtai [140] reported earlier.

It is clear from the above that moisture plays a significant role in the time-dependent

aspecrs of the long-term strength. Wiid [154] and Colback and Wiid [30] suggested that

moisture lowers the surface free energy in the path of the growing cracks which results in a

lVolumetric strain reversal is defined and described in Chapter 4
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Figure 3.16: Results from long-term tests carried out on dolerite (after [155]).

reduction in ultimate strength. If the loading rate is too fast, moisture will not have time

to migrate to the crack tips and the moisture will, therefore, have no effect on the strength.

Wiid also noted from his studies that the angle of internal friction of the rock was not

sensitive to moisture content, because the failure envelopes for different moisture contents

were offset but parallel. Wiid suggested that the reduction in strength with increasing

moisture content was due primarily to a reduction in the molecular cohesive strength of the

material.

Atkinson and Meredith [3] noted that the phenomenon of stress corrosion, can result

in significant subcritical crack growth, i.e., crack growth below the critical stress intensity

factor (K¡") in quartz in a water environment. Stress corrosion is produced when a wet

sample is subjected to a load which causes stress concentrations at the crack tip. Under

such conditions a time-dependent response such as recorded by Schmidtke and Lajtai [140]

should be expected (see Figure 3.5). However, Labuz and Berger [93] carried out tests

on granite core subjected to zero load. They used a bar of aluminum as a reference and

simply sprayed a small amount of water on both the aluminum bar and the granite core.

The granite expanded by 15 microstrains within about 10 minutes, whereas the aluminum

bar remained unstrained. Labuz and Berger postulated that a 15% difference in Young's

modulus in compression and tension caused local stresses in the sample, presumably when
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the sample was taken from the rock mass, and the water provided a means to equilibrate

these stresses through subcritical crack growth.

Though long-term strength reduction is influenced by moisture the primary process is

not moisture related. For any rock, the reduction from peak strength to about 75% of.

peak strength occurs almost immediately (see Figure 3.16), whereas the additional decrease

to 65% of peak strength (the lowest reduction seen due to moisture in long-term strength

tests) is only an additional t0% of. peak. The primary role of moisture is that it provides a

mechanism for time-dependent behaviour in brittle rock.

3.6 Summary

In Chapter 2 it was pointed out that the laboratory properties of Lac du Bonnet granite

were dependent on the density of microcracks in the samples and that the crack density in

the samples increased with the location depth of the sample, i.e., sample disturbance. In

this chapter standard properties of Lac du Bonnet granite were compiled from laboratory

tests conducted on samples obtained from either the Cold Spring Quarry or from the near

surface (0-200 m) at the URL. It was ¡easoned that by taking most of the samples from

these two locations the bias introduced by sample disturbance on the laboratory properties

would be minimized. However, as shown in Table 3.2 the samples from Cold Spring Quarry

are stronger in all respects to the samples taken from the URL, although the reduced

compressive strength for the URL samples is only about 10%. Because some of the samples

from the URL were taken from near fracture zones where stress concentrations exist, it

seems likely that sample disturbance did introduce a small bias into the test results.

In Chapter 2 it was shown that the in situ seismic velocities at the 420 Level of the URL

were nearly identical with the velocities measured near the surface of the URL. Thus, one

can conclude that the density of microcracks at the 420 Level must be similar to density

of microcracks near the surface and that the laboratory properties of the 420 Level must

be similar to the laboratory properties of the URL near surface samples. Because the 420
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Level consists of massive unfractured granite it is likely that the properties at this depth may

actually be better then those properties for the URL near surface samples and the samples

from Cold Spring Quarry. Nonetheless, before any disturbance the following properties are

considered representative of the Lac du Bonnet granite at the 420 Level: the unconfined

compressive strength (o.):200 MPa; the Brazilian tensile strength (B¿):10 lvlpa; and the

fracture toughness (Kt.):2 MPa/m.

In addition to the measurement of standard laboratory properties, extensive testing was

carried out to investigate the effect of scale and loading rates on the unconfined compressive

strength. It was shown that by either increasing the sample volume (diameter), or lowering

the loading rate by several orders of magnitude the compressive strength only decreased by

about 20%. Figure 3.I2 showed that this reduction also held true if the sample diameter

was increased and the loading rate decreased. Thus the compressive strength around the

perimeter of the underground openings at the URL shoutd be reduced by 20% to about 160

MPa based on scale and loading rate effects. This value of 160 MPa is very close to the

same value (161 MPa) predicted by Schmidtke and Lajtai [140] from their static farigue

tests.

In an effort to determine if the strength around circular openings was different from the

unconfined compressive strength, a series of physical model tests was carried out. These

tests supported the notion that the strength of the rock surrounding a circular opening

was similar to that measured in unconfined compression tests, provided that the diameter

of the circular opening was greater than about 75 mm. At smaller diameters a noticeable

scale effect wâs present, i.e., the strength of the rock around the opening was greater then

the unconfined compressive strength. The lack of any scale effect with opening diameters

) 75 mm is also supported by observations at the 420 Level of the URL, where failure was

observed in both a 100-mm diameter borehole and a 3.b-m diameter tunnel.

In summary, there does not appear to be any evidence from the laboratory properties,

to suggest why the strength around tunnels excavated at the 420 Level should be reduced to
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half that measured in a standard unconfined compression test, particularly when the failure

process is observed immediately upon excavation.



Chapter 4

Compressive Failure In Brittle
Rock

Testing procedures for determining the compressive deformational behaviour of rock samples

are given by ISRM [19]. These include recording the axial (eo,¿où and lateral (€¿ot.,ot) strains

in a sample as it is loaded with or without a fixed confining stress. Richart et al. [131],

in 1928, first noted that volumetric strain, in addition to the axial and lateral strains,

was also an important measurement in compression testing, and Cook [33] proved that the

volumetric strain of a sample measured by surface strain gauges was a pervasive volumetric

property of the rock and not a superficial phenomenon. For a cylindrical sample subjected

to axial loading, with or without a confining stress, and under small strains, the volumetric

strain (#) i" given by:
AV

€aùal * Z€Iot.rol.

Hence by plotting the axial, lateral and the calculated volumetric strains versus the applied

axial stress the path of a rock sample to failure can be followed. An example of axial,

lateral and volumetric strain versus axial stress curves for Lac du Bonnet granite in uniaxial

compression is given in Figure 4.1.

4.L Stages in the Compressive Failure Process

The failure of brittle rocks has been investigated by many researchers 174, L3, 8, 12, 147,

153, 152, 126,66,150]. These ¡esearchers clearly showed that the stress-strain curves for

(4.1)

76
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a brittle material can be divided into frve regions (Figure 4.1). The initial region of the

stress-strain curves in Figure 4.1 represents the closure of existing microcracks in the sample

and may or may not be present depending on the initial crack density and crack geometry.

Once the existing cracks are closed, then the rock is presumed to be a linear, homogeneous.

elastic, material (Region II). The elastic properties of a rock sample can be determined

from this portion of the stress-strain curves. The Regions III to V represent the progressive

cracking of the rock and will be discussed in the following sections.

4.I.L Region III: Stable Crack Growth

In 1921, Griffith [59] presented a theory which stated that tensile fracture of a brittle

material initiates at microscopic flaws or cracks. Using the Inglis [79] solution for the stress

on the boundary of an ellipse, Griffith suggested the material cracks as a result of intense

tensile stress concentrations near the tips of sub-.microscopic elliptical flaws. If the material

is subjected to a tensile stress then, according to Griffith [59] the tensile strength (ø¿) is

given by

l2E,
",: 1f ft (4.2)

where .Ð is the Young's modulus, 7 is the fracture surface energy and c is the crack half-

Iength.

Griffith [60] expanded his theory in 1924 to deal with compression and showed that the

uniaxial compressive strength, o", is 8 times the tensile strength or

78

(4.3)

The tensile strength for Lac du Bonnet granite is =10 MPa, hence the unconfined

compression strength should, according to Griffith, be æ80 IvIPa. The measured unconfined

compressive strength of Lac du Bonnet granite is æ200 MPa. Griffith assumed that once

the stress level around the microscopic flaw was sufficient to overcome the fracture surface

energy then failure or rupture would occur. Since 1924, several researchers, most noticeably

lrE^,oc: Ell-
u 1Tc
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Brace [1i], Hoek[72], and Bieniawski [8] have demonstrated that cracks do sta¡t to form

at axial stresses of about 8ø¿ under uniaxial compression and at low confining pressures in

biaxial loading, but that this form of crack growth is stable, i.e., failure will not occur at

this stress level. In the unconfrned compression test stress has to be increased to nearly B

times this level before failure occurs. Hence, Region III marks stable crack growth, which

implies that additional load is required in order for cracks to extend.

Using the Inglis [79] solution for stresses around an ellipse it is easy to see why these

axial cracks are stable. Assume an inclined ellipse to represent an existing crack in a sample

loaded in uniaxial compression (Figure 4.2). When the sample is subjected to a small load

tension develops on the boundary near the tips of the ellipse. When the tensile strength

is exceeded, a tensile crack will grow at this location, and extend in the direction of the

applied load. However, at a small distance away from the boundary of the ellipse the tension

disappears and hence the crack growth would be arrested until the load is increased.

The onset of crack growth marks the beginning of Region III and for Lac du Bonnet

granite in uniaxial compression begins at an axial stress (o¿) of about 40% of. the peak

strength (Figure 4.1). The most important feature of stable crack growth is that the cracks

propagate parallel to the direction of the applied compressive load, because it is observed

that only the lateral strain gauge registers the cracking. o¿ is difÊcult to identify from the

Iaboratory stress-strain curves, particularly if the sample already contains a high density

of microcracks. ø¿ is best determined using a plot of crack volumetric strain versus axial

strain. Crack volumetric strain is calculated as follows. First the elastic volumetric strains

are calculated using the elastic constants (8, ,) determined from the linear portion of stress-

strain curves in Region II by

7g

AV/v"to,t¿":+þt-os) (4.4)

The elastic volumetric strains are subtracted from the total measured volumetric strains to

determine the volumetric strains caused by axial cracking (Figure 4.I). o¿ is the stress at
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Figure 4.2: The tangential stress around an elliptical crack under uniaxial compression.
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which dilation just begins on the crack volume plot as shown in Figure 4.1. Researchers [24,

8, 64] have found that the cracking associated with stresses slightìy above o"¿ do not result

in reducing the rock strength. Therefore these random stable axial cracks are not considered

damaging to the rock strength in laboratory tests.

Brace and Byerlee [12] investigated the onset of cracking and found that it varied between

30 to 60% of the peak strength ("¡) for various low porosity rock such as aplite, basalt,

diabase, granite, marble, quartzite, quartz monzonite and soapstone. They noted that this

range wâs also found in conc¡etes.

A sample of Lac du Bonnet granite was loaded in uniaxial compression and. monitored

for cracking using acoustic emission techniques [50]. The results are given in Figure 4.3 and

illustrate a monotonic increase in acoustic emission (crack growth) during Region III of the

stress-strain curves. Note also the relatively flat portion of the acoustic emission curve in

the elastic Region II. These findings are similar to those of Scholz [142] and Mogi [114],

who noted that in Region III the noise associated with microcracking occurs randomly

throughout the sample as independent events.

4.I.L.L Types of Cracking

One of the issues which has received considerable study is the type of cracking which occurs

during this stage of stable crack growth. Unlike unstable crack growth, d.iscussed in the

next section, cracks associated with stable crack growth are very difficult to detect visually.

The difficulty arises f¡om the fact that brittle solids such as rock contain numerous flaws.

These flaws include grain boundaries, holes along the grain boundaries, stiff grains such

as quartz adjacent to softer grains such as biotite, cleavage planes within the grains and

partially healed tectonicaìly-formed microcracks. The various types of cracks reported are

summarized in Figure 4.4 .150,90, 91, 52]. The so called "Griffith crack" is an inclined

flat ellipse with wing cracks developing near the ends of the ellipse in the areas of high

tangential tensile stress (Figure 4.4). Unfortunately the "Griffith" crack is seldom observed
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Figure 4.4: Illustration of the types of cracks observed, during compression tests, by various
researchers [150, 90, 91, 52].

in rock samples.

Tapponnier and Brace [150] used a scanning electron microscope (SEM) with a resolution

of about 0.1 pm to investigate cracks in thin sections obtained from samples of Westeriy

granite subjected to various loads. Tapponnier and Brace were unable to report, with any

confidence, any difference in crack population between three samples taken at 37, 56 and

84% of the failure load. Foneska et al. [52], using SEM and acoustic emission measurements

on granodiorite, d.olerite and marble, concluded that above 5,0% of. the failure stress small

grain boundary and serrated cracks begin to appear, having dimensions of a few ¡-rm in

length and widths of æ 0.1 pm. Bombolakis [10] loaded a prismatic sample of a very

coarse pegmatite. He noted that crack growth began at between 50 and 66% of. the peak

strength and that the first cracks to grow were the existing axially-oriented cleavage cracks

in feldspar. This observation is also in keeping with the findings of Lajtai [97], who noted

that the feldspars in the Lac du Bonnet granite were the first to register cracking. It is also

important to note that during stable crack growth, the axial cracks are contained within

individual grains, i.e., there are no trans-granular axial cracks (see Figure 4.4).
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4.L2 Region IV: Crack Damage/Unstable Crack Growth

The axial stress level where the total volumetric strain reversal occurs marks the beginning

of Region IV and represents the onset of unstable crack growth as defined by Bieniawski [8].

This onset generally occurs at axial stress levels between 70 to 85% of the peak strength. It

is at this stress level that the axial strain versus axial stress relationship becomes non-linear

and hence sliding must be initiating along flaws and grain boundaries (see Figure 4.1). This

stress level has particular significance in the concrete industry as it is used to establish the

long-term strength of concrete [133, 134, 45, 116]. Lajtai et al [97] found that the unstable

crack stress for the Lac du Bonnet granite from the Cold Spring Quarry occurred at 0.21

of the peak strength. Schmidtke and Lajtai [140] also did extensive long-term compression

testing of Lac du Bonnet granite from Cold Spring Quarry (see Chapter 3). Their results

were reanalyzed by the author and have been replotted in Figure 4.5. Figure 4.5 clearly

shows that for "long-term" loads above æ 0.70 of the short-term peak strength failure occurs

almost immediately. Thus, the increase in load above the unstable crack stress is only a

temporary strain hardening effect which cannot be relied on for even short-term strength.

Hence, we will refer to this stress level as the crack damage stress (ø¿) because loads above

this stress level result in damage to the material which cannot be tolerated even under a

constant load.

Hallbauer et al. [66] pointed out that this phase is characterized by the most signifi-

cant structural changes to the sample, with the density of microcracks increasing by about

sevenfold. Figure 4.3 supports these observations as the the amount of acoustic emission

increases dramatically beyond ø"¿.

Bombalakis [10] notes that when the stress level reaches ø.¿ there is an "abrupt devel-

opment of finite frictional slip along inclined flaws and grain boundaries. beginning with the

displacements of the order of the dimensions of grain-boundary asperities. Crack growth

still occurs at various locations throughout the specimen at this stage but there is also a
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detectable concentration of growth along potential shear zones."

4.I.3 Region V: Peak and Post-Peak Behaviour

The peak strength of the material (ø¡) marks the beginning of post-peak behaviour, Region

V, and is almost universally used to establish the failure strength envelope. An example of

the complete stress-strain curves for Lac du Bonnet granite is shown in Figure 4.6. Beyond

the peak, the lateral and axial strain curves indicate continuing dilation. The axial stress

versus axial strain that was only slightly affected by the initial microcracking process, shows

a rapid decrease which is interrupted by one or more short strengthening interludes, marked

by steps in the descending axial stress curve. Lockner et al [104] reported that during the

first portion of the post-peak axial stress versus axial strain descent, the loci of the seismic

events indicated the development of a major inclined shear fracture.
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Table 4.1: summary of step-loading experiments on ice (afTer [20]).
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ing Stress 7o Max. Comments

2

Ð

4

3.92
5.77
5.48

5.8

6.19
6.35
6.58

59

78

83

88

94

97

100

Larger inclined cracks form
Small sail cracks form
Sails elongate while new inclined cracks are
f'ormed

Two large sails interact retarding each other
Sails become wings
Wings reach ends and specimen

5

6

7

8

4.L.4 Fbacture in Ice

Ice is a polycrystalline material which when loaded rapidly in compression, behaves in a
brittle manner similar to rock. Shulson et al. [145], Cannon et al. [20] and Shulson ï144,,

using high speed photography techniques, filmecl the compressive fäilure process of ice.

Their results showed that slicling occurs along grain boundaries at loads above 50% of

the peak strength. Sliding along these grain bounclaries eventually leads to the formation

of axial cracks in the form of wing-s¡ac¡. at loacls above x g0% of the peak strength.

Shulson et al' [145] conclucled that the frictional crack slicling-wing crack mechanism plays

an important role in the brittle compressive fäilure of ice. Cannon et al. [20] carried out a

step-loading experiment on 150 x 150 x 40 mm samples of columnar ice with grains 6 to 12

mm long. Eight loacling steps were applied to the sample causing initiation and propagation

of cracks. The tests were terminated when the propagating cracks reachecl the sample ends.

The results are summarized in Table 4.1 ancl indicate the initial step in the failure process

is sliding along grain bounclaries, with the wing or axial cracks cleveloping much 1ater in the

failure prccess.

First inclined crack forms
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4.L.5 Summary of Observations in Compressive Failure

The failure process in rock subjected to compression loading commences with the growth

of stable axial cracks (Region III). These axial cracks gro\M in numbers until the loads are

high enough that sliding can initiate. Sliding begins at the crack damage stress and marks

the end of Region iII and the beginning of Region IV. As the loads are increased above the

crack damage stress through-going axial cracks are generally formed (Figure 4.7). Beyond

the peak strength of the sample the material can no longer carry the peak loads and so the

axial stress decreases rapidly. It is in this Region (V) that the sliding which initiated at the

crack damage stress manifests into a through-going shear zone. A summary of the various

Regions during the compressive failure process of laboratory samples is given in Table 4.2.

In the remainder of this chapter we will explore more evidence to support these observations

and look in detail at the failure process when sliding commences.

4.2 FYacture Parameters in Compression

In the previous section three characteristic stress levels were identified in the laboratory

stress/strain curves (see Figure 4.1): the crack initiation stress (o"¿) caused by stable tensile

cracking, the crack damage stress (o¿) caused by crack sliding, and the peak strength ("¡).

In order to understand material behaviour it is important to establish which of these stress

Ievels are true material parameters and which are a function of the particular loading

conditions used in the uniaxial test. Hudson et al. [78] concluded that the peak strength of

a sample was a function of the boundary conditions of the test and hence not an inherent

material property.

Glucklich and Cohen [57, 58] used stored strain energy to explain peak strength scale

effects, which are commonly observed. They point out that during the stage of stable

crack growth there is equilibrium between the external load and the crack length. This

was also confirmed by Hoek and Bieniawski [7a]. Both the loads and the stable crack

lengths increase up to the critical moment at which the strain-energy release rate equals
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Table 4.2: General relations between crack growth observations and measured strains during
loading of laboratory samples in compression.

Region €aùal €lateral €uolutnetric Comments

90

Linear Elastic (No crack growth)
II Linear Linear Compression Linear elastic range.

Stable Crack Growth x 40Too¡
III Linear Nonlinear Compression

Crack Closure
I Nonlinear Linear

Unstable Crack Growth x80Too¡
ry Nonlinear Nonlinear Dilation

Post Failure
V Nonlinear Nonlinear Dilation

Compression Closure of microcracks in the sample.

Crack initiation occurs. Cracking oc-
curs mainly along cleavage planes in
individual minerals and from voids in
the grains and along grain boundaries.
All crack growth during this region is
occuring parallel to the applied load
because only the lateral strain shows
nonlinear behaviour. SEM studies at
this loading stress have not found ax-
ial crack growth greater than the grain
size. Random acoustic emission events
occur throughout the sample.

This region marks the beginning of
permanent crack damage and sample
dilatancy. The dilatancy occurs with
the development of cracks parallel to
the applied load and the growth of
inclined cracks (grain boundaries) be-

cause both axial and lateral strains are

nonlinear. A rapid increase in acoustic
emission events occurs.

Development of macrocracks which
leads to collapse of the sample.
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or exceeds that of energ-y absorption. At this moment crack propagation becomes unstabie

and the material reaches its peak strength. For heterogeneous materials such as rock the

propagating failure crack will most likely encounter material which is stronger or weaker

(an area of pre-existing stable cracks) than the mean strength. In either case, after the

propagating crack advances through the softened or hardened material there is an excess of

energy released which is converted to kinetic energ-y and is available to do work against the

remaining uncracked material. It is here that the volume of the sample and the stiffness

of the testing machine play a critical role because the stored energy in the total system

dictates the energy release rate. In essence, Glucklich and Cohen are pointing out that a

properly conducted compressive strength test would balance the stored strain energy in bhe

sample and loading frame with the fracture surface energy required for fracture growth,

i.e., there would be no kinetic energy available to propagate the crack. In reality this is

very difficult to do because in compression testing two modes of cracking are developing

simultaneously, the axial crack and the sliding crack. One approach to this problem is to

reduce the loading rate such that the fracture surface has time to grow and increase the

sample volume to minimize the effect of heterogeneity on the fracture process. A similar

approach is used to reduce strain hardening effects in more ductile materials [92].

The long-term test data of Schmidtke and Lajtai [140] (see Figure 4.5) also suggest

that the peak load above the crack damage stress is only sustained by the rock for a short

duration and cannot be relied on for the long term. This leaves only o¿ and o¿ as possible

fracture parameters which should therefore be independent of sample volume.

To determine the effect of scale on o.¿ and o..¡, lhe stress-strain curves for 53 samples

with diameters ranging from 33 to 300 mm diameter, were analyzed by the author. The

results are summarized in Figure 4.8 and the peak strength is shown for comparison. Both

o¿¿ and ocd appear to be unaffected by sample volume. Note that except for the largest

sample diameter tested, the data suggest that the peak strength is trending towards the

øcd strength, i.e., æ' 0.7 of the peak strength. This result is in keeping with that of Hoek
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and Brown [75] who showed the unconfined compressive strength reducing to æ 0.8 of the

peak strength of a small sample, as the sample diameter increased. from 10 to 200 mm (see

Figure 3.8).

In an effort to minimize the potential influence of uncontrolled strain energy on the test

results one final series of tests was carried out which attempted to combine the effects of

scale and a slow loading rate. Four 200-mm diameter samples of Lac du Bonnet granite from

the 240 Level of the URL were tested at the loading rate of 0.00075 MPa/s, which is 1000

times slower then the normal loading rate. In two samples failure occurred at the stress level

generally associated with ø"¿ and those samples did not display the normal volumetric strain

reversal (Figure 4.9). Interestingly, the samples which were subjected to slow loading rates

all developed characteristic shear planes rather than the axial splitting planes generally

associated with standard unconfined testing (Figure 4.10). This also concurs with the

previously mentioned notion that the failure mechanism for o"¿ is one of sliding. It would
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appear that with the appropriate boundary conditions, i.e., loading rate, loading frame

stiffness, and sample volume, the peak strength of a sample of Lac du Bonnet granite would

be reduced to about 0.7-0.8 of the standard uniaxial strength (a"), similar to the faiiure

ìoads of schmidtke and Lajtai [140] from their staric fatigue tests.

Having established that o.¿ is the true peak strength of the rock in a monotonically-

Ioaded uniaxial compression test and that o"¿ ald o"1 à1€, scale-independent parameters

with completely different modes of origin, the next step was to determine the effect of the

amount of crack damage in a specimen on these two parameters

4.3 Damage-Controlled TestÍng

The growth of cracks during a single-stage monotonic loading test was described earlier.

Much less is known about the cracking process in multiple-loading-unloading tests and

practically nothing of crack growth in the post-peak region. The laboratory testing program

described below was designed to fill this need. The tests were carried out by incrementing

the amount of crack damage in the sample and then re-testing the sample to evaluate the

effect of the increased damage on the stress level ø¿ and, o"¿. The incremented. damage was

accomplished by a series of load-unload cycles, with each load-unload cycle referred to as a

damage increment.

The Lac du Bonnet granite used in this testing program is medium to coarse grained

and composed of approximately 30% K-feldspar, 30% plagioclase, 30% quartz and 10%

mafic minerals, mainly biotite. The average grain size of the medium grained granite is

about 3 mm. The samples were obtained from the 420 Level of AECL's Underground

Research Laboratory. Six post-peak uniaxial compression tests and thirty-one post-peak

triaxial compression tests were conducted on the 63-mm-diameter grey samples.

The testing was carried out by CANMET, the Canada Centre for Mineral and Energy

Technology [100]. Specimens were prepared in accordance with the methods suggested by

the International Society for Rock Mechanics [19]. The end surfaces of each specimen were
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Figure 4.9: The combined effect of sample diameter and slow loading on peak strength,
crack damage stress and crack initiation stress on a sample of Lac du Bonnet granite from
the 240 Level of the URL. In this sample the crack damage stress is coincident with the
peak strength.
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Figure 4.10: Photo of the failure surface developed in a sample of Lac du Bonnet from
the 240 Leveì of the URL, subjected to 0.00075 NiIPa/s loading rate. The failure surface is
inclined 23' with respect to the direction of loading. Note the short axial cracks that fo¡m
adjacent to the failure surface.
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ground flat to 0.025 mm to ensure that they were parallel to each other and perpendicular

to the axis of the specimen. The post-failure tests were conducted using an IVITS 8lS

Rock Test System, a computer-controlled, servo-hydraulic compression machine, consisting

of a 2.22 MN rated load cell, load frame, hydraulic power supply, triaxial cell, confining

pressure subsystem, test controller, test processor and DEC micro PDP IllT3 computer.

The triaxial cell is equipped with three linear variable differential transducers (LVDT) for

the measurement of axial strain and a circumferential extensometer to measure the lateral

strain.

The confrning pressure and the axial stress were initially increased simultaneously from

zero to the required confining stress at the rate of 0.75 MPa/s. The axial stress was then

increased using axial strain-rate control at a rate approximating a loading rate of 0.25

MPa/s' The instrumentation l,t/as scanned every 3 seconds. Load-unload cycles were carried

out at 40 MPa increments up to approximately 75Vo of the peak strength. As the peak

strength of the sample was approached special care was taken to prevent rapid failure in

order to continue the test into the post-peak region. After reaching æTîVo of the peak

strength the load-unload cycles were performed at 0.063 mm increments of circumferential

deformation using axial-strain control. A test took about eight hours to complete with a

typical result shown in Figure 4.11. It should be noted that for the unconfined samples

the load could not be completely removed during the unloading cycle. In the unconfined

case the load was reduced to about 5 MPa or = 2To of the peak strength. For the confined

samples this was not a problem as the samples rã/ere unloaded to the confining pressure.

An initial concern was whether the load-unload cycles influenced the overall stress-

strain curve. Figure 4.12 compares the results from an unconfined damage-controlled test

to a traditional uncycled unconfined post-peak test. Figure 4.12 illustrates that the general

shape of the stress/strain plot is unaffected by the loading method. This was aiso found

true for the confined tests. An important corollary of Figure 4.\2 is that the same amount

of damage accumulates if the axial stress is taken directly to a certain axial stress, oo,
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4.4 Test Results

The purpose of the testing was to determine the effect of damage on the stress levels

associated with crack initiation and crack damage with each load-unload cycle. Damage

can be measured by the permanent axial strain (efl) in a given load-unload cycle and a

damage parameter (øo) can be defined as the cumulated permanent axial strain in anv one

test.
rL

uo:Ð(rÐo%
-'_ I

(4.5)
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Figure 4'13: Damage is defined as the permanent volumetric strain resulting from a single
damage increment.

The volumetric strain encompasses both the damage in the lateral and axial direction

and can be related to crack initiation and crack damage stress (see Figure 4.1). In agiven
test, a damage increment (z), i.e., a load-unload cycle, will produce permanent volumet-

ric damage (ef). A damage parameter (ø) is therefore also defined as the accumulated

permanent volumetric strain in any one test (Figure 4.13)

n

,: Ð (rl)o%
i_1

The volumetric damage definition is preferred to the axial damage definition because

it is a volumetric rather than a one.dimensional measure and therefore records the total
damage in the sample.

It is useful to plot the peak stress, o"¿ à\d. o¿ v€rsus the damage parameter ø. The

collection of these values of peak stress, o.¿ and. o¿ f.or any one test will be referred to as

the peak(c.r) locus, the o¿ locus and the o¿ locus.

(4.6)
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4.4.L Crack Initiation and Crack Damage

The crack initiation stress occurs when the load frrst exceeds about 0.2 to 0.4 of the peak

strength. Initially, in the early stages of the test, the crack initiation stress appears to

increase slightly, however, as damage accumulates the slope of the crack initiation locus

appears to level off. One could speculate that the initial increase in the ø¿ locus is related

to less critical cracks requiring more load to reach crack initiation. Given the difficulty

in determining the øc¿ stress in the early stages of the test, it may be that the initial ø¿

slope is within the error of the analysis. Also, this phenomenon was not observed in all

the test results. Thus it is reasonable to conclude that the crack initiation locus remains

fairly constant with each damage increment and is therefore independent of the damage

accumulated in the sample (Figure 4.15).

Figure 4'14 shows the crack initiation stress as a function of confining stress. It would

appear that the crack initiation stress is only slightly dependent on the confining stress, as

indicated by the linear best fit line shown in the figure. This is not too surprising if, as

stated previousl¡ the crack forming process is tensile.

The crack damage stress first occurs at about 0.8 of the peak strength during the first

damage increment. However, unlike the crack initiation stress, the crack damage stress

reduces signiflcantly in the early stages of the test and reaches a threshold value as the

damage accumulates in the sample (Figure 4.15). Plotting the test results against axial

damage (u,'o) presents essentially the same picture (Figure 4.16). This phenomena is seen

at all confining stress levels and is quite consistent from test to test (Figure 4.12). Similar

observations [135, I43, 62] have been made during the cyclic testing of brittle rocks. It
should be noted that the threshold value of øcd corresponds approximately to o"¿ when

the sample is unconfined. As the confining stress is increased the threshold value of. o"¿

becomes greater than o.¿ (Figure 4.18). Figures 4.19 and 4.20 are examples of the test

results obtained for each of the confining st¡esses used in the damage-controlled tests.
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Figure 4.14: Crack initiation stress, oci) as a function of confining stress, ø3. The line
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4.4.2 DeformationConstants

Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio can be determined for each damage increment. Each

increment is treated as a separate test and the modulus and Poisson's ratio are computed

for the part of the stress-strain curve that lies between the crack closure stress and the crack

initiation stress. A plot of Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio versus damage is compared

to the crack damage locus in Figure 4.21. As the sample is subjected to increasing damage,

a gradual reduction in stiffness is indicated (Figure 4.2I). In the post-peak region of the

test in which the peak(c.,') stress dropped from about 150 MPa ro 56 lvlPa (æ 35% of.

maximum value), the modulus decreased from 50 to 24 GPa (= 50% of maximum value).

At a confining pressure greater than 20 MPa, the reduction in the modulus in the post-peak

regime was considerably less. In all cases, the strength reduced faster than the modulus.

In the early portion of testing, i.e., before ocdis reached, Poisson's ratio is about 0.14

and increases to about 0.2 at the maximûm ocd (Figure 4.21). As the peak(u,') stress levei
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Figure 4.15: Example of the crack initiation stress and the crack damage stress as a function
of damage. Note that at low confining stresses the crack damage stress is essentially the
same magnitude as the crack initiation stress.
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Figure 4.17: Crack damage stress and the peak stress as a function of damage for two
unconfined samples. Note the repeatability between tests.

exceeds the initial ocd and starts its descent to the post-peak strength, Poisson's ratio

increases quite sharply to = 0.9. It is obvious that above 0.5 this ratio is only relating

lateral strains to axial strains and is not an elastic constant. As the o¿ threshold is reached

and after the initial large drop in the post-peak strength the ratio remains relatively high

ranging from 0.6 to 0.9. The locus of Poisson's ratio clearly reveals two phases of crack

growth. The first phase occurs in the pre-peak strength portion of the test when Poisson's

ratio increases quite rapidly indicating significant axial crack growth. The second phase

occurs in the post-peak strength region where the first significant strength drop occurs.

This phase is more indicative of sliding than axial cracking. The second phase occurs at

the same stage as shear fracture development as identified by Lockner et al [104].
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Figure 4.18: Crack initiation stress and the crack damage stress as a function of damage
for a confined sample. Note that at higher confining stresses the crack damage stress is
considerably higher than the crack initiation stress. The large damage increment towards
the end of the test indicates the difficulty in controlling the test at this stage of failure.
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Figure 4.19: Summary of peak strength and crack damage loci for samples of Lac du Bonnet
granite from the 420 level of the URL tested at confining stresses ranging from 0 to 15 Mpa.
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4.5 Crack Damage Locus

The theoretical locus of crack growth for brittle materials has been evaluated by Berry [6, Z],

for tensile crack extension, and by Cook [32] for crack sliding. Cook [32] refers to this

limit for crack growth as the Griffith locus and it follows the general form ABCD given

in Figure 4.22. A'ccording to Berry, the Griffith locus can be interpreted in the following

way. The portion AB, during the early stages of crack extension, indicates a rapid loss

in strength with no increase in axial strain. Unless the strain energy released from the

elastically strained regions around the propagating crack is removed from the system, the

excess energ-y will be converted to kinetic energ-y. It is generally not possible to follow

the unloading path AB because most systems, e.g., an underground opening, have a frnite

unloading stiffness, represented by AC in Figure 4.22. Thus a crack starting at o¡ will

propagate dynamicallyl. Berry [6] noted that the excess strain energ'y represented. by the

shaded area ABC will cause the crack growth to accelerate. Hence it will continue to

extend even as the stress drops below øc corresponding to point C on the failure locus.

Below oç the crack will finally stabilize when the excess strain energy ABC is equal to the

strain energy CDE. The area ABC:CDE and hence the energy CDE is the surface energy

required to create longer cracks. The material containing the longer crack is now represented

by OD with a reduced modulus Ec+dc. These cracks are now loaded to a subc¡itical stress

level øg and hence will not propagate until the stress level is increased to op. Thus the

Griffith locus has two key elements; the stiffness of the initial material which controls the

position of OA, and the crack properties which controls the shape and position of BCD (see

Figure 4.22).

Thus far the crack damage locus has been plotted versus the damage parameter ø which

is defined by the volumetric strain. Although a"¿ is defined by the volumetric strain reversal

it also corresponds to the onset of non-linearity in the axial stress versus axial strain plot,
lIn a ser'ro-controlled laboratory test the energy which causes the dynamic propagation is controlled.

Hence it is possible to follow this stage of crack growth.
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Figure 4.22: Illustration of the Griffith ìocus.

as shown in Figure 4.1. Earlier it was suggested that this nonlinear response is a direct
result of sliding along crack surfaces angled with respect to the direction of the maximum
load' Thus it is instructive to repìot the test results to see the relationship between the
crack damage locus and the peak(ø) stress versus axial strain. Figure 4.23 shows a typical
plot of the crack damage locus and peak(ø) stress locus versus axial strain. The volumetric
strain versus axial strain is also shown to illustrate how the plot is generated. Note that the
reduction of oa to its threshold level occurs by damage increment 10, i.e., before the peak

strength of the sample is reached. This was not evident in the previons plots. The shape

of the damage locus on an axial stress versus axial strain plot is similar for all confining
stresses.

It has been suggested that the crack damage stress is clefinecl by sliding because the
axial st¡ain registers permanent damage. This would imply that the crack damage locus

is the locus of axial stress required to initiate crack slicling or simply the Griffith locus

as defined by Cook [32i' The underlying assumption used in the Griffith locus of Cook,
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Figure 4.23: Crack damage locus and peak strength versus axial strain. The volumetric
strain for each damage increment is also shown. Note that the major drop in the crack
damage locus occurs before the peak strength is reached.
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\¡/as first proposed by Starr [1a7] in 1928. Starr showed that sliding of a frictionless crack,

subjected to a shear displacement, occurred when

(4.7)

where z is the Poisson's Ratio, G is the modulus of rigidity, ro is the shear stress in the

direction of crack slip' c is the crack half length, and a is the fracture surface energy.

Cook [32] modified equation 4.7 to take account of friction along the crack in compressive

shearing, replacing ro by r - þon, where r is the shear stress in the direction of the crack

slip, ¡-r is the friction across crack faces, and on is the normal stress acting on the surface of

the crack' Only a brief summary of Cook's original work follows and the interested reader

is referred to Cook's paper for the derivation of the fo¡mulas ( a complete derivation of
the Griffith locus is given in Appendix B). For the confined case consider a single elliptical

crack of length 2c, inclined at some angle á to the direction of the applied load ø1, in a
specimen where n represents the numbe¡ of cracks per unit volume (see Figure 4.22). Using

the approach of Cook the critical axial strain, €.n, àt which sliding occurs, is given by

112

(4.8)

where

w. : ltt - ,r('2 - p2o?) 
.z"4\/G

wr : [O-r)t ^P",
8aGe : ñ-")(r:n;#

For the conditions of triaxial compression and assuming the plane of the crack is parallel

to the direction of the intermediate compressive stress:

.P - %f cos20

%f sin20

on:

8aG
;l -;F

(4.e)
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where d is the angle of the critical crack and the direction of the maximum applied load,

ot.

Hence e"' in equation 4.8 can be obtained provided the crack density n and the fracture

surface energy a are known. The other parameters are available from standard laboratory

tests and the fracture surface energ-y can be equated to the strain energ-y release rate Ç by

Ç : 2a. The strain energy release rate is one of the most important parameters with regard

to fracture and is defined as the the amount of energy release per unit increase in crack

su¡face area. Rice [130] proposed a method for determining Ç., the strain energy release

rate at failure, for shear faulting. Using Rice's approach Kemeny and Cook [gg] calculated

a Ç" value of 1.05 Jfm2 for the creation of a single shear fault for Westerly granite. An

alternative approach is to calculate the fracture surface energy [i6] by

a:(1 -4#
where K¡" is the fracture toughness for Mode I crack failure, i.e., tensile splitting. An

alternative approach for calculating the fracture surface energy is described in Appendix C.

Although K¡.is the fracture toughness for Mode I crack failure and the model d.escribes

Mode II crack slip, K¡. has been measured for the Lac du Bonnet granite and provides a

reasonable starting point in evaluating the model. To calibrate the model against the o.¿

locus for the crack density n, the ø"¿ locus from an unconfined test was fitted to equation 4.g

to determine n. The other input parameters, for equation 4.8, were taken from laboratory

test results. Those parameters were then used to predict the critical strain, e"" at confrning

stresses of 2, 15 and 30 MPa from equation 4.8, and the predicted values were compared

to tlre measured crack damage locus at those confining stresses (Figure 4.24). It should

be noted that the nonlinear strains which were measured in the initial ,,seating phase,,

of each test were simply taken as a constant value which was added to all the calculated

results in order to compare the predictions with the measured strains. The parameters

used in equation 4.8 are shown in Figure 4.24. It should be noted that in Figure 4.24 the

113
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Figure 4.24: Comparison of the measured crack damage locus and the predicted Griffith
locus at various confining stresses.

initial positive slope of the locus is somewhat less than that of the measured values at the

higher confining stresses and the discrepancy increases with confining pressure. This occurs

because no correction for the increasing stiffness (.Ð) of the samples with confining stress

was made' Because of the high density of microcracks in the samples, Young's modulus

increases from about 50 GPa for the unconfined samples to about 60 GPa for the 30 Mpa

confining stress. Even without this correction the agreement between the measured and the

predicted loci is quite good.

According to Cook, the critical condition for the initiation of crack slip occurs when

stresses acting on the crack exceed the fracture surface energ'y (4a) which is given by

300
(õùg 250
U'
U'g 2oo

U)

õ'x 150

100

0.8

(4.11)[o-rryc]4a
Substituting equation 4.9 into equation 4.11 provides the strength of the specimen in a
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general Niohr-Coulomb form:

115

Note that the critical angle of d will be related to ¡r in order that (, - t o,) in equa-

tion 4.11 is a maximum when

f 8.--
ot¡ ' , ^ lffi -*o"(t+#z)'' - sin0cosî(l - ¡ttan?)' "o1 - ¡ttan7

e- : ltun-1 
1.

Thus, equation 4.r2 canbe rewritten by substi,lr,rr* 0n fromequation 4.13

(4.12)

(4.13)

(4.r4)

It was stated previously that the crack damage loci were similar in shape regardless of

confining stress. Figure 4.25 shows typical examples of the c¡ack damage locus for some

of the tests at different confining stresses. Not all of the results are shown for reasons of

clarity. Figure 4.26 shows the o"¿ threshold values âs measured in all the tests plotted in

o1-o3 space. The reason for plotting the o¿ threshold value in Figure 4.26 is related to the

theoretical basis of the Griffith locus. Earlier, it was noted that the initial rapid decrease

in Griffith locus was essentially one of unstable crack propagation. The crack only became

quasi-stable once it reaches the plateau or threshold portion of the Griffith locus. In the

damage-controlled testing, the servo-control mechanism on the testing machine allowed us

to follow the o"¿ locus even in the initial unstable portion. However, around an underground

opening once the crack starts sliding, it is likely that it will propagate until the or¿threshold

is reached. Also shown in Figure 4.26 is the initial crack damage stress for each test and

a Hoek-Brown envelope is fitted to the data. Interestingly, at high confining stresses the

initial crack damage stress approaches the crack damage threshold.

The condition for sliding, according to equation 4.12 is a linear relationship in oi-o3

space. The c¡ack damage threshold values also follows a linear relationship in o¡os space

(Figure 4.26) which gives a friction angle of 47.6". This friction value is similar to residual

friction angle of 45o reported by Gyenge et al. [61] and 42*43o reported by Lajtai and
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Figure 4.25: crack damage locus at various confining stresses.

Gadi [98] for Lac du Bonnet granite (Figure 4.27). The peak strength, for each test, is also

shown in Figure 4.26 and a Hoek-Brown failure envelope is fitted to the data.

4.5.L rnterpretation of Test Results and Griffith Locus

Coulomb (1796) [15] postulated that the shear strength of rock and of soil is made up of
two components,- a constant cohesion and a normal stress-dependent f¡ictional component.

It is generally assumed that these components are mobilized at the same displacements

such that both components can be relied on simultaneously in rock engineering design. The

strength of intact rock is determined in the laboratory using triaxial tests and the cohesion

and friction components are combined in the strength value obtained from any one test.

The Griffith locus can be used to determine the reiationship between cohesion and friction
during the failure process.

The shear criterion given in equation 4.L4 can be reduced to
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by substituting ¡-r : tan þ, where / is the friction angle.

The shear strength of a material with friction and cohesion is also given by the well

known Mohr-Coulomb criterion

1i8

(4.16)

where .9o is the empirical cohesion intercept and / is the friction angle. It is interesting to

note that the shear criterion in equation 4.15 differs from equation 4.16 only by a constant.

In equation 4.15 this constant is expressed in terms of fracture surface energ-y and crack

length, whereas in equation 4.16 the constant is the empirical shear strength. lVfore im-

portantly, examination of equations 4.15 and 4.16 reveals that fracture surface energy and

crack length only apply to the cohesion of the material and that the frictional strength is

not dependent on these parameters.

The interpretation of a standard set of uniaxial test results, using equation 4.16 would

imply that

oLf : 2lotan (* . l) (4.r7)

Thus the cohesion can be equated to the strength just as sliding starts, which for our tests

results is given by the c¡ack damage stress. For an unconfined test, at the instant sliding

starts, the cohesion becomes

2So: 6.0 (4.18)

Once sliding initiates the strength of the sample starts to increase above the crack damage

stress. However, we have seen from our test results that as the sample is subjected to

increasing damage, only a small amount of damage to the sample is necessary to bring

the crack damage stress to a threshold value, suggesting that cohesion must also d.ecrease.

The total strength of the sample has not changed therefore the frictional component of

equation 4.17 must be increasing as the cohesion is decreasing. In equation 4.15 the drop

in cohesion is related to an increase in crack length. Figure 4.28 ís an example of this

progressive fracturing, illustrating the loss in cohesion and the mobilization of friction.

orÍ 2sotan(as * t) . o3tan2 (*. l)
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Figure 4'28: Mobiìization of friction ancl loss of cohesion as a function of axial strain.

Ultimately at large displacements the peak stress and the crack damage stress should be

equal as illustrated in Figure 4.2g.

The cohesion loss clescribecl above can only occur if nonelastic deformations âre required
to mobilize friction and the frictional component is macle up of a residuaì component (@6)

and a roughness or interlocking component (@¿), such that the total frictional resistance can

be expressed as /¡,r.¿. As friction is mobilized, the interlocking is at a maximum and as the
damage accumulates the residual friction and the minimum cohesion must be approached
(see Figure 4.29).In Figure 4.2g the varue of / was carcuratecl using

ó :2tan-l /gr\ - I' \oot/ 2
(4.1e)

Also in Figure 4.29 the damage has been normalized with respect to the value of ø at the
end ofthe test, the strength has been normalized to the peak strength and the cohesion has

been normalized to the maximum cohesion. Figure 4.2g iìlustrates that the peak friction
angle (@ : 63") occurs as the rapid clrop in cohesion declines. With increasing clamage the
friction angle gradually decreases to about 42o. This friction value is similar to the resiclual
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friction angie of 45o and 42" for Lac du Bonnet granite reported by [61, g8]. Thus for the

test in Figure 4.29 it appeaß that the residual friction is nearly reached. The peak friction

angle of 63o, although high, is not un¡ealistic, e.g., Dusseault and Morgenstern [42] reported

that natural slopes of uncemented locked sands have inclinations greater then 54o. Thus

63o does not seem unreasonable for perfectly interlocked mineral grains subjected to small

displacements.

According to Figure 4.29 tbe friction angle of the material changes as damage accumu-

lates in the sample. Hence the angle the sliding plane makes with the applied load must

also be changing. The critical angle of failure for equation 4.17, relative to the applied load,

can be found from a Mohr's circle and is given by

0:45-9
2

(4.20)

Using equation 4.20, the angle g between the applied load and the sliding surface was

calculated as the friction angle changed (Figure 4.31). In the initial stages of the test when

there is essentially no damage, ó : 0 and d : 45o. As damage accumulates and the crack

damage stress starts to decrease á also decreases and reaches a minimum of about 15o when

the crack damage st¡ess reaches its threshold value. By the end of the test the failure

plane is oriented at = 25o which is in agreement with the orientation of the failure plane

in Figure 4.10. It is obvious that the nucleation and growth of a shear fracture is complex.

In this simple analysis no allowance is made for the role of the axial crack in the failure

process. Du and Aydin [41] have shown that the axial cracks tend to form echelon arrays.

These arrays probably provide the nucleation of the shear crack. Hence, the orientation of

the shear crack from the onset of damage through to when the friction is at its maximum in

Figure 4.31 is an oversimplification, because it is assumed that the shear crack is a through

going crack' not one that is interrupted by small axial c¡acks. An illustration of the concept

of cohesion loss and the role played by the axial cracks is illustrated in Figure 4.30.

A damage controlled test of Lac du Bonnet granite was car¡ied out and the test stopped
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Figure 4'30: Illustration of cohesion loss and mobilization of friction in terms of Mohr stress
diagram. A possible role for axial cracks is illustrated on the right and top portion of the
figure.
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1.5 2 2.5

Damage rrr

Figure 4.31: The angle, between the failure su¡face and the applied stress (or), 
"s 

a function
of damage.

shortly after the crack damage stress decreased to near its th¡eshold value. The peak stress

at this point in the test was 190 MPa. The sample at this point appeared very much intact

although there was some evidence of cracking visible on the su¡face of the sample. The

sample was then cut parallel to the direction of loading and visually inspected for cracks.

Figure 4.32 shows the cracks observed. in this sample and clearly shows a major crack located

near the centre of the sample, = 20 mm long, and inclined 11'with respect to the direction

of loading. This 11o inclination is very close to the predicted L5o inclination in Figure 4.31

for when the cohesion reaches its threshold value and / is at its maximum. It should also

be noted that small axial cracks are present in the sample and essentially form two echelon

arrays, as suggested by [41].
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Figure 4'32: Photo of the cracks developed in a damage controlled test as the c¡ack damage
stress reaches its threshold value. The major crack (æ 20 mm long) in the center of the
sample is inclined 11" with respect to the direction of loading. The tãst sample was 63 mmin diameter.
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4.5.2 Crack Damage Locus in Other Rock Types

It has already been stated that the Lac du Bonnet granite from the Cold Spring euarry
is stronger in all respects to the Lac du Bonnet granite f¡om the URL. Hence the samples

from Cold Spring Quarry should be more brittle then the samples from the URL. Damage-

controlled testing was attempted on two 63-mm diameter samples from the Cold Spring

Quarry. These tests were carried out when we were getting the "bugs" out of the system.

As a result, the data quality is not comparable to that presented in the previous test

results. Nonetheless the data in Figure 4.33 can be used to examine the differences between

the samples of Lac du Bonnet granite from the 420 Level of the URL and the Cold Spring

Quarry. The results in Figure 4.33 show the characteristic decrease in crack damage stress

with increasing axial strain. However, note how little axial strain is required to cause the

crack damage decrease. For the Lac du Bonnet granite from the Cold Spring Quarry the

slope of the crack damage curve is nearly the same as the initial loading curve.

It was suggested previously that the crack damage locus represented the locus of sliding

and that the crack damage threshold indicated when friction wâs fully mobilized. It has also

been shown that the peak stress and initial crack damage stress in a sample is a function

of crack damage. Figure 4.34 is comparison of the peak stress and crack damage stress

as a function of normalized damage for two samples of Lac du Bonnet granite tested with

a confrning stress of 2 MPa. The sample with the highest peak stress is from the Cold

Spring Quarry and represents the undamaged sample. The second sample in Figure 4.34

is from the 420 Level of the URL and represents the damaged sample. Note that the peak

stress and initial crack damage stress is strongly dependent on the initial amount of damage

in the sample yet the crack damage stress threshold for both samples is nearly identical.

This supports the notion that the initial crack damage stress and the peak stress are a

function of the initial cohesion of the sample but that the crack damage threshold, which

represents when friction is fully mobilized, is independent of the initial amount of damage

t25
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250

Lac du Bonnet Granite
Cold Spring Quarry

Sample C1
os=o

0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4

AxiatStrain (%)

Lac du Bonnet Granite
Cold Spring Quarry

Sample C2
og=2MPa

/1..

----r-----ü

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

AxialStrain (%)

Figure 4'33: Damage-controlled test results for two samples of Lac du Bonnet granite from
Cold Spring Quarry' Note the small amount of axial stain required to cause the crack
damage locus to decrease to the crack damage threshold.
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Lac du Bonnet Granite
03=2MPa

t:t '{t* * -¿

'"¡ ri"*.*-'4,,^

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

Normalized Damage cÐl<omax

Figure 4'34: Damage controlled test results for two samples of Lac du Bonnet granite tested
with a confining stress of 2 MPa. One sample is from Cold Spring euarry Jnd the other
sample is from the URL 420 Level' Note the large difference in peak stress betwen the two
samples but almost no difference in the crack damage stress threshold.

in the sample.

For comparison purposes three samples of Indiana limestone were also tested using the
damage-controlled procedure. It should be noted that the testing procedure for the Indiana

limestone was also not as well controlled as for the 420 Levelgranite samples. Hence, load-

unload cycles near the maximum loads are missing. The tests were carried out unconfined

and with confining stresses of 4 and 10 MPa. This rock has a Young's modulus of about

25 GPa which is nearly half the modulus of Lac du Bonnet granite but it still shows the

characteristic crack damage decrease, although now it takes considerable more axial strain

to achieve the crack damage threshold (Figure 4.35). At low confining stresses the crack

damage threshold is essentially the same as the crack initiation stress. However. as the

confining stress incteases, the crack damage threshold greater than the crack initiation
st¡ess (Figure 4.36). This feature also occurred in the samples of Lac du Bonnet granite.
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lndiana Limestone

Sample L1
03=oMPa
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Figure 4'35: Damage-controlled test results for an unconfined sample of Indiana Limestone.
Note the increase in the amount of axial strain required to cause the crack damage locus to
decrease to the crack damage threshold compared to the brittle sample of Lac àu Bonnet
granite from Cold Spring euarry (see Figure 4.3g).
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Figure 4.36: Damage-controlled test results for two samples of Indiana Limestone at different
confining stress. Note the increase in the crack damage threshold above the crack initiation
stress as the confining stress increases.
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Rocanville Potash: Sample p27
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Figure 4-37: Damage-controlled test results fo¡ an unconfined sample of Rocanville potash.
Note the increase in the amount of axial strain required to cause the crack damage locus to
decrease to the crack damage threshold compared to the brittle sample of Lac du Bonnet
granite from Cold Spring Quarry (see Figure 4.38).

Under ordinary temperature and pressure, most rocks are brittle. Salt ¡ocks are no

exception. Despite being more ductile than the typical rock, microcracking is common in

salt rocks. Specimens of Rocanville potash salt rock (Rocanville, Saskatchewan, Canada),

dilate during uniaxial compression and the growth of cracks is obvious to the naked eye.

The rock has a strength that is only one tenth of that of Lac du Bonnet granite although

the modulus is about 16 GPa or about l/3 to 1/4 of the Young's modulus of a granite. In a
damage-controlled test, the crack damage stress seems to follow a course that is very similar

to that observed for the granite (Figure 4.37). The most significant difference between the

Lac du Bonnet granite and this salt rock is the significant amount axial strain required to

cause the crack damage to decrease to a threshold value.

In examining the damage-controlled test results f¡om the granite, limestone and potash

the slope of the crack damage locus, during its rapid descent to the crack damage threshold,
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is seen to shift from a positive slope for the granite to a negative slope for the potash. In
terms of the Griffith locus this implies that the softer material cannot produce unstable

crack growth' Hence crack growth can only occur by increasing the loads. In potash time-
dependent deformations also occur.

4.6 crack Damage stress in the Brazilian Test

In the previous sections failure in compression tests on cylindrical samples was analyzed.

Those tests showed that the cohesion limit, in compression, could be equated to the crack

damage stress, i.e.' the stress level at which crack propagation occurs, and this stress level
was defined by the volumetric strain reversal on the volumet¡ic strain versus axial strain
curve' In this section compression loading of circular discs (Brazilian test) are analyzed to
determine if the crack damage stress can also be used to define the tensile cohesion limit.

The tensile strength of rock is also commonly determined using the Brazilian tensile test
(Figure 4'38). The Brazilian tensile test is an indi¡ect method of determining the tensile

strength in which the tensile strength os¿ is given by

131

2Pont: îdî
where P is the load at failure, D is the diameter and ú is the thickness of the disc-shaped

sample.

The tensile strength of rock is found from a direct tension test and for this test setup the
stress at failure is equal to the tensile cohesive strength. It is well known that the tensile

strength obtained from direct tension tests is less than the tensile strength obtained from
the Brazilian test. The reason for this discrepancy is usually attributed to stress gradients,

although the modulus ratio between compression and tension may also play a role [2g].
In an effort to determine if the crack damage stress obtained from the Brazilian tests

gave a more reliable indication of the tensile cohesive strength, twenty Brazilian tests were

carried out. Each sample was instrumented with an axial and lateral electrical resistance

(4.21)
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Figure 4.38: Experimentar setup for a Brazilian test.

strain gauge and strain monitored throughout the test. A typical plot of the measured axial
and lateral strains, and the calculated volumetric strain given by

AV/V:€ariaLI€Iaturat (4.22)

versus o is given in Figure 4.39. o in Figure 4.39 is calculated using equation 4.2L.

The samples of Lac du Bonnet granite, from Cold Spring Quarry, used in the testing
program were taken from both ends of samples that were used to meâsure the direct tensile

strength (see Table C.1 in Appendix C. Hence, the scatter due sample variation was min!
mized' A summary of the results from the twenty Brazilian tests is given in Table 4.3. The
mean Brazilian tensile strength is 8.8 MPa and the mean crack damage stress is 2.4 Mpa,
giving a ratio of 0.84. This ratio of 0.84 is very similar to the ratio between crack damage

stress and peak strength found in uniaxial compression. More, importantly the crack dam-

age stress of 7.4 MPa is considerably closer to the direct tensile strength of 6.g Nfpa than

the Brazilian strength of 8.8 MPa. A summary of the comparison is given in Figure 4.40.

Thus it seems reasonable to conclude that the crack damage stress in the Brazilian test

represents tensile cohesive strength.
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Figure 4.39: The stress strain curves obtained from a Brazilian test.
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Table 4.3: Summary of the tensile strengths obtained from the Brazilian test.

Sample Diameter Thickness ocdi Peak Ratio
(MPa) o.¿fPeakNumber (m-) (-*) (MPa)

134

34.134A
34.1348
34.449A
34.4498
34.763A
34.7638
34.133A
35.1338
35.533A
35.5338
35.860A
35.8608
38.030A
38.0308
38.517A
38.5178
41.043A
41.0438
41.362/-
47.3628

mean

44.97

44.97
44.98
44.98

44.97
44.97
44.98
44.98
44.98
44.98

44.98

44.98
44.98
44.98

44.99

44.99

44.9I
44.91.

44.92

44.92

20.73
22.50
22.97
21.87
22.96
22.64
22.38
22.L5
23.44
27.84
22.06
22.06
22.85
22.99
23.28
22.32
22.86
2I.74
22.72
22.05

0.87
0.72
1.00

0.69
0.78
0.60
1.00

0.87
0.83
0.73
0.94
1.00

0.82
0.75
1.00

0.58
1.00

0.80
0.96
0.81

0.84

7.67 8.80
6.54 9.11
9.65 9.65
5.73 8.34
7.50 9.63
5.05 8.48
6.73 6.73
6.80 7.80
7.60 9.11
6.12 8.35
10.01 i0.67
9.16 9.16
8.06 9.85
7.07 9.39
7.t2 7.12
4.32 7.49
9.97 9.97
7.21 8.97
9.04 9.42
7.36 9.06

7.42 8.80
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Brazilian Test Brazilian Test
Peak Crack Damage

Direct
Tension

Figure 4'40: Comparison of the results from the direct tension tests and the Brazilian
tension tests' Note that the crack damage stress gives nearly the same tensile strength
value as the direct tensile test.

4.7 Application of the Griffith Locus

The Griffith crack damage locus can be readily applied to the rock surrounding an under-
ground opening. As the face of the opening approaches and passes the volume of rock which
eventually becomes part of the tunnel surface, the principal stresses associated with this
rock will change significantly in both magnitude and direction. Stresses in excess of the
crack damag€, ocd, locus occurring at any period in the rock's loading history around the
opening will result in a localized increase of damage to the rock and a corresponding loss

of cohesion' The degree of damage will be highest at the surface of the opening where con-

finement is zero and stress concentrations are greatest, and this damage will decrease with
increasing distance into the rock. From equations 4.15 or 4.16 it is clear that when o,.3 : 0

the frictional component of the rock's strength plays essentially no role in determining the

strength around an underground opening. The strength, is determined by the cohesion

which is a function of crack damage. Hence the strength around an underground opening,

J 
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in a high stress environment, will be lowest at the tunnel surface. In such situations. back

analysis of the failed or damaged openings would suggest much lorver strength than that
found from routine laboratory testing. For our test results the cohesion loss was greater

than 5070 of the unconfined compressive strength. This low strength material would only

be present in a local area around the tunnel which has experienced the damage and the

rock mass outside this damaged zone would still have the undamaged strength.

This concept of cohesion loss through damage would imply that the failure envelope

for damaged rock around a tunnel would be quite different from that normally assumed.

Figure 4.26 showed the three failure envelopes, one for peak strength, one for the initial
crack damage and one for the crack damage threshold. Earlier it was shown that when

03 : 0 the peak strength is a function of time, and that even for short periods of one day

cannot be relied on. It is assumed that this would also apply when ø3 > 0, although the

time to failure would probably increase. Thus it is proposed that when the stress level has

not exceeded the initial crack damage stress, i.e., c.., : 0, the true strength of the intact
rock mass is given by the initial crack damage envelope. In the damaged zone, i.e. t., ) 0,

near the tunnel wall where 03 - 0, the strength would equal the crack damage threshold.

However, where o: ) 0 and damage has not occurred, i.e., a: 0, the initial crack damage

strength would still be available. Thus the failure envelope would be ext¡emely steep in
the region close to the tunnel wall (see Figure 4.41). Hence the traditional failure envelope

would not apply in such circumstances.

A similar analogy to the one above could be used to explain the sample disturbance

phenomenon described in Section 2.3. It was shown in Section 2.3 that sample disturbance

causes a loss in strength (cohesion) of the samples taken from the 420 Level of the URL
and that this loss in cohesion is progressive with depth from the surface. Hence, by plotting
the crack damage stress of samples taken from the three in siúz stress domains at the URL
one should be able to map the G¡iffith locus of the damaged samples. The crack damage

stress of samples from the three stress domains is plotted in Figure 4.42. It is clear from
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Figure 4.41: Proposed zz szú¿ failure envelope for damaged rock around an underground
opening.
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0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

AxialStrain (7o)

Figure 4.42: Calculated G¡iffith locus compared with crack damage locus obtained from
uniaxial tests on samples from different depths.

Figure 4.42 that the crack damage stress obtained from the samples is very similar to the

predicted Griffith locus. The sliding portion of the Griffith locus is not available from the

samples and it is suggested that this portion of the locus may coincide with core discing.

It was illustrated in Figure 4.1 that the crack volumetric strain could be determined from

the measured axial and lateral strains. It was also shown in Figure 4.1 that if a sample

contains an initial crack density, this c¡ack volume is reflected in the crack closure portion of

the crack volumetric strain. The initial crack volumetric strain was determined on samples

obtained from the three stress domains at the uRL. Figure 4.43 is a plot of the initial crack

volumetric strain calculated for each sample versus the corresponding unconfined crack

damage slress for that sample. At present there is no way to relate crack volumet¡ic strain

to crack length without making many assumptions related to the shape of the cracks. As

a first approximation, the relationship between crack length and the crack damage stress

given in equation4'15, for an unconfined sample, is also plotted in Figure 4.43. The results

are encouraging and indicate that a relationship may exist between crack volumetric strain

and crack length. However, before any conclusions can be drawn considerably more testing
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2.5 5 7.5 10 12.5 15 17.5

Crack Length, c (mm) or Crack Volumetric Strain x SOOO (%)

Figure 4'43: Crack damage stress versus crack volumetric strain compared to the predicted
change in strength (crack damage stress) versus crack length.

would have to be carried out.

4.8 Summary

The progressive failure of Lac du Bonnet granite has been demonstrated by damage-

controlled testing. It is well known that the strength of intact rock is made up of two
components, cohesion and friction. It is proposecl that as the granite is loaded in com-
pression its strength is derived from only the cohesion component. When the load exceeds

the cohesion, which occurs at about 0.7 to 0.85 ( = 0.8 in Figure 4.2g) ofthe compressive

strength, the strength now consists of a reduced cohesion and mobilized friction. However,

as friction is mobilized some of the initial cohesion is lost. This concept of cohesion loss is
well recognized in soil mechanics [115] and has also been suggested by Charlez [zz] for rock.

The loss in cohesion was traced using the crack damage locus. The locus of cohesion,

at various stages in the failure process was mapped by determining the stress level required
for the onset of sliding (o.¿). Initially, in an undamaged sample and at the onset of sliding,

ühe strength of the sample consists of 100% cohesion. At this stage friction is not mobilized
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in the sampie. With increasing loads above this initial cohesion limit, the sample becomes

damaged' This damage results as sliding occurs along preferred planes within the sample.

As a result of this mobilization of friction, cohesion is rapidly lost, such that by the time

the sample reaches its peak strength the cohesion has decreased to a threshold value. At
this stage the strength of a uniaxial sample is composed of æ 30% cohesion and x T0%

friction' With further damage beyond the peak strength, i.e., more sliding, the frictional
component of the strength also decreases rapidly. By the end of the test the frictional
strength component reaches its residual value, which corresponds to a friction angle of
æ AOo

The crack damage locus was modelled using the Griffith locus based on a sliding crack.

The predicted loci agreed very closely with the measured crack damage loci obtained from
the damagecontrolled tests. This agreement between the predicted and measured loci

supports the notion that the crack damage stress can be used to predict the onset of sliding

and must therefore also represent the cohesion limit in the sample.
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Chapter 5

Failure Around Openings in
Massive Rocks

In Chapter 2 it was shown that the in situ stresses on the 420 Level of the URL were

relatively uniform and that the rock mass was homogeneous, massive and fracture free.

Thus elastic analyses of openings on the 420 Level should provide an accurate estimate of
the tangential stresses on the boundary of the excavations. The stability of the tunnels on

the 420 Level can then be assessed by comparing the calculated stresses to the unconfined

compressive strength of the rock.

5.1 rnitial Back-Analysis of the 42o Level runnels

The excavations on the 420 Level were created. using full-face drill and blast techniques and

are shown in Figure 5.1. In addition to the drill and blast excavations, a special 3.b-m-

diameter test tunnel was also excavated using a combination of line drilling and mechanical

rock breaking using hydraulic splitters [122]. The major excavations, called Rooms, on the

420 Level have been aligned with the general direction of the principal stresses, such that
Room 405 and the test tunnel are parallel to o2, and Rooms 40g and 413 are parallel ø1.

The design excavation profiles for Room 405 and Room 413 were analysed using the

boundary element program Examine2D. The maximum tangential stress on the boundary

of the excavation, obtained from the numerical analysis, was 130 Mpa for Room 40b and

110 MPa for Room 413 (Figure 5.2). The excavation geometry used in the modelling has

r4t
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Figure5.l: Layoutof theexcavationsonthe 420Levelof theURLandthelocationsof the
profiles used in the numerical stress analvses.
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some influence on the stress magnitudes, hence extreme stress magnitudes concentrated at

sharp corners in Figure 5.2 should be ignored.

The excavations were carried out using drill-and-blast techniques. Hence, d¡ill-hole

traces or half-barrels on the perimeter of the excavation mark the as-buiit profile of the

excavation. The lack of half-barrels indicates either the rock was d.amaged during blasting

or the rock has faiìed since excavation. Traditionally there are no half-barrels found on the

floor of the excavations at the URL because additional blasting agent is placed in the floo¡

blast holes to "lift" the muck, resulting in increased blast damage to the excavation floor.

However it is routine at the URL to maintain all the half-barrels on the walls and roof of
the excavation. Figure 5.3 shows the half-barrels found in Rooms 413 and 405. Room 413

was excavated parallel to ø1, and it was subjected to a maximum in-plane stress ratio of
3'4' The half-barrels are visible nearly everywhere around the perimeter (Figure S.3) except

at one location in the roof. Thus, very little failure has taken place in Room 413. In Room

405 however, the perimeter blast hole traces (half-barrels) are only observed. on the side

walls and the roof contains the classic v-shaped notch characte¡istic of spalling failure. The

in-plane stress ratio for Room 405 is 3.g.

The spalling failure observed in Room 405 was found in all tunnels excavated parallel

or near parallel to Room 405, i.e., parallel to o2. The stable conditions found in Room 413

were also found in all excavations on the 420 Level parallel to Room 413, i.e., parallel to
ø1' The difference in magnitude between a1 and o2 is only z MPa, yet the difference in

excavation response is dramatic.

In Section 2.3 it was shown that the samples from the 420 Level are not representative of
in situ conditions because of sample disturbance and that the properties of Lac du Bonnet

granite from Cold Spring Quarry are probably close to in situ conditions. In Chapter 3

the long-term strength of Lac du Bonnet granite f¡om Cold Spring euarry was given as

161 MPa after one year [140]. However, it was shown in Chapter 4 that the cohesive

strength of Lac du Bonnet granite is about 0.7 of the short-term unconfined compressive
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Figure 5.2: Results of the stress analysis for Room 413 and Room 405. The maximum
tangential stress for Rooms 405 and 413 is 130 Mpa and 110 Mpa, respectively.
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14 MPa

&'þ
- 48 MPt

Figure 5'3: As-built profiles of Room 413 and Room 40b. Note the classic v-shaped notchin the roof of Room 40b indicating spalling_type faliure.

strength o., (220 MPa) or about 155 MPa. Hence, the long-term unconfined strength zn

sit't'tr, o.,r, will be taken as 150 MPa which is slightìy lower than the lowest fäiìure load of 1bb

MPa found by schmidtke and Lajtai [140]. This is considerably lower than the short-term
unconfined compressive strength, o", of 220 MPawhich is considered representative of Cold
Spring Quarry samples. The o",, value of 150 MPa, is also very close to the unconflned
compressive strength of "disturbed samples" from the 420 Level of the URL.

If we compare the calculated, maximum tangential stresses on the boundaries of Rooms
405 and 413 to the in siúz strength value, o",, or 1b0 Mpa, one could safely assume that
the tunnels are completely stable. unfortunately, this is not the case as described above.
If we take the tangential stress of 110 MPa for Room 418 as the limiting stress for failure
we would conclude that the strength around the underground openings at the 420 Level of
the URL is æ Q.g¿. or x 0.T6rrr.

Pelli et aì' [125] also concluded f¡om their analysis of the Donkin-Morien tunnel , aT.6
m-diameter tunnel excavated in massive sedimentary rocks, that the strength in the local
fäilure zones around the tunnel was about 0.5 to 0.6o". similar findings have been reported
elsewhere [117, 69], although in those cases it was not clear that the rock masses were free
of fractures' Thus it appears that the experience at the uRL is not unique, in that, failure
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around the underground openings at the 420 Level occurs when the tangential stress around

the openings is well below the short-term unconfined compressive strength, o..

In the next section,the tunnelling experience at the 420 Level of the URL is compared

with the tunneling experience from south Africa in massive brittle rocks.

5.2 South African Experience

Several attempts have been made in South Africa to quantify the stability of underground

openings in massive brittle rock. Ortlepp et al. [123] used a simple far-field stress criterion

and showed that for the case of 3- to 4-m diameter tunnels in quartzites minor spalling was

first observed when the maximum far-field stress exceeded 0.2 of the uniaxial compressive

strength (ø") and that heavy support was required if the far-field st¡ess exceeded 0.4 of

the uniaxial compressive strength. In the case of a circular tunnel in a hydrostatic far-field

stress conditions the tangential stress concentration factor for the st¡ess at the boundary

of an excavation is 2. Here spalling will initiate when the tangential stress reaches about

0.4o".

Wiseman (see [151]) improved on this criteria by using the maximum and minimum in-
piane stresses acting on the excavation and the uniaxial compressive strength to determine

a relationship between the stress concentration factor (SF) and strength where

lViseman noted that if the stress concentration factor exceeded 0.8 the amount of spalling

around an excavation increased rapidly. At the excavation boundary ø3 : 0 and wiseman,s

c¡iterion for spalling initiation reduces to o1 : 0.25o..

Stacey [128] developed an extensional strain criterion to predict the failure based on

oo _3o1-o3
oc

1et: 
E@s - u(ot * oz)

where E is the Young's modulus and u is poisson's ratio.

(5.1)

(5.2)
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Solving for o1 gives

or:-rrÐ +or(I-"\r/\u/
This gives a linear failure envelope similar to Mohr-Coulomb with the cohesion given in

terms of E and z. Stacey noted that the critical extensional strain at failure, e-, could be

found in laboratory samples by plotting axial strain against lateral strain. Stacey noted that

such a plot produced an inflection point which represented the critical strain. Figure b.4

is a plot of the axial and lateral strain for a sample of Lac du Bonnet granite from Cold

Spring Quarry. Unfortunately it is difficult to determine an inflection point in this plot.

Nonetheless Stacey was simply pointing out that c¡ack initiation is first registered by the

lateral strain gauge and not by the axial gauge. Thus under ideal conditions, i.e., the

sample is essentially crack free, it may be possible to determine the crack initiation point

by plotting the strains as Stacey suggested. It was demonstrated in Chapter 4 that the

crack initiation stress can be easily determined by calculating the crack volume as shown

in Figure 4'1. Stacey's values for critical strain typically occurred at I/J of the maximum

strength obtained from the uniaxial compressive strength test, which implies that around

the boundary of the opening failure would be observed at about 0.3ø".

What is most interesting from the three South African criteria noted above is that all

three indicate that spalling around an excavation will occur if the boundary stress is greater

than about 1/4 to 1þ of the uniaxial compressive strength.

Hoek and Brown [75] compiled case histories from South Africa where sidewall failures

were observed in square tunnels in massive quartzite. They developed a simple classifica-

tion based on the ratio of the far-field maximum stress (o1) to the short-term unconfined

compressive strength o"- A otlo.:0.1 represented a stable unsupported. tunnel, whereas

a o1f o": 0.5 represented possible rock burst conditions. Sidewall spalling was found to

occur when ot/o" > 0.2. Their results are summarized in Figure 5.5. The stability of

the openings on the 420 Level of the URL was assessed using the South African criterion
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Figure 5'4: Plot of axial strain versus lateral strain for a sample of Lac du Bonnet granitefrom Cold Spring euarry.

of Hoek and Brown, with oc:220 Mpa and the i,n seúr¿ stress at:5b Mpa, which gives
ot/o":0'25' Thus, according to this criterion the openings on the 420 Levelof the URL
should experience minor to severe spalìing (Figure 5.5) which agrees with the 420 Level
observations.

5.3 Failure Processes in physical Models

It is clear from the South African experience and from the experience at the uRL, that
the stability of underground openings cannot be assessed by comparing the laboratory
unconfined compressive strength to the calculated tangential stress. In Chapter 3 it was
shown that the strength around circular openings in the laboratory matches quite well the
short-term unconfined compressive strength. Thus it appears that the laboratory tests do
not replicate the loading path followed by the in si.tu,rock mass. However, bef'ore this aspect
is explored, it is instructive to examine the fracture patterns that develop around circular
openings in laboratory physical model tests.

The stress distribution around a circular opening [84], for the conditions in Figure 5.6,
is given by
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o1lo. = 9.1 o1lo"= Q.2

o
O¡

W& UR.

a

r49

(5.4)

(, * #) + (1 - xl (L+ 3i+)cos2ál

l, - S)- (1 
. 
r.l (t - +îl +rg)"*ze]

(r + zg - 3:å) sin 2e] /

: ø, and equation 5.8 reduces to

p [(1 + K) + 2(I - K) cos20]
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Figure 5'5: Stability of square tunnels in very good quality massive quartzite (after [25]).

(5.3)

oeo :
orr :

Tr0 :

Thus' for the unconfined case K : 0 and the tangential stress at the zone of.spalling in the
sidewall is 3p and the tangential st¡ess in the zone of tension in the roof is _p.

The failure process around the an und.erground opening in brittle rock is usually de-

scribed as spalling or slabbing, and the shape of the failed zone is commonly called, well-

bore breakout, "dog-ear" or v-shaped notch. Researchers lT2, s4,5b] using physical model

studies demonstrated that the spalling fracture initiates a complex process of progressive
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@ffi"

Figure 5'6: Notation for equations 5.3 for a circular opening in a biaxial stress fielcl.

failure which can lead to the collapse of an opening. This failure process occurs in the zone
of maximum compression around the opening and is the process mostly common observed in
underground openings. However, investigations in the laboratory have identified two other
types of fractures around circular openings: tensile or primary fi'actures and secondary or
remote fractures (Figure 5'7). Hoek [72] carried out biaxial compression tests on chert ancl
noted all three types of fractures arouncl a 19 mm cliameter circular opening. Hoek [72] also
demonstrated that the primary fracture only propagatecl a sho¡t distance from the opening
because the stresses at the tip of this fracture become compressive a short distance away
from the opening' However, the initiation and propagation of the primary fractures do carme
local stress redistribution which means that it is not possible to predict the final fracture
configuration from an examination of the elastic stress clistribution arouncl the unfïactured
opening' Hoek found that the remote fractures form after the primary cracks initiate and
are found in the regions of tensile stress. Hoek suggested that these remote fractures result

150
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Figure 5'7: Types of fractures found around. circular openings in laboratory model tests.

from the stress redistribution caused by the primary fractures.

Hoek [72] found that the remote fractures occurred after the primary fractures but

before the sidewall fractures. However, other researchers [11g, ggj have found that the

remote fractures occur after the sidewall fractu¡es provided the samples are subjected to a

biaxial stress (Figure 5.8). Carter et al. [25,22] also found, for the unconfined case, that

the remote fractures occur before the sidewall fractures. The unconfined model studies

reported in Chapter 3 also support the notion that the remote fracture occurs after the

primary fracture has developed but before the spalling fracture initiates (see Table 3.3).

One block of Lac du Bonnet granite from the 420 Level of the URL was tested with
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Figure 5'8: Evolution of primary, sidewall and remote fractures around. circular openings
in laboratory model tests at low confining stress. The "x" pattern at the sidewall of the
opening denote the area where crushing occurred (after [gg]).
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a confining stress close to the 14 MPa minimum stress found zn situ to investigate the

formation of fractures around a biaxially loaded opening. The block dimensions had to be

selected taking regard of the limitations of the 5.3 N,IN capacity loading frame. Hence the
opening diameter was also constrained in size, because the distance from the opening to
the edge of the block needed to be sufficient to minimize boundary effects. Based on the

results from the unconfined tests a hole diameter of about 60 mm produced only modest

scale effects. These constraints gave a block dimension of B4B x 345 x 103 mm with a hole

diameter of 60'7 mm (Figure 5.9). The block was biaxially loaded but unconf,ned in the
direction perpendicular to the opening axis and the strain gauges used to detect sidewall

spalling and tensile fracturing placed inside the opening.

The block was initially loaded by increasing the axial load and the confrning load simul-
taneously to 15 MPa. The confining stress was maintained at 15 Mpa using a manually
operated hydraulic ram as the axial load increased. The deviatoric load on the block at
which spalling initiated was about 66 MPa (Figure 5.10). Using equation 5.3, the stress

at the sidewall of the opening where failure is occu¡ring is about 22g Mpa. This value

is about 1'5 times greater than the unconfined compressive strength of 14g Mpa given in
Table 2'3 for the 420 Level granite. This is in keeping with the maximum scale effects found

in the unconfined model study for a 60 mm diameter hole (see Figure 3.i5). It should be

noted however, that the 66 MPa deviatoric load represents the initiation of yielding and

that the sample was subjected to deviatoric loads greater than 110 Mpa without collapsing

the opening' At a deviatoric load of 86 MPa sidewall spalling was clearly visible. The final
shape of the opening is given in Figure 5.11.

The strain gauge pattern used to monitor the sample provided sufficient information
to determine the sequence of fracturing while applying the load. An example of the strain
gauge response is given in Figure 5.12. In this case the remote fractures occur after the side-

wall spalling' This is opposite to the situation for the unconfined blocks where the remote

fractures occur before the sidewall spalling. The major difference between the unconfrned
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FO,

Figure 5.9: Test set up for confined block (o3 : 15 lVIpa) of Lac du Bonnet granite taken
from near the ent¡ance of the Mine.by test tunnel at the 420 Level of the uRL.
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Figure 5.10: Tangential strains versus the deviatoric loads for a block with
See Figure 5.9 for the the strain gauge locations.
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Figure 5.12: The fractu¡e sequence found during the testing of the confined sample. Note
that the ¡emote fracture occurs after the sidewall spalling.

and confined tests is that in the confined case the primary fractures only extend a short dis-

tance, about 14, beyond the opening whereas in the unconfined. blocks the primary fracture

extends about 44. Thus, the stress redistribution caused by the primary fractures plays

a role in controlling the sequence of the remote and sidewall fractures. These laboratory

results may explain why remote fractures have not been reported found in situ.

The model studies carried out on samples of Lac du Bonnet granite illustrate two im-

portant points.

The strength around the circula¡ openings, in both the confined and unconfined tests,

is slightly above the measured short-term unconfi.ned compressive strength and there-

fore offers no solution to the observed stability issue discussed earlier.

The occurrence of fracture patterns around an underground opening may be influenced

by local stress redistribution caused by the formation of the first fractures.

In the laboratory the fracture patterns are mapped by strain gauges. However, i,n situ
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other techniques, such as mic¡oseismic monitoring, are used to map fracture

the next section. this technique was used to locate fractures around a circular

420 Level.
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tunnel on the

5.4 Microseismic Monitoring

It is well known that crackin8, i.€', damage, occurs around an opening excavated in a highly
stressed brittle medium [35, 34]. Two examples, of extreme scales, are the process zone
around the tip of an advancing crack [127, 94) and the cracking associated with deep.level
mining [1' 85]' The energy released by this cracking process underground is referred to as

excavation-induced seismicity. Earlier work at the URL had established that considerable
microseismic activity was associated with the sinking, by drill and blast techniques, of a
circular shaft from the 240 Level to the 420 Level [14g]. In order to determine if the
microseismic activity was caused by the blasting or simply related to stress redistribution,
a test tunnel for the Mine-by Experiment r¡/as excavated without the use of blasting on the
420 Level of rhe URL.

5.4.L Test Tunnel Excavation

The 3'5-m-diameter test tunnel had a circular profile and was excavated parallel to o2
(Figure 5'13)' This configu¡ation provided the maximum stress concentration in the roof
and floor of the tunnel. The tunnel was excavated in 1-m and 0.b-m increments (Figure 5.14)
using perimeter line drilling and mechanical breaking of the rock stub [122]. Excavation of
each increment could be completed in two 8-h shifts, but experimental activities constrained
progress to 1 round about every 3 days. The temperature of the test tunnel was maintained
at the ambient rock temperature of 10.5oC +0.5o and > g0% relative humidity by an air
conditioning unit. Extensive state-of-the-art geomechanical instrumentation was installed
prior to the start of the excavation, and. was used to monitor the complete mechanical

response of the ¡ock mass around the tunnel [12g].
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Figure 5'13: Location of the Mine-by test tunnel and the mic¡oseismic t¡iaxial accelerome-ters on the 420 Level.
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The NIine-by test tunnel wâs excavated over a six month period. Failure in the roof and
floor was observed immediately as each excavation round. was taken and progressed as the
test tunnel was advanced. Figure 5.15 illustrates the development of the notch in the roof
over about a five month period. The progressive development of the notch in the floor is

not available because the floor always contained "tunnel muck" until the tunnel advance
was completed' However, the final shape of the notch in the floor is very similar to the
notch in the roof' The dates given in Figure 5.15 do not reflect the actual times required
for the notch to develop but the dates of the actual notch survey. The thickness of the
spalling slabs which created the notch varied from a few mm to tens of mm and there did
not appear to be any preferred direction of slabbing, i.e., the slabs formed on both sides

of the notch' Regardless of the process causing the notch development the orientation and
geometry of the notch was consistent from the start of the test tunnel to the end of the test
tunnel and this orientation is consistent with the 14. plunge of a1 (Figure 5.16).

5.4.2 Microseismic Events and Observations

An array of 16 triaxial accelerometers was also installed to monitor the microseismic events
associated with the excavation [111]. The accelerometers, with a frequency response from
50 Hz to 10 kHz (+3 dB), were grouted in place at the end of diamond-drilled boreholes
(Figure 5'13)' The accelerometer array was designed for focal sphere coverage and a source
location accuracy of about +0.25 m near the centre of the tunnel. The sampling rate was

set to 50 kHz, allowing the study of seismic events with moment magnitudes as small as

-6' The sequencing of the construction schedule fo¡ the test tunnel provided about i2 h of
quiet time for monitoring after the initial perimeter drilling and about 12 h or quiet time
fo¡ monitoring after mechanical breaking of the rock stub. This provided a total of about
24 h of monitoring per round of tunnel advance.

Preliminary processing of the microseismic data was carried out in the field using auto-
mated source location computer software developed at Queen's University [S1]. Some 25000

i60
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4 MPa

Figure 5'15: Progressive development of the notch geomet¡y in the roof and floor of the
IVline-by test tunnel over a five month period.
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Figure 5.16: Ndine-by test tunnel after excavation.
and floor rvas caused by the spalling process.

The notch geometry observed in the roof
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events were source located. Inspection of all 46 rounds showed similar trends. pigure 5.17

is an example of the spatial location of the microseismic events recorded at the end of
one round' Note the clustering of microseismic events in the areas where the spalling will
eventually occur.

A detailed analysis of Round 13, iocated near the centre of the tunnel, was carried

out by manual picking of the first P and S wave arrivals [111]. This process improves the
source location accuracy considerably. In addition to the microseismic data, detailed survey

information on the development of the notch geometry is also available for this round. The
location of Round 13 is shown in Figure 5.14.

The perimeter drilling was carried out in the pattern shown in Figure b.1g for Round 18.

The perimeter drilling started at the bottom of the tunnel at point A, and went clockwise

to point B' The perimeter drilling then started at point A and went counter clockwise to
point C. During the perimeter drilling, cracking r¡/as commonly observed as the drilling
approached the roof where the maximum stresses were concentrated. Figure 5.1g shows the
47 microseismic events reco¡ded. over a 10-h period immediately after the perimeter drilling
was completed' During this period the events do not show strong clustering, although there

is a slight grouping of events where the notch is eventually first observed. Note that the
first notch is near vertical, yet the stress orientation would suggest that the notch should

be off-centre by 14o (Figure 5.18). It appears that the sequencing of the perimeter drilling
may play some role in defining where the notch initiates.

After the initial microseismic monitoring period the rock stub shown in Figure b.1g was

broken out, from the bottom to the top, using mechanical hydraulic rock splitters. This
process took about 6 h. After the rock stub was removed, 52 new microseismic events were

recorded during a 16-h monitoring period (Figure 5.19). These events show strong clustering
in the roof, slightly ahead of the existing notch and particularly where the notch eventually
occurred' Feignier and Young [51] analyzed the microseismic events from Round 3 of the

test tunnel and found, using a moment tensor inversion technique, that all of the events
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Figure 5.77: Location of microseismic events at the end of Round g.
occurring ahead of and around the advancing face.
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located rvhere the notch eventually occurred were dilationai (see Figure 5.14 for location of
Round 3).

It would âppear that the concentration of induced seismic events near the tunnel face
is defining the region where the notch geometry will appear. This concentration of events
might be considered similar to the process zone ahead of an advancing crack tip [ga]. Visual
observations during notch development indicate a process zone does develop at the apex
of the notch' Note that the dates in Figure 5.19 do not reflect the actual times required
for the notch to develop but the dates of the actual notch survey. The development of the
notch was related to the advancement of the tunnel and to the scaling carried out for safety
reasons' It should also be noted that the formation of the notch is not evident at the tunnel
face because of the 3D geometry, but starts forming about 0.7s to 1 m back from the tunnel
face, and is fully developed 2 m back from the face.

It should be noted that in the preceding discussion and in Figures 5.1g and 5.1g, the
majority of the microseismic events are concentrated only in the roof of the tunnel. In fact
microseismic events also show the same clustering in the floor but it occu¡s after the tunnel
has advanced another round. Thus the clustering in the roof and floor is offset by about
1 m along the tunnel axis. This time lag for the floor events is due to the confining stress
provided by the weight of the tunnel muck in the floor.

Another feature of the excavation rounds investigated is the induced seismicity occurring
ahead of the tunnel face (Figure 5.19). Presumably this damage is occurring because of the
stress concentrations caused by the tunnel face. The moment magnitudes for the events
associated with Figure 5.19 ranged from -6 to -4 (Figure 5.20). It should be noted that
the microseismic events in Figures 5.19 and 5.18 are not the only crack related events
taking place around the test tunnel, but merely the events recorded by the 16 triaxial
accelerometers' For example, carlson and Young [21] recorded, using 1 NIHz transducers,
over 720 microseismic events in the sidewall of the test tunnel during a 13 h monitoring
period' Hence, the damage is probably associated with mic¡oseismic events that have a
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Figure 5'20: Moment magnitudes for the microseismic events recorded at the end of Round
13.

wide range of moment magnitudes. Similar cracking has been observed in the deep mines
of south Africa [85], although the damage at the uRL is smail by comparison.

The microseismic monitoring has shown that cracking in the regions of maximum tan-
gential compression sta¡ts ahead of the advancing tunnel and continues until the tunnel
stabilizes, i'e., until the spalling stops. Unexpectedly, no microseismic events were recorded
in the areas of tensile cracking o¡ remote cracking as seen in the physical model studies.
Also, the tensile fracture was not visually observed on the wall of the test tunnel. It is
possible that the tensile strains in the sidewall of the tunnel are accommodated by existing
flaws such that no single tensile crack appears. Another possibility is that the damaged skin
has a E"f E¿ : 2 l28l where E is the Young's modulus in compression and E¿ is the young,s

modulus in tension. This could result in reduced tensile stresses. However, in the case of
the remote fracture it is likely that the stresses are simply not large enough to produce the
remote fractures in situ.

In section 5'1 it was demonstrated that the strength around the underground openings

at the 420 LeveI of the URL is considerably less than that measured in the laboratory.
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However, it was also shown in chapter 4, that the strength of intact rock is a function of its
loading history' For example, if the rock around an underground opening has been damaged

by the advancing tunnel, then according to the G¡iffith locus of sliding the cohesion of the
intact rock will be considerably less than that given by the undamaged samples. In the
laboratory testing program in chapter 4 the cohesion was found to ¡educe to about 2s% of
its initial value after small amounts of damage. It is now clear that considerable damage is
occurring around the underground openings at the 420 Leve| of the URL as the tunnels are
excavated.

5.5 In Situ Crack fnitiation

The microseismic monitoring provides a means of determining where cracking is occurring
in situ' It also provides an opportunity to determine an in situ failure envelope. A three
dimensional stress analysis was carried out using Examine3D to determine the stress state
at the event source (Figure 5.2I). Figure 5.22 shows the calculated stress magnitudes at the
microseismic events for Round 8 (see Figure 5.14 for location). The o1 magnitude at which
cracking is occurring is fairly low, about 73 MPa, and appears to be only slightly dependent
on 03' The laboratory testing showed that the crack initiation stress which was the first
sign of cracking in compression loading occurred at about 49 Mpa and was only slightly
dependent on the confining stress (see Figure 4.14). The crack initiation stresses obtained
from the laboratory tests is also shown in Figure 5.22 and,shows the same general trend as

the st¡esses calculated at the microseismic events but at a lower intercept. It was pointed
out in chapter 2 that the samples from the 420 Level are disturbed. Hence, it is suggested

that the lower crack initiation stress in the laboratory, compared to the crack initia tion in
situ, is caused by this sample distu¡bance, i.e., the in situmaterial is stronger.

The Griffith [60] failure criterion is one of crack initiation and is given by
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Figure 5'21: Example of the Examine3D model used to determine the stress state at themicroseismic event locations' The microseismic events are shown as small spheres nea¡ theface of the tunnel.
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Figure 5'22: The stress state at the microseismic events recorded for Round g from theMine-by test tunnel. The data are compared to the Griffith and Cook failure envelopes andthe o"¿ locus from the damage-controlled laboratory tests.

where o¿ is the tensile strength. Hence the c¡acking events examined were not coming from
the notch but from events ahead of and very close to the tunnel face, consequently, this
cracking could be considered c¡ack initiation. Figur e 5.22shows the Griffith failure envelope

for a tensile strength of 8.8 MPa' The cook failure envelope, equation 4.r4, isalso provided
in Figure 5'22' In this case the friction component of the failure envelope is set to d:0 to
indicate that friction has not been mobilized. A crack length of 5 mm for the Cook failure
envelope gives a much better fit to the data than the Griffith failure envelope. The results
imply that only the cohesion portion of the failure envelope is affected by this cracking and
that this cracking is only slightry dependent on confining stress.

A similar analysis was carried out for Round 13 from the Mine.by test tunnel. In this
case the microseismic events were divided into two groups, the events which occurred ahead

of the tunnel, and the events which occur¡ed around the tunnel. It should be noted that
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for both round 8 and 13 the events are ail located with about t2 m of the tunnel face.

Figure 5'23 shows a similar pattern to Figure 5.22 and again suggests that the cracking

registered by the microseismic events is only affecting the cohesion component of the failure
envelope, i.e.' friction is not being mobilized in this early stage of the failure process.

The stress analyses presented in this section show that the failure process begins by crack

initiation, and it appears that this initiation is only slightly dependent on confining stress.

This finding is in many way similar to the laboratory findings presented in Chapters 3 and 4

where it was also shown that crack initiation was the first stage in the failure process and

that it also was only slightly dependent on confining stress. It should also be noted that the
microseismic events, i.e., crack initiation, are located in the regions of maximum deviatoric

stress which are shown in Figure 5.24.

5.6 Mechanisms Causing In Situ Damage

Creating an underground excavation causes the rock near the face of the advancing exca-

vation to follow a complicated loading path. In many situations the maximum stress at a
point will inctease, unload and subsequently increase again as the tunnel advances towards

the point and passes it' while at the same time the minimum stress goes to zero. The
Ioading path near the tunnel face cannot be duplicated in the laboratory at any reasonable

scale because in addition to the change in stress magnitude near the face the principal
stress directions are also changing. In the preceding section it was shown that cracking is

occurring around the face of an advancing tunnel. In this section two possible factors are

explored to explain the causes for the in situ cracking: face effects and stress rotation.

5.6.1 Face Effects

Numerical analyses using the three dimensional boundary element programs lvIAp3D [152]
and ExaminesD ¡so1 we¡e carried out to investigate the change in stress magnitude near the
face of an advancing tunnel. All numerical analyses were carried out on a 4g6 pC and the
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Figure 5'23: The stress state at the microseismic events recorded for Round 18 from the
Mine-by test tunnel. The data are divided into events that occurred ahead of the tunnel
face and events that have occur¡ed near the the tunnel, and compa¡ed to the Griffith and
Cook failure envelopes.
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Figure 5.24: section through the Mine-by test tunnel showing the location
of failure and the ol-o3 contours. Note that the microseismic events are
the areas of maximum deviatoric stress (see Figure 5.19).
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data processing carried out using the commercial sofiware MathematicaTNr [160j. The first
step was to establish the numerical parameters required to provide a reasonably accurate
solution' A flat face tunnel creates singularities near the face, consequently the number of
boundary elements and the distance from the excavation boundary dictate the accuracy of
the solution' The circular geometry of the Mine-by test tunnel also provides an analytical
check on the accuracy of the results for the plane strain case, which occurs about r to 2

diameters away from the face. Thus for the test tunnel the maximum tangential stress
concent¡ation at the boundary of the tunnel, for plane strain conditions, is 151 Mpa using
or : 55 MPa and os : 74 MPa (see Table 2.2) and, equation 5.3. The complete stress
distribution around the tunnel is given in Figure b.25.

The numerical model used to simulate the tunnel advance is shown in Figure b.26.
Figure 5'27 illustrates the change in principal stress magnitudes at a point A as the tunnel
face approaches and then advances beyond the point. Approximately 200 data points were
extracted from the numerical analyses to produce each line in Figure s.27. For this case
the numerical accuracy was sacrificed, as shown by the øs > 0 inside the tunnel near the
tunnel face' The objective of this exercise was to only identify areas with the greatest stress
changes, consequently this was considered acceptable. It is clear from Figur e s.2T that the
face causes the st¡ess magnitudes to increase and decrease at all positions around. the tunnel
boundary' However, it is only in the roof that the o1 magnitude increases to a greater value,
after the tunnel has passed by, than that which occurred at the face. The microseismic data
showed that most of the cracking was occurring in the roof of the test tunnel, consequently
a more accurate analysis was carried out at the maximum stress concentration in the roof.

For this case, the same geometry was used as shown in Figure 5.26, with lines at 10,

100' 200 and 300 mm into the tunnel roof. However in this case the element density was
inc¡eased such that at 10 mm from the boundary of the tunnel the maximum tangential
stress was about 150 NIPa which is very close to the plane strain analytical solution of 151

IVIPa' Figu¡e 5'28 shows the results from this analysis and clearly indicates that a sharp
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EXAMINE - A BOUNDARY ELEMENTANALYSIS PACKAGE DATE:3/10/93
ïlME:11:59

FIELD STRESS
sigmal' = 55
s¡gma3' = 14

anole = 0sigm-az = 48

ROCK MASS
STRENGTH

tens str = 5cohesion = 18
frict ang = 47

ELASTIC
PROPERTIES

Y.-¡Lod. E = 600o0
f-iHat. v = o.2
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EXAMINE -A BOUNDARY ELEMENTANALYSIS PACI(AGE OATE:3/1o/93
TIME:12:Ò3

FIELD STRESS
s¡9ma1' = 55 Mpa
siqma3' = 14

MINOR PRINCIPAL STRESS, SIGMA 3

Figure 5'25: Two-dimensional stress dist¡ibution around the 3.5-m diameter test tunnel.
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200

0

Advance/2a

Figure 5'28: Change in ø1 magnitudes at various distances into the tunnel roof at A as the
tunnel advances.

rise in ø1 occurs at the face position at 10 mm from the tunnel boundary. However, at

100 mm from the tunnel boundary this stress spike is essentially absent and ø1 shows only

a gradual increase from the far-field magnitude of 55 MPa to the plane strain condition.

Thus it seems likely that the stress spike seen at 10 mm is only an artifact of the stress

singularity caused by the flat face.

In Chaper 4 the damage to the laboratory loaded samples did not occur until afte¡

the cohesion, i.e., the initial o.¿, of the material was exceeded. Thus, based on an ,in

siúz strength (cohesion) of 150 MPa this would occur only as the tangential stress around

the tunnel reached the plane strain conditions of 151 MPa. In Figure b.28 plane strain

conditions are reached at about 1 diameter away from the face or at 3.5 m in the case of
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Figure 5'29: Section through the Mine-by test tunnel showing the location of the initiationof failure and the dl contours. Note that the failure starts when the maximum tangential
stress is about 80 to 100 Mpa.

the test tunnel' However, as shown in Figure 5.29 failure actually initiates (based on visual
observation) much closer to the tunnel face, where the maximum tangential stress is in the
range of 80 to 100 MPa' This visual observation is also supported by the microseismic
events which shows that the notch develops within about 0.b m fiom the tunnel face (see

Figure 5'19)' Thus it is suggested that some other mechanism must be responsible f'or

degrading the rock strength near the tunnel face.
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5.6.2 Stress Rotation

The tunnel face not only causes the stress tensor to change in magnitude but it also causes

the st¡ess tensor to rotate. New analyses were carried out using the boundary element

program Examine3D to investigate stress rotation. As before the number of boundary

elements was optimized to give the plane strain solution of 151 Mpa for the maximum

tangential stress. In this case lines with 200 monitoring points were selected parallel to the
tunnel axis at the 0o, 20",40o,60",80o and g0o (roof). The results are given in Figures 5.30

and 5'31' Only the rotation of a3 is plotted in Figures 5.30 and 5.81 because any crack would

grow in the plane perpendicular to ø3. Thus, the rotation of o3 represents the rotation of
the pole normal to the crack surface.

Figures 5'30 and 5.31 indicate that rotation of o3 occurs everywhere around the tunnel.
However, in the roof the rotation ahead of the face is at a maximum and a rotation of
about 23" occurs. Wu and Polla¡d [161] conducted tensile tests on a brittle material to
investigate the influence of the orientation of existing cracks on crack growth in tension.

By rotating the applied tensile stress relative to the orientation of the existing cracks they
demonstrated that the existing cracks influenced the growth of new cracks (Figure s.z2).
They also demonstrated that by simply keeping the stress constant but rotating its direction

they could generate crack patterns in different directions (Figure s.g2). At rotation angles

from about 0 to 45" the new cracks tended to grow f¡om the tips of existing cracks. Beyond

45o two separate fractures formed. Thus, it is suggested that because the a1 magnitude

starts increasing, above the crack initiation stress of = 70 Mpa, and rotating near the
tunnel face. a similar form of crack growth could be occurring close to the tunnel where

the microseismic activity was recorded. This form of crack growth would result in a loss in
cohesion of the rock strength, because it is causing the crack length to extend.
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Figure 5.30: Rotation of 03 compared to its far-field position. The face of the tunnel is at
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First Set

184

Figure 5'32: Illustration of the influence of existing cracks on the orientation of secondary
crack growth, after [161].

5.6.3 Combined Stress Rotation and Face Effects

The stress analyses above have indicated that the advancing face of the Mine.by test tunnel
is subjected to a complicated loading path, involving both increasing and decreasing stress

magnitudes, and stress rotation. A series of 3-dimensional stress analyses was carried out
to follow the loading path of various reference points ahead of the tunnel and as the tunnel
advances towards and passes the reference point (Figure 5.26).In each case, the reference
point starts 10 m ahead of the tunnel and is referred to as the "far-field,, and its stress path
is followed until the tunnel has passed the reference point by 10 m and is referred to ,,insid.e

tunnel".

As shown previously the maximum tangential stress occurs in the roof where failure is
observed' Figure 5.33 illustrates the stress path for a point 10 mm from the tunnel boundary
in the roof' Also shown on Figure 5.33 is the peak strength failure envelope of the uRL
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near-surface granite (Figure 3.3), the peak strength failure envelope from the URL 420 Level
granite (Figure 4'26), the crack damage threshold envelope (Figure 4.26),rhe crack initiation
line f¡om the microseismic monitoring (Figure 5.22) and, the crack initiation line from the
laboratory testing (Figure 4.14). Figure 5.33 indicates that the loading path occurring at
the point in situ exceeds even the laboratory crack initiation stress. Figure 5.33 also shows
that the loading path does not exceed the peak failu¡e envelope of the 420 Levetgranite,
although the 150 MPa tangential stress is very close to the failure envelope. However, failure
is first observed when the loading path reaches point B in Figure 5.33 or about 100 Mpa,
as described previously. At this point, when o1 reaches 100 Mpa, the loading path is well
above the crack damage threshold. However, from the damage-controlled testing program
described in chapter 4, recall that the only way to c¡eate the crack damage th¡eshold was
to do damage to the ¡ock at stress levels above its cohesion strength of 150 Mpa. Thus, in
order to apply the crack damage threshold as a failure criterion the loading path for the rock,
at some point in its loading history, must have exceed.ed 150 Mpa. From Figure 5.3J this
only occurs after failure is observed, i.e., failure is observed long before the loads reach the
critical value of 150 MPa. It appears that the rock en situ is damaged but that the damage

is not created by loads exceeding 150 MPa. It is suggested that the damage occurs because
the loads are above the crack initiation stress and are rotating, as described previously.

Thus, the ¡otation angle of ø3 relative to its orientation at the far-field reference point is
also determined and shown adjacent to the loading path.

Figures 5'34 and 5.35 illust¡ate the stress path for three points) one at the maximum
compressive stress in the roof, one at the sidewall located at 60o from ø1 and one at the
sidewall located 0o from o1. The effect of the tunnel face, as the reference point is passed,

is shown on Figure 5.34 and 5'35 where loading path moves sharply to the right and sub.
sequently sharply to the left. It should be noted that some of the high stress magnitudes

near the tunnel face result from the stress singularity caused by the tunnel face. Also shown

on Figures 5'34 and 5'35 is the crack initiation envelopes and the crack damage threshold
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described above. Examination of Figures 5.23 reveals that at all positions around the tunnel

the stress path exceeds the crack initiation envelope and the crack damage envelope. Thus

if failure is defined by the crack damage stress then failure should be obse¡ved every where

around the tunnel. However, as shown in Figure 5.15 failu¡e is only observed over a small

region of the tunnel perimeter. Therefore the crack damage envelope, alone cannot be used

to define the limits of failure' The major reason for the limited failure zone may be the

combination of stress rotation and loading path. The major difference between the sidewall

and the roof is that it is only in the vicinity of the roof, where the loading path reaches its
maximum stress, that the stress direction goes through a complete cycle of rotating to its
maximum of 25o at the tunnel face and then rotating back, almost to its original direction.

It is proposed that this reversal of the rotation angle is responsible for the crack damage

because now the increasing stress can take advantage of the cracks initiated at lower stresses

and different orientations. In effect the maximum stress initiates a crack at about Z0 Mpa
and then inclines the crack relative to its direction and exploits the plane of weakness it
initially created.

Similar stress analyses, to those desc¡ibed above, were carried out at distances of 0.2b

m and 0'5 m from the tunnel boundary. These results are given in Figures 5.36 and 5.32. It
is clear from Figures 5.36 and 5.37 that from 0.25 m and beyond from the tunnel boundary

the loading path exceeds the crack initiation stress but remain well below the crack damage

stress. Interestingl¡ the stress rotation has decreased to less then 10o at 0.5 m. Thus at

0'5 m from the tunnel boundary it is not likely that the rock strength has been degraded

from its in situ value by the advancing tunnel face.

The conclusion that the damage around the Mine-by test tunnel only extends to about

0'5 m from the tunnel boundary is in part supported by the microseismic data and by the

depth of the notch in the roof. If we use 0.5 m as the limit of the damaged rock then the

notch depth would be 2.25 m from the centre of the tunnel or 1.3a, where a is the tunnel

radius or. r.75 m. Figure 5.15 shows that the notch does grow to a depth of 1.8ø.
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Figure 5.34: Stress path for a point located 10 mm from
maximum tangential stress concentration.
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Figure 5'36: Stress path and d3 rotation for a point located 0.2b m from the tunnel boundaryat 90o and 60o.
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5.7 Failure Process Observations

t92

The excavating method used in the Mine-by test tunnel allowed detailed inspection of the
failure process' In Section 5.4.1 the microseismic monitoring indicated where damage was

concentrated around the tunnel. once the tangential stress at the boundary of the tunnel
reaches the strength of this damaged material the failure process commences. The spalling
process generally started at a distance of about 0.5 to 1 m back from the face where the
tangential stress is about 100 MPa. Initially the spalling zone is relatively small, measuring
only about 100 to 200 mm along the tunnel perimeter. The material in this zore turns a

milky colour when it starts to fail as if the mate¡ial is being crushed. The process continues

until plane strain conditions are reached down the tunnel. This intervening period is the
most violent time in the tunnel advance. once plane strain conditions are reached the
violent spalling quickly decreases. stability is eventually achieved, although the process

may take several months.

one of the observed phenomena which is consistently associated with the spalling process

is the "ptocess zone". The process zone is the crushed. zone referred to above and the
intensely crushed material within this zone gives rise to considerable dilation (Figure 5.3g).

Initially, this process zone seems only to provide a nucleus for the initiation of the notch
and the dilation is accommodated by small flakes of material, < 50 mm in diameter, falling
from the crushed area. However' as the notch develops the process zone is more contained

at the notch tip and the dilation now expresses itself as small-scale buckling at the tip of
the notch (Figure 5'39). The small-scale buckling has been observed to take several weeks

to several months to develop and is generally observed as the notch becomes stable.

Another failure process initiated by the development of the process zone is curved. slab-
bing (Figure 5'38)' In this case it appears as if the curved. slabs form as the process zone is
growing' This slabbing might be considered equivalent to core discing, i.e., each core disc

fo¡ms as the d¡ill bit is advanced a certain distance, only in this case the drill bit is the
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Figure 5.38: Illustration of the process zone at the tip of a notch.
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Figure 5'39: Photo of the buckling obse¡ved at the notch tip. Note the pen for scale.
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Figure 5'40: Photo of the 
"urrrLd 

slabbing observed at the notch tip. Note the thickness ofthe slabs is about equal to the grain sizel= 4 mm).

process zone' An exampre of this phenomena is given in Figure 5.40.

An attempt was made to examine the process zone in situ. Aslot was cut by drilling
a series of bo¡eholes in the apex of the notch radial to the tunnel. Figure 5.41 shows the
location of the process zone at the tip of the notch and also shows some of the featu¡es
associated with the process zone. Note in Figure 5.41 the curved. thin slabs, localized
buckling and the large amount of dilation associated with the process zone.

The development of the notch is extremely complex. However, from the observations
made at the URL several features stand out:

o The failure process starts over a small region (50-100 mm) on the boundary of the
tunnel.

The failure process is initiated by crushing the rock in this region.

The crushing process prod.uces dilation.
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Figure 5.41: Photo of the process zone at the notch tip. Note the convex shape of the notch,
and the thin curved slabs and the large amount of dilation in the pro""r, ,ånu.
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o The dilation leads to slabbing and buckling.

Figure 5.42 is an attempt to illustrate the major processes in the development of a notch.

In the early stages it appears the slabs are long (460 mm) but relatively thick (= 20 mm),

giving an aspect ratio of x 20 :1. However as the notch develops the thickness of the slabs

decreases to < 10 mm, and in some cases approaches the size of the mineral grains, 3-b mm.

In all cases, a process zone is present. This process zone could be considered equivalent to

the small scale process zone found around a crack tip lI2T, g4l.
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Stage I - lnitiation
Crilically orienled grain boundaries slart
to crack in region of maximum stress
concenl¡alion.

Stage ll- Dilation
Shearing and crushing along grain
D0undanes develop causing dilalion.

Stage lll - Stabbinq & Spaltinq
I he process of crushing anö sheaiing
causes dilation. Dilalion leads to form-ation
of thin stabs by sptitring ana ø.aiini ioäãs
parallel lo lhe free surfâce which reðuls in
extensional.unstable cracking. OncJitË
slabs form lhis allows lhe cruihino orocess
lo continue and creale new slabs." '

Stage lV - Stabilization
The slabbing process will stop when the the

,Seomelr,y 
of lh.e notch has chãnged enough

t0 prov¡de confinement at lhe noich tio. Tiis
ususally means there is a slight.onvéi -
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rn prace.-bysupporl mechanisms lhen the
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the development of a notch.
Figure 5.42: Illustration of the major processes found in



Chapter 6

Modelling the Failure process

In simulating the failure process one is faced with having to choose a material model which
best represents the physical process. with material such as rock, some type of strain-
softening model is generally used (Figure 6.1). The strength of the rock in the strain-
softening model reduces as the load exceeds a critical value but the rock is still able to carry
a reduced load' By this process of strain softening, load is redistributed from the region of
failed material to other regions around the opening below the critical load.

As shown in Section 5.7, the failure process in brittle rock at the 420 Level involves
a series of slabs spalling off as the notch developed. Thus, the amount of strain softening
involved in the failure process is minimal except perhaps in the process zone. It is suggested,
based on observations, that an elastic brittle model (Figure 6.1) is more representative of
the failure process than a strain-softening model. with this model, once the load capacity
of the material is exceeded the material can no longer carry load and in the numerical
simulations must be removed. The removal of the material is simulated by modifying the
geometry of the opening to reflect that a slab of rock has been eliminated. Thus, a complete
simulation will require several runs, each with a srightly different geometry.

6.1 Notch Development

For the Mine-by test tunnel, stability

where a is the tunnel radius measured

occurred when the notch reached a depth of 1.3a,

from the center of the tunnel. One of the ¡easons
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Figure 6'1: Types of material behaviour generally used to model failures around under-ground openings.

stability is achieved as the notch grows, is illustrated in Figure 6.2. Assume a circular tunnel
subjected to a biaxial stress state of 55 and 14 MPa. Numerical analyses were carried. out
in a series of steps to investigate the stress history at point B, located some distance from
the tunnel boundary, as the notch develops (Figure 6.2). At the instance the tunnel is
excavated, the maximum stress at B is less than that at the boundary of the tunnel. At
the boundary of the tunnel the tangential stress exceeds the strength of the material and
hence the notch starts to develop. As the notch develops, the Mohr circle of st¡ess for point
B moves further from the failure envelope (Figure 6.2). When the notch has developed to
within 10 mm from B' the stress state at B is far from the failure envelope and notch growth
cannot continue' obviously, this is an approximation to the process. However, the notch
growth causes a change in the geometry which results in a new stress distribution that is
entirely different from that for the original circular tunnel. This change in the geometry is
a key element in order for the notch to achieve stability [162, 4g].

It appears that the final shape, as well as the depth of the notch, is determined by stress

redistribution as the notch develops. Figure 6.3 illustrates the concave and triangular notch
shapes commonly used in numerical modelling of the failure process [4g, 162]. The notch
shape observed in situ at the URL varies from the triangle to the convex shape. At the
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100

on (MPa)

Figure 6.2: stress history of a point as the notch develops.

URL the stable notch shape indicates a slight amount of convex curvature (see Figures 5.8

and 5'15)' However, in South Africa where the i,n siúz stresses are much higher than at
the uRL, the convex shape in Figure 6.3 is commonly observed (D. ortlepp, personal

communication)' Thus, it appears that the amount of convex curvature observed is related
to the stress level causing the failure.
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14 MPa

&

Concave Triangle Convex

Figure 6'3: Various notch shapes. The concave and triangle shapes are generally used
modelling. Varying degrees of the convex shapes ,ru gurr"rálly observed iÃ si,tu.
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6.2 Phenomenological Modelling

An elastic numerical stress-strength anaiysis to determine the stability of an underground

opening requires knowledge of the stress state, the geometry of the problem and the strength
of the material. The i,n siúu stresses for the 420 Level were given in Section 2.2.5 and the
shape of the excavations on the 420 Level provide geometry. The remaining unknown is the
strength of the rock mass' Analyses of Rooms 413 and 405 were carried out to evaluate the
strength of the rock mass.

The design excavation profiles for Room 405 and Room 413 were analysed using the
boundary element program Examine2D. The first series of analyses used the traditional
laboratory peak strength obtained from laboratory triaxial tests. No signs of instability
were evident from this analysis.

It was shown in Chapter 4 that the cohesion decreases as damage accumulates in the
rock' In Chapter 5 it has also been shown that damage, in the form of cracking, is occurring
near the face of the tunnel as the tunnel is advancing. Thus, it is likely that locally around
the tunnel, where the damage is accumulating, some cohesion, i.e., strength, is lost. Recall

from Section 2.3 samples taken from the 420 Level of the URL showed a reduced strength
due to sample disturbance. It is suggested that the process causing the sample disturbance

is similar to the process causing the damage around the tunnel and therefore, as a first
step, the initial crack damage stress of the disturbed samples will be used to estimate the
damaged strength around the tunnel (see Figure 4.26). A second series of analyses was

carried out for the same conditions as above but using the Hoek-Brown failure envelope

for the initial crack damage stress given in Figure 4.26 with ac: 100 lvlpa, rn:20,and
s: 1. øc was degraded from the oc: llllvIPa measured for the laboratory samples to
ø. : 100' This reduction in oc was made in light of the other evidence that indicated that
failure occurred when the maximum tangential st¡ess reached about 100 MIpa. From this
analysis, failure is evident in Room 405 as indicated by the 1.0 strength-to-st¡ess contour
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line (Figure 6.4). Room 413 however is marginaily stable. Recall that the half-barrels on

the roof of Room 413 indicate that the room is stable, which correlates with the numerical
results (see Figure b.3).

The failure criterion for damaged rock used. above satisfies the observation that open-
ings excavated parallel to o1 show greater stability than openings excavated parallel to o2.

However, if the damaged failure criterion is correct, then the final geometry of Room 405

must also be stable, because all spalling activity stabilized shortly after plane strain condi-
tions were achieved. To simulate the failure process in Room 405, the excavation profile in
the model was modified by removing the rock within the contour where the strength/stress
ratio equals 1' The simulation started with the design profile and progressed through four
excavation steps (Figure 6.5).

A final analysis is carried out on the excavated profile. Note the general agreement be-

tween the shape of the opening in the roof predicted by the model and the actual excavation
profile' Also note that in the model the excavated profile in the roof is stable except at the
very tip of the v-shaped notch. Boreholes were drilled in the roof and floor to determine if
fracturing existed outside the measured profile (Figure 6.5). In the roof, fracturing was not
evident, although the stresses were high enough to cause 300 mm of well-bore breakouts to
extend along the walls of the borehole drilled in the v-shaped notch. In the floor, fracturing
wâs more pervasive and extended to a depth of about 300 mm.

The process described above is phenomenological, i.e., no effo¡t is made to follow the
failure process except to reduce the rock strength. obviously, this approach has practical

merit because it is easily modelled by available numerical techniques and it provides a

reasonable approximation to the problem. However, the limitation of this approach is that
it assumes the rock strength everywhere around the opening has been damaged. clearly,
from the microseismic data, the most extensive damage is only occurring in limited areas

around the tunnel, i.e., areas of maximum tangential stress concentrations. Also, from the

laboratory test results it is seen that the cohesion depends entirely on the amount of damage.
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Figure 6.4: The strength to stress ratio for Room 40b and 413 when øc : 100 Mpa, m:20
and s - 1. Compare the stability to Figure 5.3.
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Figure 6.5: Progressive failure of Room 405 using the phenomenological approach.
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Thus the strength around the openings will vary from a maximum value (undamaged) to a
minimum value (maximum damage).

In the example above, the excavated shape of the opening rvas known and provided the

profile for the final analysis. However, in some cases this information may not be available.

If this information had not been available at the URL, the predicted depth of the notch
would have been much larger. This problem a¡ises because the model is a 2-dimensional

analysis of a 3-dimensional failure process. For example, a plane strain stability analysis

of a circular opening shows the failure zone as a thin layer in the roof (Figure 6.6). If this

layer is removed in an attempt to represent the progressive nature of the spalling process,

stability can only be achieved when the notch reaches a depth of about 2a ftomthe centre

of the opening [162]. This occurs simply because too much material has been removed. in
the initial modelling step. If, on the other hand, when only a small amount of material

is removed to simulate the actual observations, stability is achieved with a much smaller

notch' It is clear that any attempt to model the progressive failure must account precisely

for the actual failure sequence.

The phenomenological approach can only approximate this complexity. In the next

section a modelling approach based on crack growth is used to investigate the failure process.

6.3 Discrete Flacture Modeiling

Modelling of discrete fracture propagation has received considerable attention over the past

ten years' In most cases linear elastic and nonlinear elastic f¡acture mechanics are employed

using some fo¡m of a sliding crack moder [11g, lJT, TT,4g, gT, gg]. More recently Ba¿ant
et al' [5] used strain energy of a splitting crack to model the notch development around a

circular opening. One of the difficulties with the formulation of models based on fracture

mechanics is that when the stresses are compressive a shear mode stress intensity factor

is used for which the predicted angle of crack propagation is different from that observed.

in rock where fractures tend to follow the direction of the maximum compressive st¡ess.
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EXAMINE . A BOUNDARY ELEMENTANALYSIS PACKAGE DATE:3/15/98
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Figure 6.6: Stability around a circular tunnel. Note the thin layer of material (< 1) which
has failed. In situ failure initiates at a point not âs a thin layer.
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since fractu¡es in compression iend io follow ihe direction of the maximum compressive

stress' this problem can be overcome by avoiding fracture propagation models based on a
sliding crack. A compressive f¡acture model which has this feature is described by Lajtai
et al. [97, 96].

It was shown in Section 5.7 that the failure process involves localized crushing, leading

to dilation and subsequent slabbing. In order to simulate this process a linear elastic finite
element program InSight2D [44], currently being developed at the University of Manitoba,
was used' This finite element code runs on a 486 IBM compatible personal computer an¿

is completely user-friendly. Presently, the program is linear elastic and has the capability
to have multiple material types and to assign a specific material type to an individual
finite element. Various failure criteria are available within InSight2D to compute factors of
safety' The program also contains the empirical compressive crack model developed at the
University of Manitoba [97, 96]. With this model a crack is represented by an open ellipse

and the growth of the crack is controlled by a stress averaging technique at the crack tip.
This empirical f¡acture model can model the growth of cracks parallel to the direction of
the maximum load. A complete discussion of the merits of this crack modelling approach is

given by Carter [22]. It should be noted that the program InSight2D is in the development

stage and that the compressive crack model currently in the program is presently being

verified against laboratory results. Although the program has not been rigorously tested,

its use is considered justified in this thesis because the program has many features which

make it well suited for modelling the failure process.

It has been shown by Carter et al. [24] that most failure criteria have difficulty accurately

describing both the tensile and unconfined compressive strength of rock as well as the

confined strength. They showed that a three parameter function, called the Rocker function,

best described the strength envelope of Lac du Bonnet granite, particularly when ø3 = Q.

The Rocker function is given as
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(6.1)

where 01Í is the maximum principal stress at failure, o" is the unconfined compressive

strength, ø¿ is the tensile strength and .R is the curve fitting exponent. The Rocker function

has been implemented in InSight2D in a special form of the strength to stress ratio called

the t/,SÆ [97j which can be used to define where fracture occurs. The [/S.R, which can be

considered equivalent to a factor of safety, is defined as

USR: (6.2)

The condition for fracture occurs when I/,9.R : 1. The parameters used to define the Rocker

function for the undamaged Lac du Bonnet granite àre oc: 1b0 Mpa, o¿ : g Mpa and

^R: 0.8.

The first step in the modelling process was to establish that the automatic mesh gen-

erator in InSight2D provided enough accuracy to predict correctly the maximum tangential

stress of 151 MPa for the plane st¡ain solution (Figure 6.2). with the boundary of the

tunnel discretized into 100 elements the plane strain analytical solution was achieved.

It was noted in Chapter 5 that failure initiated when the maximum tangential stress

reached 100 lvlPa' Thus, the first step in modelling the failure process was to select far

field stresses which produced the 100 MPa tangential stress in the crown of the tunnel.

To achieve this tangential stress at the boundary of the tunnel the far-field stress was set

to 40 MPa and 14 MPa. This approach approximates the 3-dimensional effect of the face

on the tunnel tangential stresses, i.e., when the tunnel section is within 1 m of the tunnel

face' With these stress conditions, a small region in the crown of the tunnel was assigned

a Young's modulus which was lower than the Young's modulus for the rest of the rock

mass' The purpose of this region of lower modulus was to simulate the damage due to crack

initiation and stress rotation, which had occurred near the tunnel face, and the crushing of
this damaged rock which occurs at about 100 MPa. The modulus of the crushed region was

gradually lowered f¡om 60 GPa, i.e., the uncrushed rock, to 5 Gpa to simulate the crushed

otr 
"" (, - i).
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Figure 6.7: Finite eiement mesh generated by the automatic mesh generator in the program
InSight2D.
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MINIMUM PRINCtpAL STRESS, S|GMA3 (Mpa)
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Figure 6'8: Tension on both sides of the process zone when the maximum tangential stressis 100 MPa.

process zone' During the course of reducing the modulus to 5 Gpa, tension was observed
near the boundary of the tunnel on both sides of the crushed zone (see Figure 6.g). This
tension was first observed when the reduced modulus reached 30 Gpa. Interestingly, the
physical model studies also showed that when spalling initiated in the zone of maximum
tangential stress' tension was observed remote from the boundary of the tunnel but close
to the zone of spalling.

In section 5'4 the microseismic data showed that cracking had initiated in the region
that is now in tension in Figure 6.8. It was therefore conside¡ed reasonable that a fracture
could propagate from this tensile region. An elliptical fracture about 70 mm long with a
width of 1 mm was manually inserted in this tensile region with the long axis of the fracture
in the direction of the maximum principal stress trajectory. After the fracture was inse¡ted
the mesh was rediscretized and the maximum in si,tustress raised from 40 to 5b Mpa to
represent the tunnel advancing to the point where the maximum tangential stress reached
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the plane strain condition of 151 MPa. This analysis indicated that the fracture was unstable

(Figure 6.9). The fracture was subsequently extended and the analysis repeated. Again the

longer fracture was found to be unstable and hence the fracture length increased again. Each

time the fracture was lengthened the direction of extension followed the maximum principal

stress trajectory. Eventually the fracture tip reached the process zone and became stable.

However, the other fracture tip still remained unstable (Figure 6.10). At this stage in the

process the crack tip farthest from the maximum tangential stress concentration should start

to move towards the boundary of the tunnel to produce a slab with a thin edge as shown

in Figure 5.42. Inspection of the maximum principal stress trajectories near the crack tip

shows that they are oriented towards the tunnel boundary and that a failed zone is induced

ahead of the crack closer to the tunnel perimeter (Figure 6.10). These features suggest

that the crack should now start to curve towards the tunnel boundary. Unfortunately, t,he

thickness of the slab between the crack and the tunnel is so thin that the analysis cannot

be extended because numerical problems arise and the numerical simulation for this slab is

therefore completed. Interestingly, the crack tip near the process zone also starts to curve

around the process zone because the maximum principal stress trajectories tend to flow

around the softened zone. This phenomenon could account for the curved slabs shown in

Figure 5.40 which were found close to the notch tip.

The physical model studies in Chapter 5 demonstrated that once a crack formed at

the boundary of a circular opening the resulting stress distribution could not be predicted

based on closed-form solutions from elastic theory. Figure 6.11 shows the distribution of the

maximum principal stress for a crack located in the region of maximum tangential stress.

Clearly, the stress distribution is quite complex and completely different than the stress

distribution in the absence of the crack.

It is now assumed that a similar slab has formed on the other side of the region of the

crushed process zone and so the geometry of the tunnel is modified in the shape of a small

notch to reflect the removal of two thin slabs. The modulus is now reduced in a new region

2tr
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Figure 6.9: The crack with an unstable crack
zone has the largest unstable area.
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Figure 6'10: The crack has been extended until one crack tip reached the process zone. Atthis point the crack tip closest to the tunnel perimeter is still unstable. Also note other
zones of instability around the process zone now appear.
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Figure 6'11: Distribution of the maximum principal stress around a crack located in the
region of maximum tangential stress.

at the notch tip to simulate that the change in geometry has caused a stress concentration

at the apex of the notch which leads to more crushing of the damaged ¡ock. Hence the
process repeats itself. As a result of the softened process zone at the notch tip tension

again develops on either side of the notch. A compressive crack in this region is unstable

and grows parallel to the maximum principal stress trajectory. Interestingly, if the crack

is place at an angle to the maximum principal stress trajectory, the failure does not occur

near the tip of the crack, but off to the side, suggesting that the crack would not extend but
that an offset or en echelon crack would form. It is only when the crack is parallel to the

maximum principal st¡ess direction that the crack tips become unstable. Thus, it appears

that the compressive fracture will propagate parallel to the tunnel boundary until it reaches

a critical length, relative to the geometry of the opening, at which time it will tend to move

towa¡ds the tunnel boundary.

This procedure of creating a softened process zone followed by discrete f¡acturing into
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thin slabs would continue until a stable notch forms. At present, this iteratíve process in
InSight2D is completely manual and requires considerable judgment for successful execution.
However, the major advantage of the discrete fractu¡e approach is that it appears to capture
the overall failu¡e process' and avoids having to artificially degrade the rock strength around
the tunnel, as with the phenomenological approach. Interestingly, the process of notch
development using the discrete fracture model becomes more a problem related to geometry
rather than ¡ock strength.

The "as-built" shape of the klineby test tunnel was analyzed using InSight2D to deter-
mine the effect of the process zone on stability. The surveyed geometry, obtained about 4
months after the tunnel was excavated, was used without modification. The tensile principal
stress around the tunnel is shown in Figure 6.12. Note that tension occurs on the sidewall
of the tunnel and that localized tension also occurs where the tunnel geometry is slightly
irregular' Even in the areas where the geometry is irregular the tensile stress is only about

-1 MPa' A process zone with the same modulus used in the previous analyses was inserted
at the tip of the notch in the Mine-by tunnel and the analysis repeated (Figure 6.13). Un-
like the results in Figure 6.8, now the "process zone" has no effect on the tensile st¡ess
distribution around the notch (compare Figures 6.12 and 6.13). The geometry of the notch
in the roof was then modified in an attempt to smooth out the surveyed geometry and to
extend the notch tip to a point. The results from this geometry modification are shown
in Figure 6'14' The geometry modifications do remove some of the tensile stresses on one
side of the notch but the overall change is quite minor. These analyses illustrate that the
final stress distribution a¡ound the Mine-by test tunnel is now rather insensitive to minor
geometry changes. This is quite different from when the tunnel was initially circular.

A final analysis of the Mine-by test tunnel was carried out to calculate the factor of
safety using equation 6'2 (Figure 6.15). The results in Figure 6.15 indicate the tunnel is
now stable except for mino¡ tensile failu¡e in the sidewalr.

2r4
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Figure 6'12: Dist¡ibution of the tensile principal stress around the Mine-by test tunnel.
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Figure 6 ' 13: Distribution of the tensile principal stress around the Mine-by test tunnel aftera '(process zone" has been inserted in the notch tip.
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MINIMUM PRINCtPAL STRESS, StcMA3 (Mpa)

INPUT FILE: Mine-by
# NODES = 121s

, ELEMET,ÍÍS = 2r83

.- FIELD STRESS --.
SIGMAÍ = 55 MPa
SIGMA3=f4MPa
SIGMAZ = 4g MPa
IHETA = 14 DEGREÊS

PLANE STFAIN CONDITIONS

..- MATERIAL O .-.
YOUNG'S MODULUS = 600O0 Mpa
PO¡SSON',S RATTO = o.?
USR (ROCKER) YIELD CRITERIA
UCS = f50 MPa

TENSILE STRENGTH =.8 MPa
ROCKEFì EXPONENT = O,S

CONTOUR INTERVAL = 1

coNTouRs x f0"o

Figure 6.14: Distribution of the tensile principal stress around the Nline-by test tunnel after
some of the irregular geometry of the notch tip in the roof was removed.
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FACTOR OF SAFETY

INPUI FILE: Miæ-by
# NODES = f212
I ÊLEMENTS = 2f7l

-.. FIÉLD STFESS...
SIGMAI = s5 MPa

SIGMÂ3 = 14 MPa
SIGMAZ =.18 MPa

THETA= 14 DEGREES

PLANE STBAIN CONOITIONS

.- MAÍERIAL O.--
Y MOD. = 60000 MPa
POTSSON'S RATTO = 0.2
USR YIELO CRITERIA
UCS = 150 MPa

TENSILE STRENGTH = -8 MPa
ROCKER Ð(PONENT = 0,5

CONTOUR INTERVAL = 1

CONTOURS X 1G'.1

SCALE: t m = 93-APR-28 14r36

Figure 6'15: Stability of the Mine-by test tunnel. only tensile failure in the sidewalls is
indicated.



Chapter 7

Summary and Conclusions

The major objective of this thesis was to investigate why the strength of massive granite

from back analysis oftunnels excavated at the 420Levelofthe Underground Research Labo-

ratory was about 100 MPa when the reported laboratory unconfined. compressive strength,

o", of the granite was around 200 MPa. In the past, strength reductions found around

underground openings have generally been att¡ibuted to scale effects, i.e., the strength de-

creases as the volume of the sample increases. At the URL it was obvious that scale effects

could not explain the strength reduction because a 100-mm diameter borehole displayed

the same failure as a 3.5-m diameter tunnel.

The testing progranìs carried out as part of this thesis revealed that excavating tunnels

at the 420 Level causes damage around the advancing tunnel face and that this damage

reduces the rock strength. The following is a summary of the progressive damage/failure

process found around the underground openings at the URL.

7.L Laboratory Progressive Failure

Analyses of unconfrned compression test results revealed that cracking in compression begins

at about 0.4o". This cracking continues as the load increases until the crack damage stress

is reached at about 0.8ø", at which point the sample starts to dilate. The load can be

temporarily increased above this stress level but rock cannot sustain this load for any

significant length of time. Thus, the crack damage st¡ess is the true strength or cohesion

2t9
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of the rock in unconfined compression. This concept is in complete agreement with the
concrete industry which defines the long-term strength of concrete at the crack damage

stress.

The laboratory properties of Lac du Bonnet granite were reviewed in Chapter 3. In
chapter 4 it was shown that the crack damage stress of Lac du Bonnet granite was not sig-
nificantly influenced by scale effects and that properly conducted laboratory tests would fail
at the crack damage stress, again supporting the notion that the traditional peak strength
is an artifact of the test loading conditions. Also, it was shown that although the initial
cracks during a compression test form parallel to the direction of the maximum applied
load, the final failure surface is one which is inclined at about 2Jo to the direction of the
applied load' This inclined failure su¡face \ryas more pronounced in the tests which failed
near or at the crack damage stress, suggesting that the axial splitting mode of failure may
also be an artifact of the test conditions.

Damage'controlled laboratory tests were car¡ied out to investigate the influence of crack
volume on the crack damage stress' The testing program demonstrated that the crack
damage stress decreased significantly to a c¡ack damage threshold as damage accumulated
in the sample' This threshold value coincided with the crack initiation stress for unconfined
tests but as the confining stress increased the crack damage threshold value was alwavs
above the crack initiation stress.

The locus of crack damage stress with increasing damage was modelled using the Grif-
fith locus of sliding and found to be in excellent agreement. The Griffith locus, which is
based on fracture mechanics, was first introduced by Berry [6, 7] for tension and Cook [32]
for compression' In developing the Griffith locus for triaxial compression, it became ob-
vious that the strength of the material described by the Griffith locus had two strength
components - cohesion and friction, but only the cohesion \¡/as controlled by the fracture
mechanics properties such as fracture surface energ"y and crack length.
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It is generally assumed that cohesion and friction are mobilized ai ihe same displace-

ments' The damage-controlled tests and the Griffith locus provided a means of separating

the portion of the strength due to cohesion, basic friction and friction caused by roughness.

At the instant the crack damage stress is first reached in a compression test the strength
is essentially cohesion. At loads beyond the crack damage stress, friction becomes mo-
bilized' Unfo¡tunately, in the process of mobilizing friction, some cohesion is lost. when
displacements are large this cohesion loss can amount to S0%or more of the initial cohesion.

Damage-controlled tests of Indiana limestone and Rocanville potash showed similar
results to those from the granite testíng program, the major difference being the slope of
the Griffith locus in the softer rocks. It appears that the loss in cohesion in potash would
not be nearly as rapid as in granite.

The concept of cohesion loss as a rock is damaged suggests that the traditional failure
envelopes for ¡ock around underground openings are not adequate. At the boundary of the
openings the strength could be reduced to less than s0% or more of the initiaì cohesion.

Howevet' at some distance from the boundary, where a3 ) 0 the strength of the undamaged
rock is not degraded' Thus around the opening the failure envelope is very steep, being
equal to t 0'3o. ât ø3 : 0 and rising steeply to the initial crack damage stress when o3 is
slightly greater than zero.

7.2 In Situ Progressive Failure

The concept of reducing cohesion with increasing damage was explored through the phe-

nomenon of sample disturbance. The process of extracting a sample from a medium stressed

above a critical level causes stress-induced microcracking which in the extreme case pro-
duces core discing' It was shown that the strength, i.e., cohesion, of samples with extensive

microcrack damage, is significantly reduced when compared to undamaged samples. What
is most important is that it is only the cohesion component of the strength envelope which
is affected by the damage and that this cohesion cannot be regained by applying a confining
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stress' The laboratory testing program revealed that the properties of Lac du Bonnet gran-

ite varied, depending on the location of the samples and that the strength of the samples

from Cold Spring Quarry was noticeably higher than the strength of the near surface sam-

ples from the URL' This variation in rock properties was attributed to the crack densitv of
the laboratory samples and not to the crack density in situ.

Physical models of openings of various diameters were loaded in uniaxial and biaxial

compression' These model studies were carried out to examine the strength around circular

openings' In the physical model studies the tangential stress required for spalling failure

to occur around circular openings was about 220 MPa. This is considerably higher then

the observed in situ strength. Thus physical model studies could not replicate the ¡educed

strength observed i'n si,tu. Hence it was concluded that the reduced strength must be caused

by something which is unique to the tunnel excavation in situ.

Microseismic monitoring of a 3.5-m diameter test tunnel revealed that considerable

cracking was occurring around the face of the advancing tunnel. This cracking wâs found

to occur to a depth ofabout 1.3o relative to the centre ofthe tunnel, where a is the tunnel

radius' The microseismic events ahead of the tunnel face represent the initiation of cracking

and not the failure strength. Stress analysis revealed that the stress magnitudes at the loca-

tion of these microseismic events agreed very well with the crack initiation stress obtained

from the laboratory testing program. The crack initiation st¡esses for the microseismic

events also fitted the Cook envelope with d : 0, again suggesting friction had not been

mobilized' Although the Griffith failure envelope for compression is suppose to represent

the initiation of fracture, it gave a poor fit to the in situ microseismic cracking stress.

The in s'itucrack initiation envelope developed from the microseismic events was then

used to evaluate the stress path at various locations around the tunnel as the tunnel face

advances' It was shown that the st¡esses around the tunnel did not exceed the crack

initiation envelope beyond about 1.5o from the center of the tunnel, where ¿ is the tunnel

radius' Thus at distances less then 1.5¿ cracking should be occurring. This agreed quite
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ciosely rvith the locations of the microseismic events and the measured depth of spalling
around the Mine-by test tunnel.

The unconfined ¿n siúu compressive strength of Lac du Bonnet granite is estimated at
150 MPa' This is considerably less than the short-term unconfined compressive strength,
o'' of 220 MPa for undamaged samples f¡om Cold Spring Quarry and has been degraded to
reflect the laboratory frndings discussed in Chapter 4. The 3-dimensional numerical analyses

showed that the tunnel stresses near the face of an advancing tunnel did not exceed 150

MPa and at the point on the tunnel boundary where failure was observed the calculated
maximum tangential stress was only about 80-100 MPa. Thus from the numerical analyses

and the best estimate of the in situ strength it appeared that the loading path followed
in the laboratory tests was not the loading path followed, in s,itu, because according to the
laboratory results failure should not have occurred.

In addition to the stress path around the tunnel, the effects of stress rotation were
also considered' wu and Pollard [161] demonstrated, for tension, that a stress rotation
could influence the direction and origin of crack growth and cause additional crack growth
without increasing the load. It was shown that the compressive stress near the tunnel face
also rotates and it is proposed that this stress rotation contributes to the loss in cohesion.

In the Mine-by test tunnel the o1 stress magnitude increases above the crack initiation
stress of 70 MPa at0.25 m ahead of the tunnel face, to about 100 Mpa at 0.5 m inside the
tunnel' Because the stress directions were rotated by the advancing tunnel, it is postulated
that the crack length is increased above what would be expected with no rotation. The
result of this additional crack growth is reduced cohesion. Interestingly, it is oniy at the
maximum tangential stress concent¡ation that the stress rotates to its maximum value
(= 25') at the tunnel face and then rotates back to its original position as the tunnel
advances' At other positions around the tunnel perimeter the stress either does not rotate
or does not rotate back to its original position. It is suggested that this complex loading
path is responsible for the damage, i.e., loss in cohesion, in the region of the maximum
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tangential stress concentration.

Observations made during the excavation of the lvline-by test tunnel revealed the failure
process initiated at the maximum tangential stress concentration and that in this zone the

rock failed by crushing. After this crushing occurred thin slabs were released violently from

around the crushed zone. This crushed. zone can be considered equivalent to the ,,process

zone" at the tip of an advancing crack. Once the slabbing process initiates, it continues as

the tunnel face is advanced. When the notch finally stabilizes the geometry of the notch

displays a characteristic convex shape with the process zone at the tip of the notch.

7.3 Modelling the Failure process

Physical model studies of a circular hole in blocks of Lac du Bonnet granite were carried

out with and without confining stress. The unconfined samples revealed that three types

of cracks occur¡ed around the circular openings: primary crack, remote crack and the
spalling crack. The primary crack occurred first followed by the remote crack which was

subsequently followed by the spalling crack. The sequencing of the remote and spalling

cracks was reversed for the confined case. This change in fracture sequence for the confined.

case occurs because the primary crack does not grow very far compared to the unconfined

case' Thus the sequence of fracturing is influenced by the stress redistribution which occurs

as a result of the initial primary crack. In both the unconfined and confined physical

models the spalling cracks formed when the maximum tangential stress on the boundary of
the ci¡cular hole was slightly greater then the unconfined compressive strength.

Two approaches were used in the modelling of the failure process around underground

openings: the phenomenological approach and the discrete fracture approach. The phe-

nomenological approach made no assumption of the mechanisms involved in the failure
process' It simply assumes a degraded rock strength everywhere around. the opening. In
this case the strength was assumed to be approximately equal to the initial crack damage

stress envelope obtained from the testing of the damaged samples from the 420 Levelof the
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URL' It rvas reasoned that the damage process around the tunnel is similar to the damage
process in extracting a sample, and therefore, the initial crack damage stress of the dam-
aged samples would be a reasonable estimate of damaged, in si,tustrength. A strength to
stress ratio is used to locate the "failed zones". In this modelling approach an elastic-brittle
materiai behaviour is assumed such that once the failed zones are located, then the tunnel
shape is modified to reflect the removal of this failed material, i.e., the slabbing process.

After the geometry is modified the elastic analysis is rerun. The process is repeated until
a reasonably stable geometry is achieved. For this modelling approach to work, some idea
of the finai stable shape is required. Also, the approach is sensitive to the amount of the
material removed in each step. In this simplified approach, a notch which extends about 2a

from the tunnel centre is produced. This is considerably deeper than the notches observed
at the URL.

After observing the crack growth in the physical models, it was postulated that the
process zone must be a key factor in modelling the notch development. The 2-dimensional
finite element program InSight2D, containing an empirical compressive crack model, was

used to investigate the spalling process. The initial far-field stresses were set to provide a

maximum tangential stress of 100 MPa, the stress level at which failure was first observed.

The process zone' which was obse¡ve d, i,n situ, was represented in the InSight2D model
by assigning a small region in the zone of maximum tangential stress a reduced modulus
equivalent to about 1/ D or the undamaged modulus of 60 GPa. This softened process zone

caused tension to appear near the boundary of the tunnel on both sides of the process zone.

A compressive crack was then manually inserted into this region of tension, parallel to the
direction of the maximum principal stress. The far-field. stress was then increased. to provide
the maximum tangential stress given by the plane strain conditions. The compressive crack,
with the new stress conditions, became unstable. The crack was then extended until it
reached the process zone, at which point the other crack tip still remained unstable. Crack
propagation continued until the crack tip approached the boundary of the tunnel. Although
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the crack propagation in InSight2D is entirely manual, the program appears to capture all

the key elements observed during the failure process in situ: a process zone. slabbing, and

convex curvature near the notch tip. The major advantage of the discrete fracture approach

is that the rock mass strength is not degraded as with the phenomenological approach.

7.4 Conclusions

Listed below is a brief summary of the key contributions and conclusions of this thesis

towards an advancement in the understanding of rock failure and rock strength around

underground openings.

1. The broad distribution of stresses in a large rock mass can be explained using elastic

theory.

samples obtained from a pre-stressed medium may be damaged by the sampling pro_

cess. This damage, which starts to occur when the far field stress exceeds about 0.I5o.,
affects the strength of the sample. In particular, the damage reduces the cohesion but

does not affect the friction. Thus intact samples obtained from a pre-stressed rock

mass may not necessarily represent the in si,tu intact strength.

3' The effects of scale, loading-rate and moisture on intact strength of granite is minimal

and do not explain the obse¡ved strength reduction investigated in this thesis.

The laboratory unconfined compressive strength (ø") of granite is not a material

property but is dependent on the loading conditions. The c¡ack initiation and crack

damage stress were found to be essentially independent of loading conditions and are

considered mate¡ial properties.

Cracking initiates in laboratory samples at about 0.4o" asstable crack growth parallel

to the direction of the maximum applied load.

2.

4.

5.
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6' Siiding in a sample occurs at about 0.7-0.8ø" when the crack damage stress exceeds

the cohesive strength. Initially, as sliding first starts the mechanism is unstable.

7. Damage-controlled tests can be used to map the locus of stress associated with crack

initiation and sliding. The Griffith locus of sliding was applied ro the sliding ìocus

obtained from the damage-controlled tests and gave excellent agreement.

The results from the damage-controlled tests and the application of the Griffith locus

demonstrated that friction and cohesion are not mobilized equally as a sample is

strained' By the time the friction is fully mobilized a significant portion of the initiai
cohesion in the sample is lost. This implies that the prediction of failure around

tunnels which are experiencing damage cannot be based on strength envelopes derived

from traditional laboratorv tests.

9' The Cook failure criterion was extended and the extension separated the Cook failure

envelope in o¡o3 space into cohesion and friction with the cohesion as a function of
crack length and fracture surface energy.

Cracking around underground openings initiates at about the same stress level as

c¡ack initiation in the laboratory tests. Like the laboratory test results, the crack

initiation in situ suggests that the cracking is only affecting the cohesion of the rock

mass. The zone of the crack initiation, with ó : 0, appears to define the limit of
progressive failure around the openings at the 420 Level of the Underground Research

Laboratory.

The loading path of rock near the tunnel face suggests that stress rotation in the

areas of maximum tangential stress concentration is a significant contributor to the

localized degradation of the rock mass cohesive strength. Failu¡e initiates in these

locally damaged areas when the maximum tangential stress reaches about 100 Mpa
which is approximately 507o of o".

8.

10.

11.
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12' Failure around the underground openings at ihe 420 Levei of the -Underground 
Re-

search Laboratory initiates at a point, called the process zone, and is progressive.

Failure occurs as a slabbing mechanism and stops when the geometry of the notch

becomes convex and the process zone becomes contained. The depth of this type of
failure at the Underground Research Laboratory is about 1.3a, where ø is the tunnel

radius.

13' Modelling of the extent of failure cannot be captured by plane-strain modelling unless

some effort is made to account for the initiation of failure at a point near the tunnel

face before plane strain conditions are reached.

7.6 F\rture Research

In any new approach to an old problem there are always a¡eas that require further research.

The two areas which need additional research for the problem posed in this thesis are

o the effect of stress rotation on crack growth in compression

o numerical modelling of the failure process

Laboratory tests to investigate the effect of stress rotation on crack length would be

difficult to perform because to truly simulate the advancing tunnel the load would have

to be maintained while the sample is rotated. There does not appear to be any simple

test configuration for this problem. However, this issue is very important because in any

underground situation sttess rotation occurs in ad.vance of the excavation. If the rock

strength can be degraded by simply holding the stress constant above the crack initiation
stress and rotating the direction of application it could have a direct impact on the sequence

of excavatioû, €.g., where multiple openings occur.

The process zone appears to be the key to the failure process. A numerical model

which simulates the behaviour of the process zone, i.e., dilation, may provide a better
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understanding of the failure process. The current version of InSight2D greatly enhances our

ability to quickly explore excavation-related problems. Future versions need to automate

the crack growth and spalling process, and simulate tunner ad.vance.
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Appendix A

rn situ stress Flom convergence
Measurements

Consider an infinite plate of thickness ú with a circular hole of radius ø located at the origin
as illustrated in Figure 4.1. Let the applied stress in the r direction be o, and in the g
direction be oo.

In an ey coordinate system a counterclockwise rotation of angle d will result in the
following stress transformation.

ot, : o, cos2 0 I oa sin2 0 + 2rro sin 0 cos 0

oa, : orsinz0*oycos20-)ravsindcos0 (A.I)
T¡,y, : %+ sin20 + r"o(cos2 0 - sin2 g)

Thus in polar coordinates and at r : oo equations A.1 become

(or),:* : o, cos2 0 * oa sin2 d + 2rro sin 0 cos 0

(oe)r:* : ø"sin20*oacos20-)rxasindcos0 (A.2)
(r,e),:* : %;" sin20 * z"r(cos2 0 - sin2 0)

.4..1 Solution

Using the approach of Fung [SS], the plane strain (e" : 0) problem shown in Figure A.1

can be solved by assumming a stress function of the form

O : Ar2 + Blogr * Cl cos 20 i Czsin2g * Dç2 cos20 * D2r2sin2d+
E1cos20, E2sin20 (A..3)-.-;2- -r T

243
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Figure 4.1: Circular hole in a an infinite plate with far-field stress conditions.

where the stresses in terms of the stress function Õ are given by

oee : #9
lArÞ | I OewrI' ;T; -r pãã,

oro : -e G#)
The above satisfies the equilibrium equations and satisfies the biharmonic equation such

that

Va(Þ : o

The tangential stress (o6), radial stress(or) and the shear stress (r,"6) for equation A.3,

in polar coordinates, is given by

o00 : 2A - # +ZDrcos2| -l2D2sin20 + pE#E2p + gÙlp2T

orr : 2A+ fl - 4ctsæ20 - 4czÊin20 
-2Dtcos20 -2Dzsin20-

6Ftc?s20 _ 64zsin20 (4.5)
,r+ T4

rr0 : -þsin20+Tcos20+2Drsin20 -2Dzcos20 -etùsìn2l +98trU

Boundary Conditions (r: oo)

Using the trigonometric identities

oy
n-
{}. \*

&u".

(A.4)

sin2 0 : L - cos20
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,^ I+cos2îcos-fi : 
2

sindcosd : sin2o
2

equations 4.2 give

(oe),:* : 
"* + %+ cos2o - r"osin2o

(o,),:oo : "*+rycos20*r"osin2l (,{.6)
(r,e),:* : %+ sin20 I r"o cos20

Solving equations ,{.5 for r : oo and equating the results with equations 4.6 gives

A:"P
D1 : _T (A.7)

D2: -+
Boundary Conditions (r: ø)

The boundary conditions at r : a aÍe

(o,),:o:(r,o),:o:0

Solving equations 4.5 for r : o. and equating the results with equations 4.6 gives

B : -"'(""t"')
C1 : ", (ry)
C2 : o2T"!

E, : -"1("+¡
;" 

-airrvu¿2

Substituting equations 4.7 and A'.8 into equation A.b gives

or : "* - "'("ú,Io,) ¡ Oz:saS$¡¿"'t:tl cos20+
(ga{ - 4a2 12 +r|)Isr sin 2d____*r_

oo : ** + ¿J#!ù + @rr{El) cos2o+ (A.9)

- (t * Y) orsin 2d
( - 3aa +2a2 12 + ra ) (2r", cos 20 - o,sin 2g*ø. sin 2d)

(4.8)
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From elastic theory

- u(oe + o,))

and

or:u(orto6)

which gives

u-:r l(r. 2r I' E ¡x- - u- )or - u\I + u)oe)

This gives the total radiar dispracements due to the far-field stresses

displacements due to the hole.

The radial dispiacements z" as a functio n of 0 will be the difference between z, due to
the hole and z' with the hole absent and can be found by substituting equations A.g into
equation A'10 and carrying out the integration from r : a to oo

u, (0) : + { 1,":"- 
( (t - r) o, - uo s) d.r - I,':"* ((r - u) o,,- 6a - r,a s,_-) r"} (A. 1 1 )

which gives the convergence (t/) as

U : #{(r + (r - 4u)cos2l)o,+ (1 - e -  l cos2|)or+ 2(3 - 4u)sin2tr,o} (A.12)

where G: the shear modulus and y: poisson's ratio.

Equation 4.12 is of the general form

U:C1or*C2oo*C3rro (4.13)

Hence equation 4.12 can be solved provided at least three convergence measurements are

taken.

4.2 Example Calculation

Changes in the shaft diameter using four diametrical lines was monitored during the con-

st¡uction of the 2.3-m diameter circular shaft from the 240 Level to the 420 Level (Fig-

ure A'2)' Using the orientation of each diameter in Figure A.2 it is possible to determine

the values of or,oo and r* fot equation A.13.

0ul
ôi:": nlo'

(A.10)

plus the radial
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Figure A'2: Convergence measurements used for the construction of URL Shaft from 240Level to the 420 Level.
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Example:

(A.14)

where

C1 : ft {(L+ (3 - 4u) cos2o)}

c2 : aä {(t - (3 - 4u)cos20)}

C3 : ft{2(g-4u)sin2gl
Ci"'3 in equation 4.15 refers to the coefficients, d is the orientation of the convergence

line and the subscripts á'''D refer to the diameters in Figure 4.2. The in situ stresses

(o¡,os,r'r) responsible for the convergences can be found from equation 4.14 using a least

squares matrix solution (see the next section for the details of the solution) given the values

of the elastic constants (G,r).

4.2.L Least Squares Matrix Operations

For m equations and n unknowns the following is the least squares matrix solution for n
values of the unknown parameter X

lC), r.{X},*r : lU),nrt

The solution to the

Cn+Cn+Cn
Czt + Czz + Cz,

:+:+::
C,¡+C,nz+C^n
above equation is given by:

{x},", : ([cJ',*,- [c]**,)- 
t 

p)', *,. [u]** t (A.16)

The Xr"'' obtained by solving equation 4.16 correspond to a least squares approxima-

tion in which the er¡ors €¿ arê given equal weight [102].

Set up the matrix for the coefficients (C) for the orien

ln¡ r'i,r'¡l{=!lfr]

tation of each diameter

(A.15)

Uy

U2

(J*l{:}
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Griffith Locus

8.1 Elastic Strain Energy

Energy is defined as the capacity to do work and work is the product of a force by the

distance in the direction the force moves. For a body loaded in uniaxial compression (see

Figure 8.1) the elastic strain energy (s.8.) stored in the body is

s'E' : !P5
2

where

6: !!
bE

and P is the applied force, I is the length, ô is the width and .Ð is the young,s modulus of
elasticity.

Substituting for ó gives

qr, -lPzl"'-tbE'
and since o : # then .s.8. becomes

.s..Ð. : ro2Ib
2E

The shear modulus (G) is given by

G- E
- 16Tõ (B'1)

249
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Figure 8.1: Strain energ"y for a body of length (/),
uniaxial compression.

and S.E. can be expressed as

r oztb o2lbS.E.:
2 2(t + u)G 4(r + u)G'

E}.2 Strain Energy Release Rate

width (ô) and unir rhickness loaded in

(8.2)

Griffith [59] used energ'y methods to develop a criteria for crack extension. The elastic

modulus of a plate with a crack is given as E" and, with a crack that has extende d by cl d.c,

6 Ec+dc in Figure 8.2. In Griffith's original formulation the system was rigidly fixed, hence

the load had to drop as the crack extended and the stiffness had to d.ecrease to E]"..,,¿". The
energy of the plate with crack c is given by OAC and when the crack extends to c * d.c

the energy is given by OBC. Thus the energy released as the modulus softens from ,Ð" to
E.¡¿. is equal to the area OAB and must be equal to or greater than the fracture surface

energy i'e' the energy required to create a unit surface area of new fractu¡e. Based on this
approach G¡iffith stated that the condition for crack extension occurred when

dU dW
dc dc
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Crack Extension

Figure 8.2: The Griffith conditions for crack extension in uniaxial tension for a fixed grip
system.

where [/ is the elastic energy and W is the energy for crack growth. Griffith found that the

crack growth occurs when

lEç
"t: U n"

where I is the strain energ"y release rate per crack tip. For plain strain conditions Ç is given

by

251

o : To -,2) : #rno -,,) : ffo - ø
where K¡ is the stress intensity factor which describes the stress at the tip of the crack in
Pigure B'2. For the conditions in Figure 8.2 the stress intensity factor is given as

Kt : ot/nc.

El.3 Griffith Locus in Tension

Following along the original work of Griffith, Berry

failu¡e for the "growing crack" when the load was in

(8.3)

[6, 7] developed the Griffirh locus of

tension. Cook [32] extended Berry's

Crack Length c

CrackLengthc+dc
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\Mork to the case of uniaxial compression. This section rs a review of that rvork before

extending the Griffith locus to triaxial compression.

Assume a single crack subjected to a constant tensile stress as in Figur e 8.2. If the
crack is closed and then slowly released the released energy (ø/r) is stored around the crack.

For crack extension at both crack tips

252

If e is the strain associated with the external load o in the presence of the crack then

the total work done (W D) by the application of o is

w D : |"rçat¡
The total work done (W D) as the specimen containing the crack is subjected to a load ø
is equal to the work stored in the specimen without the crack (S.8.) plus the work stored

around the crack as the crack opens (Ø/").

2A:ry2-dc

Hence the stored energy

¡rr 2 o2rc2 ,, o2lr"2*':r-2G G-r):ã(t-")

WD : S.E. +W"

Substituting eq 8.2 and eq 8.4 into eq 8.6 gives

loeftt\ _ o2¿b o2nc2
2  (r+u)i+ o (1-u)

f1,ol': d Lm;¡ * rc"(1- ')")'

(8.4)

(8.5)

(8.6)

from which

(8.7)

where n : the number of cracks per unit volume and, bt: volume per crack,i. e. n: t.
Since a crack extending in its own plane, will extend in 2 opposite direction s # : 2ç

and since 2 crack surfaces are c¡eated with the extension of one crack tip 2Ç > 4l where 7
is tlre fracture surface energy for tension and, Ç is the strain energy release rate.
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Thus from eq 8.3

2ç:o2lccQ_u)>41

and the critical crack length required for extension becomes

4tG
C > --=-----:--- o'¿r(I - u)'

Substituting eq B'8 into eq B'7 gives the critical strain (e",) required for crack extension,

i.e., failure.

ol 1 164G2 I
'n 

: 
G L¡0¡¿ 

+ 7"ç1 -;p(1 - ò"1

which reduces to

o I612Gna_:"' 2G(l + u) ' o3r(t - v)

Equation 8.9 is the plane strain equivalent of Berry's [6] Griffith locus developed by

Cook [32]' Equation 8.7 defines the linear stress-strain paths for different crack sizes an¿

densities prior to failure and equation 8.9 defines the region of the stress-strain curve over

which equation 8.7 is valid.

8.4 GrÍffith Locus in Compression

Starr [147] showed that ühe strain energy, for plane strain, in a plate due to a crack under-

going shear displacement was given by

,:"{å'G-,)

253

(8.8)

(B.e)

(8.10)

where r is the shear stress parallel to the frictionless crack, c is the crack half-length and .Ð

is the Young's modulus. Cook [32] modifred equation 8.10 to take in to account the friction
along the c¡ack due to the compressive shearing. Equation 8.10 then becomes

rr zr(r - pon)2c2 ,-' : --i"-Q -')
where p is the coefficient of friction and. on is the compressive normal stress across the crack.

In this case the crack is inclined at an angle d to the maximum applied load (Figure 8.3)
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Figure B'3: The Griffith conditions for crack extension in triaxial compression.

and hence the crack is subjected to a normal stress (o,.,) and shear stress (r) where

an: oLsin2 á + oJcos2 0

t : (ot - o3) cos 0 sin?

. o^ Isrn'd:,(1-cos20)

o- 7cos"d:,(1*cos2d)

^ sin20cosdsrn0_ _
2

254

Since

then

: ottos _ot-oscos2022
01 - O.l: sin20

2

In this case because the crack is closed, a f¡ictionar force ¡1,o,

su¡face and sliding of the crack surface will occur when

on

T

(8.11)

(8.12)

will arise across the crack

T ) l-to,
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As the closed crack crack is released the work done and hence the additional strain energy

can be found using Figure 8.4. In Figure 8.4 it is assumed that r decreases rvhile ø,,

¡emains constant. and that slip stops when z I l"on.

Refering to Figure 8.4, the work done is

W" : 
|Z"16r 

: 6cr2 when ¡;ø,, : Q

and when ¡ton ) 0

W" : W"*Wf
W" : 6c(r2-p2o2r)

As ø is increased from zero, in the presence of the crack, the surfaces displace linearly
from 0 to ó(r - þon) and the work done against the friction forces is w¡ /2(see Figure B.4).

In Figure 8.4 when p : 0 than

W :6cr2

According to Starr [1a7] the work done against a frictionless crack Lr :0 is given by

W:n ^?2

A(1 - 2v)r"¿

Therefore the crack displacement ó can be found by equating equations B.14 and B.1b which
gives

a:frT-")c

(8.13)

(8.14)

(8.15)

(B.16)

In this process the total wo¡k done (w D) as the specimen containing the crack is
subjected to a load o, is equal to the work stored in the specimen without the crack (S.E.)
plus the work stored around the crack as the crack opens (I.4z") plus the frictional work
associated with crack slip (tr42¡), thus

WD : S.E. + (w" *Yt\.". - \,, " 
-r -2 ) (8.17)

since the total work done on the specimen with the crack by the deviatoric stress oi - ø3 is

WD:(T)*, (8.18)
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={Zc\r-gto) ô(t-¡ro}j
= cô(r-pon)2

Wr=2c ¡ron ô(r-¡ro)

wf
T = c pon ô(t-¡ro)

" ò(t-¡ron) òr
Mean Shear Displacement

Figure 8.4: shear force and displacement (ó) of a crack surface.

thenWD in equation 8.17 can be solved for axial strain e as in the tension case.

The elastic st¡ain in a specimen under triaxial compression is given by

€1 : È["t-u(o2+q))
€2 : i["r-u(ot*os)]
€3 : ÈI"t-u(ot*oz)l

Since in a triaxial compression test 02 : os therefore the elastic strain energy is

S.E. : (.ror + e2o2+rtot)l: þ?-Auoyo3+zo!-zuo!) jþ
S.E. : (ry) r#og 

v' LD (B'20)

Now the total work done becomes

(ry),u': (ry)+bt+ (w".ry) (821)

When þan ) 0 the work associated with W" and. W¡ is given, according to Cook [32],

as

ä(r - v¡î2-!'2o?) 
"'

ä(t - u)¡.rc.?-ffù"2

256

0

w":
wf:

(8.1e)

(8.22)
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E=60 GPa
-,-n I

KI"=1'6 MPa mrÆ

F=Tan 46.5'
n=10

o¡=10 MPa
--'¿';7

o¡=5 MPa

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
AxialStrain (Zo)

Figure 8.5: The Griffith locus in triaxiar compression.

Equation B.2L can now be solved for strain (e)

ot-uo3 2 (r (¡2 ) )¡
e -# ";:,,{ ätt- "l#.r+[G-u¡ro,9-Eù"r], lezs¡zG(I + u) ot - o, 

L 
o --Z-' - t\t L, )

Equation 8.23 defines the linear stress-strain paths for different crack sizes which is
essentially a map of how the modulus changes as the crack grows Figure 8.5.

As before the criterion for crack extension is

dw"
-Ë>4o

where a : the fracture surface energy.

From Cook [32]

200
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0
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u,
tJ)
(¡)

U)
(ú'i

w.
dW"

dc

Thus the c¡itical crack length at failure is

ä(r - u¡i-t!9'^)2 
"z

ie - 4þ=E¿"
(8.24)
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rvhich may be rewritten as

8aG
C:-

zr(1 -r)(,-pæ (8.25)

Substituting the critical crack length at failure from equation 8.25 into equation 8.23
gives the critical strain at failure and is referred to as the Griffith locus. The locus is shown

in Figure B'5 as the two solid lines. As expected the locus is sensitive to confining pressure.

El.4.1 sensitivity of Griffith Locus to rnput parameters

The Griffith locus was shown in Figure 8.5. It can be seen from Figure 8.5 that the locus

can be divided into two parts: part one consists of the positive slope and reflects the stiffness

of the material when the cracks are very small, and part two consists of the negative slope

or threshold and defines the strength of the material as a function of crack length.

The Griffith locus contains five unknowns, G : the shear mod.ulus, y : poisson,s ratio,
p : coefficient of friction, d : critical crack angle, a : fracture surface energ-y and n :
number of cracks. The locus is also dependent ori d3 : the confining stress. Only n
is difficult to quantify. All the other parameters are available from standard laboratory
testing methods. However, it is difficult to determine which of these parameters the Griffith
locus might be highly sensitive to. Thus a parametric study was carried out to investigate

the sensitivity of the locus to input parameters. The input parameters for the study were

taken from standard laboratory test results for Lac du Bonnet granite.

Modulus

The shear modulus (G) in equation 8.23 can be related to rhe modulus (¿) bv equation 8.1.
Figure B'6 shows the change in Griffith locus as .Ð varies from 20 to 70 Gpa. The modulus
determines the position of the positive slope of the Griffith locus and has essentiallv no

effect on the negative slope position, i.e., the threshold value of the locus.
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v=0.2
KI"=1.6 MPa mr¿
n=1000
p=tan 46.5o
0=25"
o3=o

0
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

AxialStrain (%)

Figure 8.6: The Griffith rocus as a function of modurus (.Ð).

Poissonts ratio

Figure B'7 shows the change in Griffith locus as Poisson's ratio (rz) varies from 0.15 to 0.3.

The Poisson's ratio for Lac du Bonnet granite is typically around 0.22. As indicated in
Figure 8.7 u has no effect on the Griffith locus.

Flacture Surface Energy

The fracture surface energy (a) in compression is seldom measured. However, a in tension

is found through equation B'3 and K¡" can be obtained through simple laboratory tests.

Figure B'8 shows the change in GriffÊth locus as K¡" varies from 1 to 2 Mpa/m. The
fracture surface energy has essentially no effect on the positive slope position (stiffness) of
the locus and only minor effects on the threshold value of the locus.

Number of Cracks

Figure B'9 shows the change in Griffith locus as the number of cracks goes from 0 to 10,000.

Notice that when n : 0 there is no sliding and the result is a straight line corresponding to

the modulus of the material. Hence it is the number of cracks which determines when the

259
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0.2

Figure 8.7: The Griffith

E=60CPa
Kt. = 1.6 MPa mrn

F = tan 46.5o

n = 1000
0 =25"
03=o

v = 0.15 to 0.3

o.4 0.6 0.8 1

AxialStrain (%)

Iocus as a function of Poisson's ratio (z).
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Figure 8.9: The Griffith locus as a function of the number of cracks (n).

slope of the locus changes from positive to negative. Also note that when 1000 < n
there are only minor changes in the position of the locus.

Coefficient of Fliction

< 10,000

Figure 8.10 shows the change in Griffith locus as p varies from 30 to 60o. Friction has only

minor effects on the locus threshold and no effect on the positive slope.

Critical Crack Angle

Figure B.1l shows the change in Griffith locus as d varies from 20 to 60o. The locus is fairiy

insensitive to d in the range 20 to 30" but the threshold rises quickly as the g increase above

30'. This is not surprising since rotating the crack away from the applied load is similar to

applying a confining stress which has a signifrcant effect on the threshold position.

Confining Stress

261

Figure 8.5 shows the change in Griffith locus

5 to 10 MPa. This shows rhat the threshold

E=60 GPa

v=0.2
KI.=1'6 MPa mrÆ
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0=25o

03=o

confining stress(o3) increases from

G¡iffith locus, for any given crack
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E=60 GPa

v=0.2
KI"=1.6 MPa mrÆ

n=1000
0=25"
o3=o

o.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

AxiatStrain (%)

Figure 8.10: The Griffith locus as a function of the coefficient of friction (p).
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Figure 8.11: The Griffith locus as a function of the critical crack angle (g).
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E=60CPa
v=0.2
KI. = 1.6 MPa mrz
F= tan 46.5o
n = 1000

.e:--9?"'-
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Figure 8.12: The Griffith locus as a function of confining stress (o3).

length is increased by an increase in the confining stress. The impact of confining stress

is illustrated in Figure B'12 which shows that much larger st¡ains are required for failure

when the confining stress is inc¡eased. This is very simila¡ to the notion that as confining

stress increases a material becomes less brittle. Thus the confining stress has a significant

effect on the Griffith locus.

El.5 Failure Envelope

Equation 8.25 may be written as

r - pon) (8.26)

fracture
which gives the shear strength of the material in terms of crack length (c) and

surface energy (a).

Using

on : otsin2 d + og cos2 0

, : (ot - o3) cos 0 sin?

8aG
;G=;F
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in equation 8.26 gives

(or - os) cos d sin g - p(orsin2 g + o3 cos2 d) >

Dividing by sin d cos d gives

264

[-EãG-
(ot - os) - ttottan¡ - þot^, U,ry=õ'

tan9 - sinácosá

which reduces to

ot(I

and solving for o1 gives

- ¡,t tang) - ", (t
, tl \+-t' tang )

r-Eã€-
> V;G=F
- sin0cosá

@o.,: V@ *^^(1+ãfu)
sin d cos 0(t - ptan?) ' "" 1 -lîÃ0

Note that in equation 8.27 the critical angle (á-) will be related to p in order

in equation 8.27 is a minimum.

Let

x- (t+#z)
I - ¡L.tan9

Thus

ucsc2 o
_ ^ -;,T Qt sin20 - cos20)
(psrnd - cosd)' '

Hence

dX
d,0 

:0 when ¡l,sin29 - cos2d:0

Simplifying gives the relarionship in Figure B.18

p,tanÀî -1:0 or tan20:

Using the following relations based on Figure 8.13

sin20 : i
,/t + p2

cos20
t/t + p2

(8.27)

that ø1

dX
de

I
11

8aG
;G -;Ê
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Figure 8.13: Relationship between angle d and ¡r.

sin20 : 2sin0 cos d :

cos20 : l-2sin20:

1:
t/t + p2

11

\/7 + p2

Then

Thus

slnce

2sin2o: JTTÊ-p'
,f+Ê

^ 2sin2 g
tanu : 

zsirrp".sa 
: y'l + LP - Lt

dX
d,e 

:0 when 0n: tan-L(/t + p2 - lt)

Now equationB.2T can be written as

,, [-EaG-
or:iÆ-

,/7+pt-tt
| lTlfr + u1-f- C¡3 l-:-l
Lr/1 + p'- t"l

(8.28)

1

7--:-,2:
(r/t + p'- p)

,,/TTE + p:
,/t+p2-t"
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Note that equation 8.28 give a linear failure envelope similar to the general Mohr-

coulomb form. The cohesion part of equation B.2g can be reduced using

266

and

Therefore

¡z)

2a:Ç:nri:(r-r,)' F\-

u--
2(t + u)

,l t X7.(r-u2) E
\l ctr(l- u) 2E 2(I + u)

: c,ñKI'
vlrc

Hence equation 8.28 becomes

,^6 Krou o -É*s- 
* "rlfÑ=* ,l"'>ffi-, Lr/1 + t,-trl

Ashby and sammis [2] derived a similar expression for crack initiation

Jg [Æ",.rffi.*\ffi+l

(8.2e)

(8.30)

The only difference between the two equations is 2J2 in equation B.2g and /3 in equa_

tion 8.30. It should be noted that

+
v c1f

is considered equal to the tensile strength when K¡" is the Mode I fracture toughness. Thus

it is preferable to use equation 8.28 as the fracture surface energy (a) is a material property

and not dependent on the mode of fracture.

According to equation 8.26 failure initiates when the shear driving stresses are greater

resisting stresses in terms of fracture surface energy, and it has been shown that the form
of this failure envelope is linear.

8aG
;G -;F
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Since ¡r : tan þ then

Using

this becomes

ot:

which reduces to

But

which gives

cosþ

Which gives

ot:2

I ,Ã¡t^æA * tan / l='r¡@-tunel

1 + tan2 ó: - 
l-- 

and tanó: titd
cos'Q cos@

I r - sinól
*", 1î¿#l

lcosþ cos/J
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q [-Eæ-LV ttG='F
E-Ê¡!4

\,/ cosz þ cos þ

cos2 q - 1 - sin2 d

Since

i**l9 :tan2 (*.9)
equation 8.26 can be expressed in the general Mohr-Coulomb failure form of

ot :2so,ur, (nt .9) . o3tan2 (*. t)
Thus the cohesion ,So in Mohr-Coulomb can be stated in terms of fracture surface energy

âs

r(7 - u)c
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8.5.1 sensitivity of Failure Envelope to Input parameters

As stated previously equation 8.28 is a linear failure envelope with two components, cohe-

sion and friction. The cohesion part of equation B.2g

n l-Eãd-¿V ?tî=uÈ

æ-u
is dominated by the fracture surface energ'y (o) and the crack length (c) and the friction
part of equation B'28 is dependent entirely on ¡r. In the following sections a parametric

study is carried to determine which of the input parameters has the most significant impact
on the failure envelope.

Crack Length

Figure B'14 shows the change in strength as c ranges from 1 to g mm. The grain size of the

Lac du Bonnet granite is about 5 mm. As shown in Figure B.L4 cohesion is significantly
affected by crack length with cohesion decreasing as crack length increases. Note that the
cohesion drops about 100 MPa as the crack grows from 1 to 3 mm but only 50 Mpa as the
crack grows from 3 to g mm.

Flacture Surface energy

As shown previously the parameter K¡" is related to the fracture surface energ-y (a). Fig-
ure 8.15 shows the change in strength as Kt"ranges from 1 to 2 Mpa/m. The K¡" of the

Lac du Bonnet granite is about i.6 MPa/m. As shown in Figure B.lb cohesion increases

from 60 to 120 N,IPa as K¡. increases from 1 to 2 Mpa/m.

Coefficient of fYiction

Figure 8'16 shows the change in strength as the angle of friction ranges from 30 to 60o. As

shown in Figure 8.16 there is a small increase in cohesion as ¡z increases but the slope of
the failure envelope is significantly affected by the change in p.
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Figure 8.14: The failure envelope as a function of crack tength (c).
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Figure 8.16: The failure envelope as a function of friction (¡r).
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Appendix C

Flacture Surface Energy

According to starr [1a7] and Cook [32] failure occurs when the fracture surface energy Ís
exceeded' Therefore, the fracture surface energy becomes a key parameter in estimating

the failure strength. It is instructive to examine the va¡ious means available to measure the
f¡acture surface energy.

In fracture mechanics three modes of fracture are considered possible (Figure C.1). with
mode I the loading is perpendicular to the plane of the crack and is generally referred to as

"opening mode". Mode II requires in-plane shear and. is called the ,,sliding mode,,. Mode

III is caused by out-of-plane shear. The superposition of the three modes describes the
general case of loading, although mode I is considered the most important mode in fracture

mechanics' Mode II or the "sliding crack" is the model used in the development of the

Griffith locus.

According to Brock [16], the elastic stress field surrounding the tip of the crack in mode

I loading in the coordinate system of Figure C.2 is given by

oij: Tt¡(0)
K¡:

,/2n, (c.1)

The stresses o¿¡ will be known once the stress intensity factor K¡ is defined for the loading

conditions. According to Brock [16], for the mode I problem in Figure C.2, K¡ is given by

Kt : or/nc (c.2)

The distribution of elastic stress oo, along oA, is illustrated in Figure C.3. However.

27t
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Mode I
Opening Mode

Mode tt
Sliding Mocie

Mode III
ïearing Mode

Ioading based on energy principles.

(c.3)

has dimensions of energy per

Figure C.1: The three modes of fracturing.

from equation C.1 it is evident that near the crack tip, i.e., r:0, the stress at the tip is

infinite' Since the stress at the tip cannot be infinite a plastic or process zone is consid.ered to

exist at the tip which limits the stress concentration to a maximum value (oy" in Figure C.3).

Thus it becomes clear that the stress intensity factor, although essential for calculating the

distribution of stress around the crack, may be a difficult parameter to quantify, especially,

since rocks contain numerous flaws or cracks and the stress intensity formulation is based

on a single crack.

C.l The Griffith Criterion in Tension

Griffith [59] developed a criterion for fracture in mode I
Griffith's condition for crack growth is

tco2
-E

where I is the strain energ-y release rate per crack tip and
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1"

s,

s.
Figure C.2: Mode I fracture problem.

q,7,
at¿

Figure C.3: Stress distribution with and without a plastic zone at the crack tip.
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unit thickness. The strain energy release rate can be equated to the fractu¡e surface energy

(7). which has the same dimensions, for the whole crack by

2Ç :41 (c.4)

Thus, equation C.3 can solved for the stress (ø¿) required to cause mode I failure in terms

of 7 by substituting, for Ç from equation C.4 into equation C.3

(c.5)

where ø¿ is the tensile strength of the rock. The fracture surface energy 7 can be

expressed in terms of the stress intensity factor K¡, using equations C.2 and C.5 for plane

stress giving:

I_ (c.6)
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t ",E
Ot:ll" Vrc

K?.
2E

and for plane strain

^t: ffiG -,')
C.2 Direct Tensile Tests

(c.7)

The formulation of the fracture surface energy, 7 in terms of. K¡. in equation C.6 provides

an opportunity to compare the laboratory determined K¡" with the f¡acture surface energ-y

1 assuming that the critical crack is equivalent to the grain size. This is not an unrealistic

assumption since it was demonstrated earlier that cleavage planes in feldspar were the first

minerals to register cracking.

A series of direct tension tests were carried out on ten samples of Lac du Bonnet granite

from tire URL using the test specimen setup shown in Figure C.4. The test dimensions and

results are given in Table C.1. The mean tensile strength for the ten tests was 6.g3 and

the mean Young's modulus. in tension, for the samples was 40.4 GPa. The ratio of young's

modulus in tension to the Young's modulus in compression is about 0.62. A simiiar ratio for
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f.-- 45 mm ___j

Figure C.4: Direct tension specimen and ìoading.

Lac du Bonnet granite has also been found by Rui [28] using a unique compression/tension

testing configuration.

In Chapter 3 the mode I fi'acture toughness I{¡" for Lac du Bonnet granite rangecl fì'om

1'5 to 2.5MPa1ff. At the Underground Research Laboratory Kl.is about 1.g Mpa1fr.
Using this value for K¡., d¿ : 6.93 MPa ancl the following equation f'or the crack length

(obtained from equations C.b ancl C.6)

", 
:2!3n

ltoí

the estimated critical crack length at failure is 42 mm long. Clearly, since the cliameter of
the samples is about 45 mm (see Table C.1) this crack length is not realistic. If we now

assume that the crack length 2c is about 4 mm (the average grain size of Lac du Bonnet

granite), we find that the fracture surface energy is considerably smaller than that given by

(c.8)
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Table C.1: Summary of the tensile strength obtained f¡om the direct tension test.
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Sample
Number

Diameter
(rn-)

Thickness
(mm)

Young's 
",modulus (cPa) (NIPa)

34.734A
34.449A
34.763A
34.133A
35.533A
35.860A
38.030A
38.517A
41.043A
41.3621^

mean

44.97
44.98
44.97

44.98
44.98

44.98

44.98
44.99

44.9I
44.92

27.38
27.37
29.27
28.76
29.64
28.74
29.43
29.34
28.55
28.85

43.01

47.48
46.69
29.29

N/A
N/A
30.42

42.87

41.73

41.56

40.38

8.56
7.83

6.81

6.52
7.81
-/ laI.¿t

5.46

5.63

6.72

6.38

6.93

equation C.6' Figure C.5 shows the ratio of 7 calculated with the 4 mm crack length, to

'Ytheors calculated using the measured laboratory value of K¡. versus the tensile strength.

These results suggest that the mode I stress intensity factor or fracture toughness is not

a good representation of the stresses around the crack tip and hence the fracture surface

energy should be best determined by equation C.5 and assuming c --half the grain diameter.

C.3 Fracture Surface Energy in Compression and rension

In Chapter 4 it was shown that the fracture surface energy only applies to the cohesion

component of strength in both compression and tension. It rvas also shown in Chapter 4

that in compression testing the cohesive strength of the sample is given by the crack damage

stress. In both the compression test and the tensile test the fracture is growing in its own

plane' However in compression the mode of crack growth is mode II whereas in tension it
is mode I.
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(c.11)
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Figure C.5: The fracture surface energ-y required for failure compared to the fracture surface
energy determined from the laboratory determined mode I Kt..

According to Cook [32] the condition for mode II fracture in compression occurs when

T - ll0n: (c.e)

unconfined compression testwhere .Ð" is the Young's modulus in compression. For the

equation C.9 reduces to

(c.10)

where 5o is the cohesion in ¡ - útz¿ space. Equation C.10 can be soived for crack length and

S" replaced by o¿/2 to give

4aE.
1:-

"?¿(r - u2)n

If the crack length is considered equal to the grain size in both the tension and com-

pression testing methods, the fracture surface energy in compression a can be determined

in terms of the fracture surface energy in tension 7 by equating equations C.11 and C.8

4aE" 2Et^l
(c.12)4rO:An:;4

Substituting the appropriate values into equation C.12 gives

8aE"
;G:7ã1"

a: 4.83'y (c.13)
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Lac du Bonnet Granite

URL420 Level
Sample MB1-21 .065

03=o
G = 20.8 GPa
a = 18.6 Joules/m2
F = Tan 47.6"
n= 2000
0=25'

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

AxialStrain (%)

Figure C.6: Comparison of the Griffith locus, using the calculated fracture surface energy
from direct tension tests, with the measured crack damage locus. The new fracture surface
energy increases the number of cracks (n).

The analysis above provides an alternate approach to measu¡ing the fracture surface

energy and avoids the limitations of the stress intensity factor approach of linear elastic

fracture mechanics. The Griffith locus was recalculated for the unconfined case using the

relationship in equation C.13 and the fracture surface energ"y determined from the direct

tension tests, and re-compared with the crack damage locus. Now in order to get the same

frt as before the number of cracks/unit volume had to increase from n : 1200 to n : 2000

(Figure C.6).
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